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” 1 lie Sage is one who has first discovered what
is common in our hearts.”
—Mencius
“O an uiend, whv do you, who are a citizen
of the great and mighty and wise city of Athens,

care so much about the laying up of the greatest
amount of money and honour and reputation,
and so little about wisdom and truth?”
Socrates on trial

“The building of a peaceful world is not
something to be accomplished by the writing of
a treaty. It takes time to work out the relation¬
ships of men and women, but if we hope for
peace, it must be clone.”
—Eleanor Roosevelt

PREFACE TO MYSELF
The purpose of this book is to say something that must
be said and say it with simplicity.
The age calls for simple statements and restatements
of simple truths. The prophets of doom are involved,
those who would bring light must be clear.
Our problem is the problem of moral decay and
regeneration. From a handful of dust faith must come.
There is more hope in a heather rose than in all the tons
of Teutonic philosophy.
1 do not know how to say these things, but God give
me strength to say them.
The shadow of another war already looms before us.
We have to think straight and think fast.
Lin Yutang

I. THE SITUATION

1
A CONFESSION
As I take up my pen to put down the thoughts bursting
for expression in my head and my heart, I am troubled
by the question of ruthless honesty and whether it is
worth while. The question is not whether it is worth
while to myself, but to the public. I have decided that
it is worth tvhile. For every good book is worth the
reader’s while when there is a real communion of the
spirit, and this is possible only when he feels he is being
taken into the author’s confidence and the author is will¬
ing to reveal to him the innermost searchings of his heart
and talk as it were, in an unbuttoned mood, collar and
tie loose, as by a friend’s fireside. Nobody is ever mis¬
understood at a fireside; he may only be disagreed with.
Agreement of opinion is the least important thing; dis¬
agreement is not only profitable, but necessary to think¬
ing. At the fireside of a friend there is many a heated
argument after which both friends see many things not
seen before. The writer who is willing to let go is sure
of being understood, and only friendship which can stand
occasional plain speaking is worth having.
I may as well make a confession here. For a month or
so, I have been living in a daze. My mind, as I look back
upon it now, has been a complete blank—I can only
remember fuming and lying awake at night, thinking,
thinking, thinking of how to break the solid wall of the
Washington blockade of supplies for China. And think¬
ing, lying awake at night over the puzzle that President
Roosevelt gave us. “Even now,” said the President, “we
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rr kn Liiu" into China as much Lend-Lease material at
-at tmversed tlie Burma Road.’* That statement conmirw: :i wkcr, and I didn't like it—I didn’t like joking
and quibbling about vital supplies for my country at war.
1 knew the exact tonnage being flown in, which no official
leas * Lured m make public. It was the last straw, and
hr he the camel of easy-paced Chinese patience. It was a
dap in the face, and stunned me into a half-daze.
Let me tell you how the Chinese camel broke. I had
O'cen slapptd in the lace before, or rather I felt China
wwi Men, successively. My country being pledged to a
life-and-death struggle with Japan, these slaps were so
personal that I felt as though someone had slapped me
bodih. I have heard of prisoners being slapped by the
Japanese, and have often wondered what Jesus would say
about that. Jesus’ injunctions ended with the second
smiting on the left cheek; what one should do after
turning the right cheek, if there was a third slap, followed
bv a fourth, the Bible did not tell us. Always it tvas not
the injury, but the abuse, that hurt. What I could not
stand was not selfishness—for that I could always under¬
stand; what I could not stand was bad manners. It teas
not so hard to be kicked unintentionally; it was harder
to be told that being kicked didn’t matter, or that the
kicker had just never thought anything about it. I knew
as well as any American that America was shipping oil
and scrap iron to Tokyo to bomb Chinese women°and
children. Chinese patience is big enough for that. In a
hypothetical case, if China should now declare herself a
neutral and send scrap iron to Japan while the United
States is fighting her, meanwhile maintaining a friendly
relationship with the United States and praising her for
her “heroic struggle,” I doubt whether there would be
as much equanimity in the American press or American
diplomatic quarters as China showed before Pearl H-ar-
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hour. But when President Roosevelt In the summer of
1941 called this policy of shipping Iron and oil to Japan
a “success,” with evident satisfaction, that teas the first
big slap on my face. Of course all who hurt people with
their words hurt through thoughtlessness. It obscured
all the pin pricks before—the steady protests of the State
Department to Tokyo on the violation of U. S. property
rights in China, on the damage to an American ware¬
house and three benches at Wuliti or a church building
and four cats at Chinkiang, while ignoring the bombing
of Chinese women.
The second slap came when the London Government
ordered the Burma Road dosed a second time. Since
Britain, as events clearly demonstrated, neither meant for
a moment to hold Buraia with her own troops, nor would
allow the entrance of Chinese troops, It was, in fact If not
in name, an order to close the Burma Road. But then
an English general gloated over the fall of Burma and ex¬
pressed his “satisfaction” at the campaign which “gained
three months for strengthening of India’s defence.”
The confiscation of China’s Lend-Lease supplies arriv¬
ing in India and Burma without previous notification of
Chungking was a third slap.
The failure to make some slight effort to relieve the
blockade of China by adequate air transport, and the
obstructionist and dilly-dallying attitude of certain Wash¬
ington bureaucrats In this matter, was a fourth big slap.
The shabby treatment accorded the Chinese Military
Mission, sent to Washington to provide information and
counsel In establishing a common war plan against Japan,
was a fifth slap.
The smearing campaign about China’s “fascism” and
“Imperialism” and “hoarding of supplies” as justification
for not giving military aid to China—adding insult to
injury—was a severe sixth slap.
A*
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^ Xaturany. when, on top of all this, President Roosev,
‘
;:!J-'LT
;ils statement about a perfect state of thin
aiF ;ransP°rt to China> when it was actual
dV^rT! fnd unPnntable, the Chinese camel brol
fl
AAcaS^- as one Chmese’ 1 did not think it w
‘ further double entendre and lies about Stali
•Viw”f ^ Chlan5 bein§ invited to Casablanca kept n
tnat stunnea condition for a month
1
Then yes,terdav afternoon I toot a walk in the uptow
'
Aets’ stru?gnng with myself and striving for li<rf
o avoid a nervous collapse. I tried to see my own countr
as.AmeHcans would see her. Also I determined S viet
sfons

101C aCrOSS thC deCades' 1 arrived at two concfo

One of these conclusions, which had been slowly form
ng m my mind in the last month, was that Chfoa shook
. e! he r°ad WIth America and England in the nev
decades as a friendly nation, under two conditions Tfo
“V ""to whatever aembiaiee or fo™
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time the war stops, if her Allies can heln it si
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be accorded true equalitv until she is lihe T ^ WU n0t
years from now, when she can bnliV
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the traditional Chinese wisdom Tf “
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damn fool,” China will be bfo enough for
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the oigness, tne reasonableness of China. The second
condition is that while acting as a friendly nation, China
must learn the important lesson of acting for national
self-interest as western nations have done and are doin<n
Such a friendly status should not prevent China from
seeking her own profits and national strength as the only
road to equality with the western powers, nor, if similar
circumstances arose, should it prevent her from sending
scrap iron and oil to the fighting enemies of her
mends, or closing her “friends’ ” strategic lines, in
order to appease another powerful neutral.
I am convinced that this will be the shape of tilings,
and will be the road China must travel before she will
be treated as an equal, all talk of culture and friendship
notwithstanding. For China, being newly initiated into
the family of nations, is like a boy on his first day in
school. His mother has told him to be polite and
ccuiteous to everybody so that his parents will not be
ashamed of him. But I am the uncle who has been to
such a school himself and who knows too well the ways and
ethics of such school children. Seeing his nephew being
beaten on his way home, the uncle takes off his coat and
teaches the boy to hit back—as the only way to gain the
respect of the fellow schoolboys. I would stop the bov
from moping. . . . Who can tell me that the uncle’s
advice is wrong? From this conviction, I gained a certain
strength, and I am not going to be upset by further slaps
in the face before China reaches equality of arms, because
I am expecting them as the natural law of modern world
politics.
The second conclusion I arrived at was a mystic one.
It was an intuition. I saw China growing strong, and
Russia growing strong, and all Asia growing strong. I
know that this nation of 45°>ooo,ooo people, united and
awakened and purged by the war-fire, is coming up; the
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-dtrS iU 'ler and notning the western nations cat
c;oJ‘-a:‘ stop her or keep her down.
‘
“.lt;se r Elections I regained my calm. Now I car
;e tnj'el ov these sc'i-iinpouant nations who think they
V1;; c inmate the world by sheer force, when Hitler has
J
r-'J longer angry; onlv the stupidity of it
a., is^a ittt.e boring. These thoughts blew like a whiff
°*

a!r Uiroa?h tae tortuous maze in which my will
v;erc imprisoned and paralysed for a period.
* JAN I,1r,:ne; a’‘d ransacked the refrigerator, and
.'I"eo- Mv children said that a great change had come
uver me.
The numan mind is a curious thing. It can take iust so
niuen and no more. In a recent discussion about bastards
U'!e”&S 2nd 1 w?nt over ali *e great talented bastards
cr lisioiv not the bastards” according to the New Yoric
taxi-drivers which include all New York pedestrians We
discussed the social handicaps of illegitimate children
anu how some succumbed and others by sheer force of
cnaiacter or intellect overcame them. Confucius was oneIs in Shin-huang, who built the Great Wall, was another
Tnese became the tougher for what they had gone
miough. At a point, when the mind is strong enough
u always transcends the personal circumstances. Somlumes, provided the mmd has sufficient moral and intelcomedvSTnglIT11 tUinS futile ra§e and scorn into a
comedy of sparkling tears and laughter.
When such a mind comes into contact with the sordid
T "'0r.ldTitS
hypocrfe and
-lUpmities—the sparks that are set forth produce a beautiul pattern Now this j hoId to be
func£ion

numan mmd-to set off sparks. When Dr. J. B. Watson
mid the nost of scientific idiots picture the human mind
£s“adTfoMr;Iy
3 Set °f reaCti°nS
t0 ^ofWit
instead of to ideas, °d
idiosyncrasies,
and vagaries
this
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blessed middle state, all you can do is to throw up your
hands. . . .
So even in despair, man must laugh. The present
world spectacle may be tragic. I share in all the depths of
spiritual misery of this tragic decade. I do not believe
in an automatic millennium that is going to blossom out
of this spiritual desert. I smell too many corpses around.
Human souls have smells as well as their bodies. Quite
a few souls in a group identified by their love for Otto,
franco, and Hirochito have a smell that is distinctly
stuffy. Others smell of the attic closet. This age is tragic,
I admit. Is it not tragic, for example; that while in the
last World War almost everyone believed it was the war
to end all wars and wanted to make it so, now in this
Second World War almost no writer that I have read
dares even suggest that this is the war to end all wars,
or act on that belief? We have lost the courage to hope.
The fonder you are of your ideals, the greater your
heartbreaks. When you wish, for instance, that some
slight but positive steps may be taken for the freedom of
India, because India stands as the symbol of the issue of
freedom of all nations, and that ideal is very dear and
real to your heart, and somebody crushes that ideal like
a flower, you feel a sort of pain.
But there is never a human tragedy but has its comic
elements. There was probably never an age when the
practical affairs of men did not look like a madhouse to
some sane and perceptive minds, and there was never an
age without its buffoons. In this connection I recall an
excellent passage by Heinrich Heine in his Reisebilder.
Yes, even in the highest pathos of the world tragedy,
bits of fun slip in. . . . On this great stage of the world
all passes exactly as on our beggarly boards. On it, too,
there are tipsy heroes, kings who forget their parts.
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scenes which obstinately stay tip in the air, prompters’
voices sounding above everything, danse-uses who
create extraordinary effects with the poetry of their
legs, and costumes, which are the main thing. And
high in heaven, in the first row of the boxes, sit the
clear little angels, and keep their lorgnettes on us
comedians here down below, and the blessed Lord
Himself sits seriously in His great box, and, perhaps,
hnds it dull, or calculates that this theatre cannot be
kept up much longer because this one gets too high a
salary, and that one too little, and that they all play
much too badly. ...
__ Aias> our rulers are not gods, but puny, fallible men, *
like the kings tvho constantly forget their parts, and we
common men should be their prompters. Sometimes, as
on the American scene, while the pyrotechnics of Peyroutonism are going on, the American prompter’s voice does
seem to sound above everything. At heart, the prompters
mean only well. And it is not in America alone that old
actors tend to forget their lines; in the four corners of the
earth, the play is not going too smoothly; and there seems
to be a great deal of shouting and confusion over this
scene in Spain, that scene in North Africa, and another
scene in Austria in which the producer and the prompters
cannot come to an agreement as to whether Otto of liapsburg should step out on the boards or not, and still
anothei scene of terrific confusion in India, where men
fighting for freedom are fighting men fighting for their
freedom.
And do not forget, prompters do help to save a per¬
formance. Old actors are forgetful creatures and a little
prompting in time may yet help them to come off with a
creditable performance, men the play is finished and
the curtain rises again and again, the prompter is even
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willing to join in the applause and bring up the
bouquets. But while the performance is going on, the
prompter’s heart is in his mouth when the actor goes
on forgetting for a third and a fourth time., and does not'
even seem to understand the theme of the whole play.
After the performance, the old actor will swear at the
prompter in the wing: ‘Ton presumptuous, meddlesome
fool! I knew perfectly well what 1 was doing.” It is then
up to the prompter to humour him by saying: “Of course
you did. You were perfectly magnificent as ever,
Horatio!”
So comedy is mixed with tragedy and the play goes on,
and we see Eden and Hull rehearsing hurriedly, after the
~ second act has opened, that scene about Russia 'which
properly belonged to the prologue of the play. There
are saints and sinners, and democrats and imperialists,
and the imperialists are fighting for freedom and the
democrats are fighting for empire, which means both are
fighting to surrender their proper domains, or pretend
to. Gandhi prays and fasts, -which is such a curious act
that no Christian can understand it, while Lord Halifax
remarks that if he, .as an Episcopalian, were to go up to
the roof of the Viceroy’s Palace to pray to God and fast,
he would probably be sent to an insane asylum. There
is Sir Norman Angell, hotly defending the right to
freedom and the right of England in fighting the Indian
right to freedom. I wonder what the dear little angels
sitting in their front row boxes and looking down with
their lorgnettes would do. I have a feeling that the year
1942 was the year in which the angels in heaven wept
over their namesake on earth. If angels have tears. . . .
The time of world tragedy is hardly the time to laugh.
But the prompter means well, even though if he shouts
out too loud he contributes to the comedy, for there is
something intrinsically funny about human mistakes.
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Every age has its buffoons and the buffoons make you
laugh. Great men make great mistakes and small men
make small mistakes. Then the great men love to point
“Ut the small mistakes of the small men., while they do not
vish to have their great mistakes pointed out by the small
mem A mistake is something which it is the privilege
01 the great men to commit and of the small men of this
earth, to point out after they are dead. Death comes and
the buffoonery is over and we take the historical view.
Dead men tell no tales and answer no arguments, and
dead censors delete no passages from the books of
posterity; so let them have the pleasure of deleting them
now. We can already smile at the mistakes of Neville
Chamberlain, the errors of the then popular national
heroes of \ ersailles and of all the League of Nations
officials in the last decade, because now the mistakes are
irretrievable and pointing them out indicates a fine
historical sense. On the assumption that all our dead
ancestors and all the great statesmen of the earth are fools
or buffoons except those still controlling our lives, we can
go safely. The great thing about the teaching of history
is that we must teach history but must not let history
teach us.
. Everything has its place and time. We men of the
nineteen-forties can smile at the mistakes of the nineteenthirties, and, in turn, the men of the nineteen-fifties will
laugh at the mistakes of the nineteen-forties. It is this
historical perspective that shall save us. When the war is
over, the snails will be on the thorn, and the world will
wag on, very much alive, as it always does, between tears
and laughter. Sometimes there are more tears, than
laughter, and sometimes there is more laughter than
tears, and sometimes you feel so choked you can neither
weep nor laugh. For tears and laughter there will always
be so long as there is human life. When our tear wells

have run dry and the voice of laughter is silenced, the
world will be truly dead.

2
KARMA
But if we take the historical perspective and view the
development of human events, we are struck by a paradox
which the science of human history so far has not been
able to solve and the economic school of historians tend
to ignore because they cannot make head or tail of it.
That is the so-called “imponderables” of history. The
word “ponder,” I understand, comes from Latin pondus
which means “weight,” and “imponderable” means to
me not so much something which we cannot ponder as
something which we cannot measure or weigh. What a
sad admission for the “scientists” of history! But there
it is, a thing without weight or mass or shape or form.
Yet, while we may be perfectly contented with the facts
and figures in contemporary events and policies, such as
the number of dive bombers and tanks with which we
know we are going to defeat Hitler, we get curiously
spiritual when we view human events of the past across
a stretch of decades. We run up constantly against these
“imponderables,” or “spiritual forces” or “psychological
factors”—a kind of irreducible residuum which defies
further scientific analysis. In other words, we are forced
against our wish to accept a spiritual concept of history.
But our temper of thinking is such that we hate any¬
thing which we cannot conveniently weigh or analyse or
put in mathematical formulas. If we could have an
electrometer to gauge the voltage of sentiments, we
would immediately be able to understand them. As it is,
with a sense of concession to an unconquerable enemy,
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lay it in a corner of out laboratory, muttering about
knowing what to do with “that puzzling substance/'
So 1 must speak of “Karma." The Hindus have evolved
a perfect theory of the law of moral action, and you can
understand this law of moral action only when you take
the historical perspective. Briefly, it is the theory that
we are responsible for our moral thoughts and actions,
that these thoughts and actions have a causal relationship
vith the past and the future, and that we cannot escape
from the chain of causation. It is almost like the law of
cause and effect in physical motion, and the law of in¬
destructibility of matter and energy in the physical
universe. We have nothing remotely comparable with
it. The very fact that popular Christianity, as well as
popular Buddhism, seeks this balance of rewards and
punishments in the future life shows that they do not
recognize, and are not aware of, the adequate principle
of moral causation in this present life.
Reading President Roosevelt’s speech on Lincoln’s
Birthday I found that Lincoln was a Brahmin; in fact
anyone who believes in the persistence of the effects of
our thoughts and actions is a Brahmin. There was a
quotation from Lincoln given at the end of Roosevelt’s
radio broadcast:
v/e

net

Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this
Congress and pf this administration will be remem¬
bered in spite of ourselves. No personal significance or
insignificance can spare one or another of us. The
fiery trial through which we pass will light us, in
honour or dishonour, to the latest generation.
Abraham Lincoln happened to state the principles of
Karma accurately and adequately in this single passage.
ifWe cannot escape history33; this is Karma. Lincoln

might have said, in 1862: The sounds which I am utter¬
ing now vanish apparently into thin air, yet they persist
into eternity. If we had a scientific apparatus delicate
and sensitive enough to catch and record these sound
waves, which we don’t, we might find that these sounds
stretch into the eternity of space. Similarly, with our
moral actions.” “We will be remembered in spite of our¬
selves : that is inescapability. “No personal significance
or insignificance will spare one or another of us": even
the smallest act has its consequences. “Light us to the
latest generation”: the effect is practically eternal,
through effects producing further effects. "In honour
and dishonour”: we bear the dead weight of the past and
'carry in ourselves its shames and its glories. In other
words, themoment we live in a causal and indissoluble
link between yesterday and tomorrow. The word “now”
has mathematically no meaning and no boundary: some
time elapses between my writing the first letter “n” and
the last letter “w.’ The stream of time is carrying us for¬
ward; we live between yesterday and tomorrow.
In the light of this Brahmin theory, the thesis “Let’s
win the war first and talk of what we are fighting for
afterwards” simply does not make sense. Time refuses to
be cut up like this. “Win-the-War-First” Churchill’s
dictum is philosophic nonsense, based on the grip of
inertia of the past and fear of the future. It is based on
his complete unwillingness to escape from the past and
his great desire to escape from the future. One must live
in mortal terror of the peace to refuse to think about
or discuss the post-war problems. I know and I notice
that even W-t-W-F Churchill is forced, as time goes on,
to discuss the status of the British colonies and of Polish
frontiers before he can see his way to win the war. Mean¬
while the time machine, the wheel of Karma, is carrying
Churchill forward, as a spring torrent carries a leaf
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an".TVLiie;l' toward an overflooded dam. Sooner or
w
’-'each that much feared overflooded dam of
r.i *-c—it is left behind by time.

1 •;y;x i:;°'
in phvsics that “action and reaction are
A
rt.r,a4 ^certain axve-inspiring simplicity, like the
■
,J\ unit tr.-yu grautatir.r. it takes some courage to
Mam s.mp.c ‘Trigs like that, hut back of it are some com*: “
• -- '• c. •:a:.ica. equations, probably twenty-seven
’C,’V
the iavman cannot handle and does not
c-m:i suspect. The similar law that action and reaction
Tx etiu"1 in the realm of moral action is equally subtle'
pm levs capable of mathematical proof. The Buddhist
cm; mine is that Karma is “cumulative,” that it is some¬
thing inat is accumulated day by day and vear by yea-'
nv our little acts and our secret thoughts/'almost like
physical momentum that one gains or loses by little acts
hesitations, and delays. This Karma carries one alon^
toward a future situation-eventually salvation or death
iiiiociha himself states it in plain psychological terms
v.ay-n he says m the opening sentences of the Dhamma-

. Aii tllat we are is the result of what xve have thought:
it is founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our
thoughts. If a man speaks or acts with an evil thought
pain follows him, as the wheel follows the foot of the
ox mat draws the carriage.
. Ailrthat ,we are is the result of what xve have thoughtit is founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our
^ noughts. If a man speaks or acts with a pure thought
happiness follows him, like a shadow that never leases’

tio^whTrhf teaChing/equires a Iittle Hludu imagina¬
tion which conceives of moral things almost as real as

kar m a

1“
Physical things. If we could give our moral self a bod- acdrf

Kreaai‘"0dy COndStS °f ^'dons of our thotuhr,
motor nerves orodurino.
acuons The sum of such actions acting frfhe -W!'
themselves and on fellow human being? wVV „iv‘he momentum of |mma„ events and de“e mV V
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mean by the
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m a moie^pathetic sense, by the Wheel of Karma
the moral V°s of ,f“!fied
!ome “oh statement of
t e moial la as of the universe. It has sufficient austeritand iigoui about it, which is what we want. We are used
to economic thinking. Bales of cotton and marginal ~
cess of exports over imports and lowering and raising
tariffs are easy and clear to handle mentally /there i
maTes'efse^butl
fY of good^
“Ba!es °£ *>«on"
makes
sense, but bales
will and
co-ODeraiW*
£a VS

lushness and emotion. Then, by further lanses of '
memory, our columnists and publicists once in a while
further, indulge in terms like “the invisible forces of
ponderables” as
aWf
factOTS” and the “imponderabxes
if >ych°Iogical
they were real things.
The more wS’ ^ ^ l° P°nder °Ver the imPonderabies.
The more we ponder over them, the more cloudy or con-
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Kiscd our thoughts become, and the very realistic and
ur.ucut-tmnkincr lobbvists and Senators soon call us down
tor handing out sentimental stuff and rubbish. Secretly,
we feci a :kne ashamed of ourselves and a little sheepish
:or commuting such sins of the spirit, and we make a
resolution to talk of tariff quotas and stick to brass tacks
next time, and, God willing, we shall succeed. Wrecked
reputations can still be salvaged if we talk next time in
xarc-mtting terms that this age can understand. Raise
ine standard of living, for instance—sheer physical,
animal living-or minimum wage standards and"guaran¬
tee;! income. Nobody will misunderstand that. Eventuahv everything comes back in terms of gold, unless it is
sdver, for we are living in the Golden Age. All that'
gutters is not gold: there is antimony and ttfngsten, but
at least there is a price for it.
That exPlains our impatience with lush sentimentality
But there are many things we have to do with that we can
neither weigh nor measure nor even prove. The di<mity
ol the individual, for instance, and the idea of equality
and freedom, can never be proved, for science can never
prove that the individual is dignified or even free. On
the contrary, if science is science, it can only prove there
is no such thing as freedom, or where would be the
prestige of the mechanical laws? These things for ever
t-tme us, but held at a respectable distance and clothed
m eerie shapes, their presence nevertheless seems real
In our forgetful and less scientific and mathematical
moments, we know they have a meaning, an existence
behind a veil, a shape that comes up behind us on a silent
night as we are sitting by the fireside and suddenly puts
its hands across our eyes and whispers: “Guess Eho?”
Persistently these shapes come to haunt us. Onlv to the
spiritual thinkers do they become real, almost with a
weight and mass and form.
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tne encroachment on Chahar in 1933—1934; the
sne.sN attempt to penetrate Inner Mongolia in 1936. All
i.mrnjn the years 1931-1937, anti-Japanese demonstra¬
tions wcie^ suppressed in China. But the emotional
lean; on. tiwr.gn invisible, steadily accumulated and
amounts todav^lor the inner strength and stubbornness
y‘“- unity oi Chinese resistance. Furthermore, accord¬
ing 1.0 tne law of Karma, no small act, however insignifi¬
cant. happened without sending a ripple through' the
u'..mring decades. Such a local happening as cutting off
we nose and ears and gouging out the eyes of a Chinese
cbpiOiTLAtc official, Tsai Kung-shih, Chinese Foreign
t.onnnisMouer at Tsinan in 1928, left its imprint on the
Chinese mind and spirit as much as the wholesale rape
mwl slaughter at Nanking in 1937. The Japanese thought
that the "episode” ended with the official “closing of the
incident”; the Karma theory says it did not. The Japanese
could not escape history, nor could the Chinese. Briefly,
that was why the Chinese and the Japanese had to fight!
small injustice can be drowned in wine,” says a
Chinese writer, but a great wrong can be restituted
only by the sword.” Here moral causes and effects are
immensely real.
The same is true of the war in the West. If someone
could gauge the voltage generated in 130,000,000 Ameri¬
can breasts by the Pearl Harbour attack, he could be
aimost certain that the moral effect was as disastrous for
Japan as the physical effect was militarily advantageous
for her at the initial stage of the war. But it is exactly
such generated voltage that our diplomats and army men
despise and ignore when they start out like small men to
direct the greatest campaign of world history.
There are a rhythm and a pattern of things in human
history if only we could detect them. I understand that
X-ray pictures showing strains caused by impact on metal
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and lucite reveal highly interesting patterns which the
naked human eye cannot see. And I am told by anti¬
vegetarians that when we cut up a radish, the agony of its
spun is shown in an outrageous emitting of electric
currents that must be a scream. We cannot hear the
scream of the radish, nor could Hitler reckon the
-aimatic
currents set up by outraged and cut-up
Euiope. But history will make these plain enough in
time when their effects become evident. And Hitler is
not going to escape history. In other words, he is not
going to escape the Wheel of Karma. I really wish Hitler
_were a Buddhist. He would, have been a little more
subtle. What the Germans never really understand is
metaphysics, all Teutonic tomes to the contrary.
It is, howeyer, not Hitler alone who ignores the
karma tic currents of history. Wre of the Allied nations do
not admit that such karmatic currents of “imponder¬
ables” exist, and we are not providing for them, beinocontented on the strictly swine-and-slop level of war and
peace planning.. We simply have no conception of
ivarma. Economics makes no distinction between human
mouths and pigs snouts, and all the charts and disserta¬
tions on food and populations and tariffs are no more
than the counting of snouts. The idea is that if you
segregate the hogs in different sties and throw in enough
hog fodder with the fences neither too high nor too low
between them, the hogs are going to live in peace, and
then a millennium will descend upon the earth.

3
THE EMERGENCE OF ASIA
Meanwhile

the Wheel of Karma grinds on, which is my
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ivav of saying that Invisible forces of history are breakmo up the International structure of this world. PoliticTux we ignore them. We are acting in this war as if these
lores aid no: exist. The laws of Karma can never be
ocnea or nullified. We are sowing what we do not mean
0) reap.
The one Treat fact in this world war is the emerg¬
ence ot Russia and of Asia, but ire prefer to ignore
u. I have made a passing reference to Sir Norman
Angeli. As a European, liberal, he is probably as good as
any. But as a European liberal, his liberal concepts of
the necessitv of world co-operation and standing and fall¬
ing together are strictly “white” and limited to west oP
the Suez Canal, and specificially to a refurbished form of
Vunion Now” with England. His notionjof Russia and
o! -Asia stands intellectually on a par with the Tory Lady
Astor, who says: “1 would like China and Russia to be
in the framework of a new society formed by America
and the British Commonwealth, but they would have to
get into the ‘British way of thinking.’ ” Such superb gems
can only be cut in London. The following mathematical
riddle has always puzzled me: if the diameter of the
human skull is five inches five, but the thickness of its
sides is also five inches five, what is the empty space in
between?
The nineteenth-century world structure is crumbling
and an Empire breaks—unwillingly. If one could see the
invisible forces rising and risen in Asia, one would be
forced to look upon this Second World War as a revolu¬
tion in the world structure. This revolution is being
forced by Asia upon Europe, and not by Europe upon
Asm. For verily, we are -witnessing the birth pangs of a ■
new earth, without being sure of the “birth of a new
freedom.’’ The forces of a rising Asia steadily move on.
Japan is trying to force a revision of a world map by
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battle. China is forcing a revision of Asiatic roles in
world^politics by enormous hope and self-reliance. India
is trying, futiiely, to force a revision by addressing
praycis to sir patrols and riot squads and the flogging
whip. The lack of vision on the part of the Allied leaders^
however, has compelled them to fly in the teeth of this
Wheel of karma. And not in Asia alone, but throughout
the earth, forces are rising, growing, to demand that birth
of a new freedom of which Abraham Lincoln prophetic¬
ally spoKe, so that the world shall not be ' half-free and
halt-slave. These forces are causing a dislocation of our
■ general ideas and traditions. But being unprepared and
caught unready, we are meeting them, not vdth clarity
add simplicity and strength, but in utter confusion. The
first principles-Leing not yet established, we are lost in a
desert of temporizing ingenuities.
I do not often quote Jesus, but I must quote him this
time.
When ye see a cloud rise out of the west, straightway
ye say, There cometh a shower; and so it is. And when
ye see the south wind blow", ye say, There will be heat;
and it cometh to pass. Ye hypocrites, ye can discern
the face of the sky and of the earth; but how is it that
ye do not discern this time?
The emergence of Asia-and I think of Russia as halfAsiatic-is the one greatest single fact of this war. It has
upset the war schedule and is going to upset the peace
schedule. It will upset everything in fact except Lady
Astor’s imperturbable “British way of thinking.” If we
don’t look out, the mesmeric powers of Lady Astor’s “way
of thinking” can think the world revolution to a stop.
But it is my belief that even if we wanted a modified
survival of the nineteenth-century fabric in the form of
a fairly white domination of the world, it is now a little
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•! -p-c^.Gia *s to° aroused to submit and too big to
sr-nx. 1 c.f West must either plan for co-operation with
*
k rV- imom it anci make reads’ for a bigger and
• v.ttr war.
'}[ ‘l H.miu.way, on his return from China, quoted
a C.-.uww ■d.i.er as saying: ’'You know why the Englishm.m: v ears a monomer With one eye, he sees what he
nw.w to see and with the other eye he does not see what
■ J '■
y
see. German officers wear monocles,
'/■'•’y
mat is also why monocles can never be popular
in t.-.e tinted States or in China. Lady Astor really
means that the Russians and Chinese should wear British
monocles, but we happen to dislike them, and so do the'
Russians. So it seems there is little chance^pf seeihoivussia and China in the framework ota new society
lormed oy America and the British Commonwealth.”
s a ^ 11‘1-ese- 1 wou]d rather hang the new society and
■ceep nr, binocular vision.
„ Tile mergence of Asia simply means this: the end of
uie era of imperialism. Nothing is going to stop it. To
-‘W-ep up the nineteenth-century system, the white man
would have to strangle Russia and China. Now it is a
"T]r^e WT may Sti11 try’ as Professor
Nicholas John Spykman bravely advises: “It is well to
remember that, whatever may ultimately be achieved in
the foim of integration and federation, we will start more
or less where we left off. Unless the United States con¬
tinues to struggle until she has defeated not only her
enemies [Germany and Japan] but also her former allies
. Russia and China], the post-war period will berin with
an international society composed of numerous fndepenuent states -which is what Professor Nicholas John
Spykman dares not contemplate. Am I to suppose that
this is the type of political doctrine being tauglt S
American college class-rooms? I remember, during
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World War I, the term “power politics” used to be
written as Machtpolitik and had a German flavour:
now it is not necessary—Germany has conquered us
from within.
. ^ie fac5 *s’
granted a little common intelligence
in tue^ racial make-up, any nation will come up in time.
How did nineteenth-century imperialism begin, and how
did the white man go about conquering the world, and
what made him think he wras superior to the other
peoples? Because the white man had guns, and the
Asiatics had none. The matter was as simple as that
Study the Boxer War and the Sino-French war of the
nineteenth century. Chinese soldiers in those days carried
umbrella^ and brandished knives; many others were
archers. Only in the first decade of the twentieth century
did we hear of Yuan Shih-kai’s “New Army,” and by the
“New Army” we simply meant that his soldiers were the
only ones who had rifles. If the comparison is disillusion¬
ing, let us even assume that one army had fowlino- pieces
and the other had Krupp rifles.
°
If my reader is still following me, he can at once see
that the only logical way to keep Asia down permanently
would be to keep the knowledge of the use of rifles and
guns from the Asiatics as we are trying to keep the Ameri¬
can bomb-sight from the enemy. Stretch it across the
decades, and you know it cannot be done. For a century
that discrepancy in arms alone maintained the ivhite
empires in Asia. What the great Second World War
suddenly revealed is that now the Japanese, the Chinese,
and the Russians all have guns. This fact is going to
change woild history; the discrepancy no longer exists.
What is more, the Japanese can fight as well as the white
men; so can the Russians; so can the Chinese. They are
all fighting. Now what? Disarm them? Police them?
Keep them down by Culbertson’s “quota principle” like
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l:-c quota pn;]:i;)!c of 5:5:3 for British, U.S., ant
jmvme.se navies at the Washington Conference?
i ue watte man's mission has become a paradox and t
boomerang;. The white man gave the yellow man the
hie anti guns. He should have given him the Bible.
v, .::: npie nimseii had no use for, and kept from him the
amis that he himself used most expertly. He thought that
n he shot a few yellow men on earth after his missionaries
had saved their souls for heaven, that ought to make it
w. tii. But he was mistaken. Now the yellow man has
leant eh to take the Bible as seriously as his white brother,
arm 1 am sure the sons of Satan, yellow and white, well
equipped with tommy-guns, will plunge this world into'
anotner orgy of blood. That is to say, if we^are-rial've
enough to think that all we need to do is to transfer the
standards of Europe to Asia and impose the white man’s
power politics on a world scale, we shall have the whole
wond, instead of Europe, as an arena of periodic blood¬
shed and slaughter.
i am sure that all “progressive-thinking” people, in¬
vading some professors, are thinking in this direction.
ine beautiful pattern of European chaos, its standards
aim its ethics, will become the pattern for the future
world: all Hottentots will have a quart of milk a day;
the Hindus are to put on collar and tie; Madagascans are
to go to church; and the world is to be thankful for it.
i nat is the white man’s mission and the boon European
civilization will confer upon the world, only with a few
periodic volcanic eruptions, it is admitted, whose hot lava
ot destruction will run over some village in Guadalcanal
or hurma. On the other hand, he is going to have a quart
0i milk a day. Is that not a bargain?
Our present solution for the changed world picture is
m fact quite simple. The white man is saying to all the
otner races of the world: “I am trying to be perfect even
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’visus freedom. How perdition will come about we
*. ar.r.n; Arreted like .Nostradamus. But the by-plays of the
11 >nm< t of torces and the episodes and the different phases
or development, which, may take generations for us but
ore nr.iv moments in the eves of God or of mankind’s
will be essentially the same as those that brought
.'...out me sunnhe of the Greek world.
i .‘.ere are too rnanv similarities. The advantage of
c:cn ;:ig into 1 huadides is that there the picture is
r cm ml into a smaller and simpler scale, its geography
is toreshorur.ed in space, and its half-century of conflict
arm decav is now conveniently foreshortened in time,
onehc, it was the conflict of Athenian sea power and
Spartan land power, and the sad story of the failurgmof
moral leadership. The dream of an All-Greek Federation
petered out. owing to that moral failure and to the un¬
willingness or incapacity of Athens to solve the problem
of empire versus freedom. We are wise after the fact and
can put our linger on the arrogance and stupidity of the
Athenians as the psychological cause of that failure. Let
us only hope that the dream of world federation may have
less the character of the Delian Confederacy, and that
there be no Alexander from across the mountains to
descend upon and desolate the Ionian plains and wipe
out what was a world of glorious human achievements.
The tragic motivation of that historical drama was
that the heroine, Athens, democratic and brilliant and
arrogant, loved freedom for herself, but could not under¬
stand the equally passionate love of freedom of the other
Greek cities.
Reading history sometimes gives one a curious feeling
in the pit of the stomach. For the similarities to the
modern world are rather alarming. Unquestionably the
Athenians were democrats; but unfortunately, demo¬
cracies could also commit suicide. Human art had never
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, “ “ldt7™e curiosity had illuminated her mind
anc simplicity and harmony had beautified her smm
^thenian pnae was justifiable.

Modem presidents* can'

[ ?° §Teater achievements in their democracies
01 ni moaern civilization in general, than Pericles did of
urn acmevements m the Athenian wav of life in his
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“ h,°n0Ur of the falien heroes at the

■s stril-inHvTV^1 °l1116 f>eIoPonnes^an War. The tone
is stiihingly like an American Presidential Address.
Before I praise the dead, I should like to noint om
11 aat principles of action we rose to power, and
u^:aer what institutions and through what manner of
0}

lire our empire became great. ... Our form of government does not enter into rivalry with the institutions
hers‘ .^Ve do not coPy our neighbours, but we are
an e.xampk to them. It is true that we are called a
democracy, for the administration is in the hands of
the many and not of the few. But while the law secures

IxceU

f°r a11 allke in Private disputes, the claim of
"“le;Ce, lsalso recognized; and when a citizen is distm0uished he is preferred to the public service, not as
a matter of privilege, but as a reward of merit. Neither

llhlT'eTtV
?ar’,bUt a man ma>’ benefit his country
tevei be the obscurity of his condition. . . . While
we are thus unconstrained in our private intercourse a
spmt ofi reverence pervades our public acts; we are pre¬
vented from doing wrong by respect for authority and
,oi the laws, having especial regard to those unwritten
laws which bring upon the transgressor of them the
lepiobation of the general sentiment.
And we have not forgotten to provide for our wearv
spirits many relaxations from toil; we have regular
games and sacrifices throughout the year; at home the
B
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stvie of life is refined; and the delight which we daily
feel in ail these things helps to banish melancholy.
Because of the greatness of our city, the fruits of the
whole earth note in upon us; so that we enjoy the goods
ot other countries as freely as of our own.And
ln the matter of education, whereas they [the “Nazi”
Sj-.n lansj from early youth are always undergoing
.abonous exercises which are to make youth brave*;
we live at ease, and yet are equally ready to face the
perils which they face. . . .*
1 eiicles could not nave spoken better if he were giving
a speech in honour of the heroes fallen at Guadalcanal
He could write the Thanksgiving Proclamation for 194a
m exactly the same words. For here is the essence of
democracy as Pericles perceived it and as Thucydides'
reported it from memory (and his own imagination),
and m the exact terms in which a New York Time’s
editorial might have put it:
For we are lovers of the beautiful, yet with economy
and we cultivate the mind without loss of manliness’
- ■ • An Athenian citizen does not neglect the state
oecause he takes care of his own household; and even
those of us who are engaged in business have a very
fair idea of politics. We alone regard a man who takes
no interest m public affairs, not as a harmless, but as a
useless character; and if few of us are originators, we
are all sound judges of a policy. The great impediment
to action is, in our opinion, not discussion, but want of
that knowledge which is gained by discussion prepara¬
tory to action. For we have a peculiar power of think¬
ing before we act and of acting too, whereas other men
aie courageous from ignorance. ... To sum up: I say
mat Athens is the school of Hellas, and that the in* Thucydides, Peloponnesian War, Bk. II, Ch. 36-39
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dividual Athenian in his own person seems to have the
power oi adapting himself to the most varied forms en¬
action with the utmost versatility and grace
I
dweit upon the greatness of Athens because I want'd)
show you that we are contending for a higher prize
than those who enjoy none of these privileges. . . .•*
There was never a clearer defence of the strength < "
Athenian democracy and of the Athenian wav of hie'
Lmortunately, u was an imperialist democracy; and the
Greek world remained half slave and half free
\-h-

fha“?T’1Ved cT ‘’GrCat War F'-the Persian Wand

the defeat at Salamis; it was rather the failure of raorr'
leadership, the arrogance and stupidity of the Athenian*
m .ailing to recognize the principle of freedom and
equality for all Greek cities, that led to incessant wars
and ne final catastrophe. In the words of Professor
Cjroaoiphin:

Athenian control of the Delian Confederacy after
the Persian Wars brought Greece face to face with
another great problem of the fifth century, the con¬
flict between an imperialist democracy based on mari¬
time power and a conservative aristocracy based on
military superiority. The exhaustion produced bv the
eloponnesian War, the inadequacy of any Greek State
as leader, combined with the failure of Pan-Hellenism
and the chronic inability of the Greeks to create a
genuine federation, leads to the political solution of
the fourth century.f
—Which was suicide.
One could wish that Athenian and modern parallels
were less exact. On the basis that human chicanery, the
* Ibid., Bk. II, Ch. 40-42.
>pf IlX-XXR‘ B' G°d0lphin' Eduction to The Greek Histories,
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piav of power politics,, and the emotions of jealousy and
icar are the same in all ages, Thucydides was quite right
m his predictions. “But if he who desires a true picture
cat tile events which have happened, and of the like events
?/: n be expected to happen hereafter in the coarse
•f hu'na:: things, shall pronounce what I have written to
he u>eluh then 1 shall be satisfied.”
i he parallels are in fact uncomfortably and alarmingly
exact. Athens was a democracy. It was a sea power, fight¬
ing the land power of Sparta. Will Durant expresses the
situation well:
But the basic cause of the war was the growth of the
Athenian Empire, and the development of Athenian
control over the commercial and political life of the
vEgean. Athens allowed free trade there in time of
peace, but only by Imperial sufferance; no vessel might
sail that sea without her consent. . . . Athens defended
this domination as a vital necessity; she was dependent
upon imported food, and was determined to guard the
iout.es by which that food came. In policing the avenues
of international trade Athens performed a real service
to peace and prosperity in the uEgean, but the process
became more and more irksome as the pride and wealth
of the subject cities grew.*
. She enforced extra-territoriality upon the other Greek
cities; any case involving Athenians arising within the
Confederacy had to be tried at Athenian courts; only
Athenian justice was good enough, although no one need
imagine that the Athenian jurors were internationallyrninded^ liberals devoid of a hidden warmth for their
fellow-citizens and of contempt for the aliens.
The fedeiation on a basis of freedom and equality
which was the only hope for survival of the Greek world
* Will Durant, Life of Greece, p. 439,
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i...ad deguiei ated into a tarce. For under whatever form
and whatever name, Athens had to dominate the Greek
world. She had to control the fleet created In the name of
tne Confederacy tor the common defence of the Greek
states against aggressors and International brigands. Only
such an international police could enforce international
P^ace in the Etigean Sea. It became such a farce that
Athens coerced others to join the League and demolished
tne Otiiei cities that refused to join, for common protec¬
tion,, what was now frankly and unashamedly called her
‘‘empire.”
If^we may believe Thucydides [says Will Durant],
the democratic leaders of Athens, while making liberty
the idol of their policy among Athenians, frankly recog¬
nized that the Confederacy of free cities had become
an empire of force. . . .'the inherent contradiction

between the worship of liberty and the despotism of
empire co-operated with the individualism of the
Greek states to end the Golden Acre *
Thucydides, an Athenian, was ingenuous and impartial
enough to tell us that the real cause of the Peloponnesian
War was the domination of Athenian power. The
Athenians were determined to enforce a Pax Athenica.
They were for free trade, being themselves dependent
upon imported grains from Egypt and Thrace, and were
modem enough to enforce economic sanctions. Megara
rebelled and helped Athen’s enemy, Corinth. Pericles
ordered all Megarian products excluded from Attica and
the Empire. -Megara and Corinth appealed to Sparta.
Sparta intervened, and demanded the repeal of the
embargo. Pericles agreed, but demanded in return the
throwing open of Spartan cities to foreign trade. Sparta
agreed, but countered with the demand that Athens
* Ibid., p. 440.
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acknowledge the full independence of all Greek cities.
Pericles, however, refused to preside over the liquidation
of the Athenian Empire. Thereupon Sparta declared war.
Ak rites Tnucydides: “'The real though unavowed cause I
believe to have been the growth of the Athenian power,
, wducn terrified the Lacedaemonians and forced them into
war: ^bat tire reasons publicly alleged on either side were
as follows . .
i.e., quite different.
It is therefore correct to say that it was Pericles* Athens
that ruined the Grecian world, and that the love of power
and^ commercial imperialism were the causes of war—in
ancient as in modern times. Athenian arrogance and love
of power resulted in a pattern of power politics very
similar to that of the present day-disaffection of allies
coercion in times of strength and cajolery in moments of
weakness, shifting alliances, and counter-alliances, inter¬
necine wars, and final exhaustion and ruin. Will Durant’s
judgment was as follows:
Lnder him [Pericles] Athens had reached her zenith •
but because her height had been attained in part
through the wealth of an unwilling confederacy, and
t trough power that invited almost universal hostility
tne Golden Age was unsound in its foundations, and
was doomed to disaster when Athenian statesmanship
tailed in the strategy of peace.f
r
We would be naive if we believed that the problem of
an imperialist democracy was new and peculiar to the
modem world. The Athenians were thoroughly familiar
with the principles of power politics and the doctrine of
d?.”'-J^y knew imperialist prestige hinged upon “firmV dealing with subject cities. That “firmness,” no
kss than that of the Viceroy of India, was shown in her
* Peloponnesian War, Bfc. I,
t Life of Greece, p. 442.
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dealings 'with cities tnat demanded freedom, and me firm¬
ness demanded the massacre of all male adults of a rehe'li:ous Melos and selling their women and children as
s:a\es, much as they prized "freedom” and “democracy"
lor themselves. It demanded the slaughter of t.ooo rincrleaders of the Mytilene rebellion: the logic of imperialism
demanded it. Said Cleon to the Athenian Assembly
"You should remember that your empire is a despotism
exercised over unwilling subjects who are always conspiling against you: they do not obey in return for any
kindness which you do them to your own injury, but only
in so far as you are their master: they have no love for
you, but they are held down by force.”*
Gifted with lucid reasoning, the Athenians could make
a no less eloquent defence of power politics and “ex¬
pediency” against “honour” than ourselves. In the famous
debate between the Athenians and the Melians, the former
said:

But you and we should say what we reallv think,
and aim only at what is possible, for we both alike
know, that into the discussion of human affairs the
question of justice only enters where the pressure of
necessity is equal, and that the powerful exact what
they can, and the weak grant what they must. ... Of
the gods we believe, and of -man we know, that by a
law. of. their nature wherever they can rule they will.
This law was not made by us, and we are not the first
who have acted on it; we did but inherit it, and shall
bequeath it to all time, and we know that you and all
mankind, if you were as strong as we are, would do as
we do.f
* Peloponnesian War, Bk. Ill, Ch. 37.
f Ibid., Bk. V, Ch. 89 and 105.
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kioLennop or Lord Linlithgow could not have improved
upon this.
The innate belief in force was the reason why Athenian
statesmanship failed in its strategy for peace. The Greeks
aid oeiieve in a sort of Karma in the form of “Nemesis”;
1 etiioution followed hybns, “insolent violence.” The
Greek dramatists played upon the theme of the venge
,Ll1 Nemesis of insolent success, but in internationa
politics they were as good as blind, though no blindei
than we are today.
i.. Jhere is something comically Tsopian in that debate
oetween the Athenians and the Melians, the former trving by threat and cajolery to induce the latter to join theii
.
^oion, and the latter praying to the former like
mice piaying to a cat to be denied the pleasure of physical
absorption into the belly of the Athenian she-cat. Sub¬
stitute the Hindus today for the Melians and we have a
1 liucrdidean picture of modern politics:
Melians: It may be to your interest to be our masters
but how can it be ours to be your slaves?
Athenians: To you the gain will be that by sub¬
mission you will avert the worst; and we shall be the
richer for your preservation.
Meharis: But must we be your enemies? Will vou
not receive us as friends if we are neutral and remain
at peace with you?
Athenians: No, your enmity is not half as mis¬
chievous to us as your friendship; for the one is in
the eyes of our subjects an argument of our power, the
otliei of our weakness.*
After Winston Churchill had made a speech in me
House of Commons on March 17, 1943, supporting Mr
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Labourite, asked whether he was aware that Mr. Stanley's
somewnat truculent speech created misgivings both in
die Lmted States and the Dominions.” The Prime
Minister responded: “We must equally beware of
truculence and of grovelling.”
That Thucydides could analyse the psychological
nioates of our modem statesmen so skilfully is merely
evidence tnat ancient and modern men are essentially
aiike. lidding and compromise would be construed a*
a sign or ‘weakness,” even when Socrates chose to give
rimseli thirty days to die. The seventy-year-old Socrates
happened to believe m satyagraha, and in the inteo-ritv
or spiritual principles. His accuser, Anvtus, stood for’law
and order and even for public morality. Anvtus went to
the tempJe to worship. Anytus, too, was a good man, and
a God-feanng man., by all public records. There was
another good man, Pontius Pilate, who once washed his
hands of an important matter. Who ever said that
Pontius Pilate was a bad man? He merely declined
diplomatically to interfere m the private affairs of
another nation, even though it involved the murder of
an innocent man. There are in fact more historic
analogies than we can stomach.

5
CHURCHILL AND PERICLES
Reading history may be a costly effort. Thucydides in
the Modern Library costs 95 cents, but the failure to read
u properly may be much more costly to the modern
woild. For today the issue of empire versus freedom is
unsolved and ignored. Therefore the issue of India as a
test case must be studied.

The issue of India is more than the issue of India; it is
B*
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the frsue of freedom and what we intend to do with it.
Because we will not even face the issue of empire versus
freedom, we have come to the perfectly anomalous posi¬
tion which botners anybody but an Englishman, that in
dub war of freedom the Indian fighters for freedom are in
jail for committing the crime of fighting for freedom.
Freedom—what magic in that word! Let Freedom
ring]
But Freedom must doff the sari and wear a
Eureneaii gown before we can love her. There is the
English freedom which we associate with cosy English

eottaaes and beautiful lawns and the Lake District, and
there is the Indian freedom riding on an elephant in the
Indian jungle. Men’s minds are limited and cannot see
that she whom we love wears but a thin white muslin veil
around her body, and wraps herself neither in a Union
Jack nor in a loincloth. She dwells in the hearts of man
and can be seen, only with the eye of the mind.
So the English are fighting to be free and at the same
time fighting the Indians who are fighting to be free, and
the Indians are fighting to be free in order to help the
English fighting to be free in this war of freedom. This
has become such a confounded mess that if the English¬
man in India ever thinks, he ought to die of apoplexy. I
have no fear that lie will. One just does not discuss the
Four Freedoms in India, nor hear them mentioned. It is
a little awkward, isn’t it? Win the war first and use your
brains afterward. Only a robust English mind can sur¬
vive these logical inconsistencies, and I have no doubt it
will. You are sure of it when you hear the tone of satis¬
faction in the Viceroy of India’s report on killings in
India: 940 killed, 1,630 injured, 60,229 arrested, 26,000
convicted, 18,000 detained without trial—since August,
1942. As a correspondent in the New Republic puts it:
“the Viceroy reports it like so many stuck hogs on line in
a Chicago packing-house.” Every one of those hogs is a
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ligntei foi ^freedom, and not afraid to be beaten, flowed,
01 sent to jail tor it. A hog is a hog, or ain't it?
. 1 have recentl>’ acquired, undeservedly, a reputation
ior being “anti-English,” at least among a few ladies in
;"ew ’i'ork> because I spoke for the freedom of India as if
i meant it. What the connection between the two is, I
nave utterly failed to see, and my lady friends are not able
to enlighten me. My position is quite clear: I am not
anti-English; I am anti-idiots of any nationality, includ¬
ing my own. I am not just against Churchill’s Tory policy
toward India—I detest it. That Churchill is English I
arrow, but to me that is entirely incidental; I should
aetest that India policy whether its author were an
Englishman, a Frenchman, a Jap, or a Chinese. I happen
to be able to distinguish English Tories and Liberals, and
1 haPPen to llke the Archbishop of Canterbury better
than Winston Churchill.
When two Englishmen hold opposite views, like the
British Prime Minister and the Archbishop of Canterbtny, American editors think it is their duty to agree
with both of them, as a matter of social amenity, and
make a piesent to them of the things men are fighting
for. I would not make a present of the things men are
fighting for to my best friend, or to my mother, or to
God Himself. I yield when it is a question of local
domestic politics. I yield when it is a question of the
internal economy of a foreign nation. I will yield even
when it is a question which to send first to China—vital
war supplies or Coca-Cola for the American pilots in
China. But I will not yield when it is a question of
freedom, because I mean it, and I believe in it, and I
know that we have today no alternative but to choose
between empire, and freedom. Because Churchill is so
unashamedly for the principle of empire, I am sure he
was a bad student of Greek at school. This does not
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ruatter; what really matters is that, by his domination of

Aided war and peace aims, he is changing the character,
the issues and the objectives of this tear, in which Russian,
Chinese, EnAidi and American boys have to pay with
their lives. This is too important a matter to be hushed
up even among true friends of England.
The fact is, no one has the right to make a present of
die things men are fighting for to his best friend, or to
his mother, or even to God. In every age and every period
of history, after every war and every revolution, Liberty
and Reaction go side by side together and struggle for
supremacy for the moment. It is every man’s duty to use
his intelligence and stand by Liberty and the revolu¬
tionists, and fight the Old Guards of Reaction without
fear and without favour. Some American editors wish to
coddle both at the same time. But there stands the Old
Guard, faithful unto death, taking an oath to preside over
the non-liquidation of the British Empire. Despise not
the Old Guard, American editors. There is much wisdom
in his old head. Beware of the man who always finds God
on his side. When the Old Guard announces that he
'“means to hold his own,” including what belongs in¬
alienably to the Indians, and the Chinese, Americans and
Russians might just as well fight for the British Empire,
are we to say: “Amen”? It would be perfectly satisfactory
to me if this were a private w7ar between Germany and
England. Let whoever wins hold his own, while the sub¬
ject nations are their pawns. If the subject nations do not
like it, that is matter for consideration in another separate
war between the “pawns” and their masters. But this is
not a private war, and other peoples are involved. When
the British ‘Premier declares his intention to go on ruling
the British possessions, the Chinese at once think of Hong
Kong, the Indians of India, the .Dutch of Java, and the
Americans of the Statue of Liberty.
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„ Prime Minister Winston Churchill, discussing the
ruture of the British Empire in the House of Commons,
said on March 17, 1943: “lhe Government is convinced
tnat the administration of British colonies must con¬
tinue to be the sole responsibility of Great Britain.”
n:s I
•” definitely, and unmistakably reveals that
Gnurchill envisages the keeping of India. Burma, the
Malay States, the Straits Settlements, Hong Korm. Cevlon
and other possessions. It also necessitates in fairness
showing other empires to keep theirs. The picture is
therefore, definitely the restoration of white empires in
.-ism. My view of Churchill as the Prince Metternich of
tiie next Peace Conference is therefore correct.
It is wrong to assume that Churchill forgets Asia; he
nevei forgets Asia—as a group of colonies. Perhaps what
we are liquidating is not the British Empire but the
whole imperialist system of a world half free and half
slave. The question if whether or not we are fighting for
certain piinciples to make a future war impossible and to
make a juster and better world. But these are obnoxious
questions all—whether die liquidation of the British
Empire, or of the Dutch Empire, or the French, or the
Japanese Empire. Let’s not talk about them. Win the
war first. When the war is over, Prince Metternich will
surely be there, and then the wrangle will begin. Then
thirty or forty years later, we shall start all over again
History cannot be understood through the inconse¬
quential issue of details that newspapers so busilv. discuss,
after they have been censored. History can be understood
only as seen in the minds of men who direct a nation’s
policy. While Indians claim that Sir Stafford Cripps in
the. early stages of the discussion promised them a
National “Cabinet,” and Cripps’ followers just as hotly
deny he ever promised them so much real power as a
National “Cabinet,” only fools will deceive themselves
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that thev have the real facts of the situation. Cripps’
mission can he properly understood only by studying the
mind of the modem Pericles who initiated and directed
the whole Cripps’ mission. Anyone who reads the follow¬
ing statements of Winston Churchill regarding his basic
attitude toward India, in 1930-1931, and still cannot
understand why Cripps failed must be something of a
moron. I11 order to understand the handling of India,
we must understand our Pericles. .In January, 1930,
Winston Churchill said: “Sooner or later you will have
to crush Gandhi and the Indian Congress and all they
stand for”—which happens to be the principles of the
Atlantic Charter as applied to India. During the Simon
Commission and after, he was the loudest irf protesting
against negotiating with the Indian leaders as injuring
the prestige of the Empire and its public servants. In
March, 1931, he said: A . . We are assigning exaggerated
importance to individuals in India:,with whom we shall
never be able to agree and are injuring the prestige and
strength of the British Government in India for dealing
with all these problems.” In February, 1931, he said:
“To transfer that responsibility to this highly artificial
and restricted oligarchy of Indian politicians would be a
retrograde act. It would be a shameful act. It would
be an act of cowardice and dishonour. It would bring
upon Great Britain.a moral shame which would challenge
forever the reputation of the British Empire as a. valiant
and benignant force in the history of mankind.” This is
Kiplingesque, both Churchill and Kipling having been
press reporters of the Boer War and sharing the same
opinion about “the lesser breeds without the law.” Alas,'
in the sixteenth century, he might have been heroic; in
the seventeenth, and the eighteenth, he might have been
competent; in the nineteenth, he might have been great;
but in the twentieth, he is a Kiplingesque anachronism. -
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His principles firm, his language clear, his purpose deter¬
mined, he has explained not only the Cripps mission but
the entire India policy, present and future, in those
words. Pericles could not have spoken with greater
dignity while his Empire flourished, Cleon the leather
merchant could not have been more patriotic, Eucrates
the rope-seller could not have been more determined,
and even Hyperbolus the lampmaker could not have
babbled in sweeter notes to Athenian ears; I may be ex¬
cused if the lines of Matthew Arnold on “Dover Beach’9
come irresistibly to my mind:
Sophocles long ago,
Heard it on the Aegean, and it brought
Into his mind the turbid ebb and flow
Of human misery; we
Find also in the sound a thought,
Hearing it by this distant northern sea.
The sea of faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth's
shore
Lay like the fold of a bright girdle furl’d.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long withdrawing roar.
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
. And naked shingles of the world.

And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle
and flight
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
So we will not go into the issue of the India problem.
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Both the Hindus and the English have perfect arguments
and. forgetting the central issue of human freedom, can
i onfuse you with a mass of details. There is never a time
when a person wants to do a thing and fails to find reasons
lor his action, or when a great nation decides upon an
objective and fails to find the plausible procedure. Some¬
times to enter into argument with a person is to pay him
the compliment of believing in the worth of his argu¬
ments.
I am sure that if the Indians were told that there are
Protestants and Catholics and Jews in the United States,
and New Dealers and anti-New Dealers and Republicans
and Democrats and Communists and Socialists and
Yankees and Southerners and Negroes and Baptists and
Methodists and Seventh Day Adventists and Episco¬
palians and Mormons, and that Jews, Italians, Greeks, and
Irish live on the same streets in Jersey City, and that
there are probably two hundred and fifty Christian sects
in America, the Indians would despair of ever unravel¬
ling the racial and religion complexities of the United
States. Yet Hindus and Moslems live on the same streets
in India and get along just as well as, if not better than,
the Italians and the Irish in Brooklyn. What is more im¬
portant, they are all united upon one thing, the freedom
of their country—unless it be two things, the freedom of
their country and hatred of the English. The same would
be true of the Croats and the Serbs and Jews and
Catholics in Jugoslavia, which we did not hesitate to join
together in one country when it suited our purpose. The
fact is that if the Moslems did not exist, the English would
have to invent them. Religion is the greatest godsend to
the British Empire, and the English may well thank the
gods for it. The British Empire and monotheism don’t
go together. Polytheism is more valuable than you think.
But I will, and 1 must, go into the issue of. India as
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the issue of freedom for all peoples. Wearing no
monocle, and unable to agree with Lady Astor, I happen
to think of the freedom of India exactly as I think of
the freedom of Norway or Greece or Poland. I should be
equally opposed to the extermination of freedom in
Greece or Poland, either by Germany or by Russia, no
matter what my sympathy for Russia and what my
antipathy for Nazi Germany.
Now this attitude happens to be very difficult to under¬
stand. Some Americans can make the convenient differ¬
ence between freedom from England for the Thirteen
Colonies and freedom from England for India. Words
spoken by Tom Paine are regarded as the Bible of
Democracy; the same words spoken by Gandhi or Nehru
are regarded as heresy and treason to our war effort. Not
being an American, I cannot see the difference. To me,
George Washington was as “anti-British” as Gandhi or
Nehru, and just as stubborn. A binocular vision is an
inconvenient thing. I know that Churchill is tremend¬
ously popular in New York, and I could have been a little
smooth and applauded the hero I admired during Dun¬
kirk. But I prefer to stick to my binoculars or to my
two naked eyes.
I am dense enough not to be able to see the difference
between the Indians fighting for their freedom and the
French underground organization fighting for theirs. The
Government of India has published a White Paper show¬
ing that the Congress leaders are guilty of actions or
speeches leading to popular uprisings and sabotage. Two
East India trunk railways were sabotaged, it is stated. If
the Paris-Lille and Paris-Lyons Railways had been
sabotaged, how the American press would have hailed
those brave fighters for freedom and liberators of man¬
kind! What tribute to the human spirit, evidence that it
can never be conquered by physical force! Two trunk
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railwavs have been sabotaged in India and I agree this is
higtuy regrettable because it hampers our war effort. But
wiiat would you have the Indians do?
For two and a half years after England had declared
war on behalf of India without first consulting the
Indians ^themselves, the Congress leaders held off, while
me English would do nothing to improve the situation.
‘ g^^vJTpcals for freedom and the immediate proximity
01 die Japanese in Burma precipitated the Cripps’ mis¬
sion.. Tne Indians wanted real power in the defence of
nieir country; the British Government would not give it
to tnem. The only solid accomplishment of the Crippd
ims.s,on was that the idea of “Pakistan” received English
o.ncial olessmg and laid the basis for future dissensions
m India, appeals for reopening negotiations after the
Cupps mission were vain. The war over India was
!S?TmenCa; the En?,ish had won here and were
satisfied. The Congress and Indian popular ooinion were
getting restive. Indian bitterness mounted and Indian
morase deteriorated. The English rulers were still silent.
What would you have the Indians do? Address more
prayers to stones?
Alter every effort to reopen negotiations had failed,
Gandm gave advance notice to the Viceroy of India about
tne civil disobedience campaign to be started. The English
would not be intimidated. Gandhi begged the Viceroy
for a chance to see him. The Viceroy with true viceregal
a gm y refused The Congress leaders were put in jail,
‘W •’ a>CC°rdmg
English .iud?es- The unarmed
hand
Tl T qUdIed- ThC sitUation™s “well in
a dfh;J f American press expressed the opinion that
a-rei this success of force, the English would be “mag¬
nanimous m victory,” and some effort at reopening ■
negotiations might be made. The English were still very
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After waiting exactly six months, Gandhi announced
his intention to fast, as a protest against a moral wrong,
not a personal wrong committed against himself, hut
a moral wiong against his nation. He knew he was
addressing a prayer to stones, but lie could not do other¬
wise. Acquit him or condemn him, Gandhi would not
alter his ways. Gandhi was stubborn and the Viceroy was
still adamant. Gandhi was in imminent danger of death,
and the last blow was about to be struck against all hopes
of future co-operation between England and India. The
Government of India published a seventy-six-page White
Paper, showing that the Congress was guilty ofActs and
thoughts leading to violence. It is the duty of the Govern¬
ment of India, we are told, to maintain peace and order,
and the Congress leaders are disturbing it. “Anyway, we
are getting as much from India by force as we could by
any other method. Meanwhile, the situation is well in
hand. And we are fighting for liberty.”
The whole question of the correctness of the Karma
doctrine depends on whether one believes the ripples of
action stop there, like a closed chapter, or go on to join
forces with other new ripples.
If what the British Government had wanted was a show
of strength to uphold the Empire’s prestige against a help¬
less subject nation, it got it. But if the British Govern¬
ment set out to regain the love of the Indian people and
have better co-operation in the future, then they have lost
their chance forever. Repression by force of rebellion,
armed or unarmed, could be understood and even ex¬
cused. But after the English demonstrated their superior
physical force, and satisfied themselves and the world
that they were still the master, the Congress leaders were
still denied the opportunity of coming together with nonCongress leaders to work out a political solution, after an
explicit request by the Indian leaders then out of jail
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I cannot excuse this stupid English
policy. The plea that “ the Indians themselves would not
come together” makes no sense.to me. Separate deten¬
tion, cells are hardly the ideal situation for exchange of
ideas, even among the Indian Yogi. And Gandhi is not
a Yogi. "Thoughts that burst prison walls” is a fine
literary flourish, but is not for mortal men like Rajagopaiacharia or Sapru or Nehru.
_ The whole English policy makes sense to me only on
me supposition, which is real, that what the Asiatics think
or feel about it does not matter so long as the “Allies”
have superior weapons. In fact, the whole conduct of the
v.ar in 1942 teas psychologically determined by the one
habit of thinking that what the Indians, the Chinese, and
the Russians feel does not matter. Why? Because
England and the United States are going to have an over¬
whelming air force.
The handling of the problem of India is merely a
symptom of the failure to recognize the issue of freedom
versus empire, of general spiritual unpreparedness and
the belief that resentment, fear, and hatred do not matter
so long as “the situation is well in hand,” which simply
means that rioters can be quelled by riot squads and
which is exactly Hitler’s way of thinking. We may be
quite sure that after the war, the “situation” will be even
better in hand, while the reasons for denying India
freedom wiU remain just as valid. If the East and the
West differ in political philosophy, it is usually in thiswe disagree on the usefulness of temporary success
achieved by arms. The Asiatic takes the more subtle view
that in the. long, run good will or bad blood does count,
that force is futile, and that there can be no peace until
there is peace in the human heart (justice).
Today in this war, there is only one issue-Empire
versus freedom. Two world leaders stand at the opposite
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poles: Chiang Kai-shek, for whom “patriotism is not
enough,” and Winston Churchill, for whom it is. Everv
thinking man must choose between the two. The measure
and standards of European power politics and Asiatic
ethical tradition do not meet. Mencius sharply defined
them 2,200 }eais ago. In a world of moral order, the
great characters rule the small characters, and the great
minds rule the small minds. In a world of moral chaos,
the (physically) great rule the small, and the strong rule
the weak. The (first) two are (the principles of) heaven.
Those who obey Heaven shall survive, and those who dis¬
obey Heaven shall perish.”
The issue of empire versus freedom is dividing us.
While the war is on, we should hold the issues in abey¬
ance to the extent of not letting them deter our common
war efforts, even though our very strategy in Asia is deter¬
mined by what we desire to see in Asia after the war.
But it is the duty of every uniter and thinker about contempoiary trends to inform the public, to caution it if
necessary, and in no case to falsify the picture of events.
The seeds of disunity are already there, and since we can¬
not blink them away, wTe might as well point out their
presence and forestall future dissensions before they
become too advanced for remedy. If the war does not
break us, the peace may. For it is absolutely certain that
there will be no peace without collective security, and
no collective security without American collaboration in
the post-war world; but America’s collaboration or isola¬
tion will depend only on one thing, the character of the
coming peace. Sir Norman Angell goes about preaching
about collective security and against American isola¬
tionism. But Sir Norman Angell has not the wit to see
that all his preachings may be rendered vain by a peace
treaty that provokes American revulsion. For more im¬
portant than preaching about the importance of Ameri-
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can collaboration is the securing of a peace that is worth
American collaboration. Americans do not have to be
preached to. Psychologically, present-day Americans are
more readv to renounce isolationism than certain Euro¬
peans are readv to renounce the politics of power and
imperialism. Both must be renounced at the same time;
otherwise Europe is merely asking American collabora¬
tion in European imperialism.
1 warn that American collaboration must ultimately
depend on a just peace that the American people can
approve, and that, however we may wish otherwise, an
imperialistic peace will be followed by America’s revul¬
sion and reversion to isolation. Sir Norman Angell forgets
how American isolationism arose as a matter of historical
fact. It arose out of revulsion against the Versailles
Treaty and out of a sad disillusion that the “war to end all
wars” had turned out to be a war for spoils. If another
Versailles comes, the American nation will feel such a
revulsion against being the victim of wily European
politics that they will withdraw in disillusionment and
disgust again. Revulsion against and disgust with the
crushing of ideals after the stupendous sacrifices are
human, and the American nation cannot be asked to be
inhuman. For if American collaboration and American
participation in the World Police are wanted, they are
wanted to defend the world order laid down by the
coming peace treaty, and the American people must be
convinced that that world order is worth defending. In
a hypothetical case where that wrorld order consists of
the restoration of Asiatic colonies of the European
powers, the function of the World Police will be to main¬
tain by force that system of colonies, with American
money and lives pledged to its maintenance. Rut
America, like China, happens to be in a curious position;
it has not got a single colony. Take away from the
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Americans certain principles of justice, and they will
have nothing to fight for or worth fighting for.
I believe the principles of the AtlantiUcharter are an
adequate and dependable basis for a durable peace, even
as President Wilson’s Fourteen Points, if not sacrificed
and scrapped at the time of peace negotiations, would
have been an adequate and dependable basis for peace.
Yet these very principles are already branded by one of
the Charter s initiators as fairy tales” and the discussion
of their application at present is already regarded as
“dangerous.”
America’s stand is clear. The cause in this war is the
freedom of all peoples and all nations of the earth. The
Atlantic Charter is meant to apply to all peoples “every¬
where.” The American people are with President Roose¬
velt. America’s stand is clear. The flag of freedom has not
been pulled halfway down.
\et there is unfinished business between the two
fiiends who drafted and signed the Atlantic Charter.
Over a year has elapsed since President Roosevelt defined
its scope and Winston Churchill will not say with Roose¬
velt that the Atlantic Charter applies to “all peoples
everywhere. He has refused to define its scope or give
assurance that the American interpretation is right. He
refused its application to India by saying that the pro¬
visions of the Charter did not “qualify in any way the
various statements of policy which have been made from
time to time about the development of constitutional
government in India, Burma, or other parts of the British
Empire.” In other words, the noble principles of the
Atlantic Charter were for everybody to practice except
the rulers of the British Empire. Note that his own
“various statements” on the subject were, in December,
1931: I did not contemplate India having the same con¬
stitutional rights and system as Canada in any period
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winch ive can foresee”; and in January, 19551: “No one
has supposed that except in a purely ceremonial sense in
the way in which representatives of India attended the
conferences during the war, that principle and policy for
India -would be carried into effect in any time which it is
reasonable or useful for us to foresee.”
But that teas back in 1931. The Atlantic Charter was
signed in the summer of 1941. America had not yet
entered the war then. There was an advantage in leaving
it undefined, for if Churchill had defined it then as he
has now, America might never have entered a war for
empire. But the Allies have had successes in 1942 and
1943, the prospects of victory are visible, England is grow¬
ing confident and strong, and America has already irre¬
vocably committed herself to the war. What he had left
undefined he has now defined to a nicety. When, on
March 17, 1943, J. McGovern, Labourite, asked whether
the Churchill statement on the British Empire meant that
“Britain does not intend to give up its occupied territoiies at the end of the war, as well as Germany,”
Churchill retorted: “That would be a very insulting
pa: a!lei to draw.
(Associated Press, according to the
New York Herald Tribune, March 18, 1943). Lest he
should be misunderstood as construing the Atlantic
Charter to mean liberation of countries subjected by
England as well as those subjected by Germany, he took
special care to let the world know exactly what he meant
through Brendan Bracken. If anyone “is going to make
the catastrophic error of destroying or handing over our
goodly heritage, I think there is enough toughness in the
fibre of the empire to resist such a suggestion. . . . We
must fight for our rights,” he declared to Bracken.
“Having been a foundation member of the United
Nations, we are not going to tell our people they can be
pushed around by any other nation in the world. It is
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the duty of the United Nations to remain united."
. I IS c°mmon sense to say that, even as the date fo~ he
independence of the Philippiness has convinced the FiT
pinos ot America s sincerity, so a date set for Indit'd
independence would convince the Indians of F^and’
sincerity. Why then has the date not vet been%°t w

1

J°ff?Sed

We read in John T. Whitaker's We
“4
or°up m me cabinet decided to flush his rChurchillM
hand and force immediate action. As one of the men in
that session later expressed it, ‘Mr. Amerv had finished
. EsmP/: History, the illuminating account.

statuwfaStfKnedhat '1
pTOmise India dominion
status at a fixed period after the defeat of Hitler. Other
members of the government were prepared to support In's

7

amroa? Hke
*
??*
Mr’ Churchil/let out
swiftlv^ffKWOr?L h0n- The r°°m
^ared as
4s vet the fsh°n amon§ us in very truth.
‘ }et th.e subJect has not been raised again.’ ” (p 2j A
That is why we are confused. The issue of empire
cann0t and may not be evaded, though
Churchill took care to talk of “winning the war first” and
evade it as best he could before the tide turned. He
demWpat
! Zbat he Stands f0r’ and saYs so, and President Roosevelt does not know what to do, or whether it
would be the wise thing to contradict him now. So Iona
as Roosevelt keeps silent on the issue of freedom versus
empire and avoids a verbal tilt with his friend, the world
must remain confused about our war aims. Know the
Old Guard, and forget that he wears a bowler; in other
imes and m Austria, he might have worn a moustache,
orget that he is English, or that, as the New York Times
described him (“Review of the Week,” March 28, iq >A
he has been “for the past two decades a Torv of Tories,”’
01 as Harold Callender said in the same issue, that he is
a sincere imperialist of the romantic Kipling era.” The
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age has no iwe for imperialists of the romantic Kipling
t ra, nor for Prince Metternichs.
That is why we are today already in confusion about
tile applicabi’itv of the Atlantic Charter, which raises
issues regarded bv British Prime Minister Churchill as
“dangerous" to discuss now', according to the New York
Times editorial of April 4, 1943.
Yet the issues have been raised [according to the
same editorial], and out of the debate are emerging
two broad concepts for an international organization
for the future. One, based on a strict interpretation
of the Atlantic Charter, envisages a world in which
large and small nations wdll live side by side on terms
of equality and co-operate politically and economically
through some kind of world organization .for purposes
of collective security and mutual welfare. The other,
more European-bound, envisages a Europe under the
joint guardianship of Russia and Great Britain, with
the smaller nations leaning on the one or the other of
these two powers according to proximity. ... The first
concept may be utopian but it is the American idea
expressed in global terms. It is on this idea that
America deals vdth local authorities as it finds them,
and still recognizes the integrity of the small Baltic
states on Russia's frontier. The second concept is not
utopian, but realistically based on a balance of power
and power politics.

,

The same editorial concludes with the profound remarks:
Here wre face a situation in. which two considerations
are implicit. On the nature of the post-war settlements
will depend in large degree America's final attitude
toward international co-operation. At the same time,
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evidence or lack of evidence which we show now oi our
willingness to play an active part in world affairs, when
the fighting ends, will be the most important sino-V*
factor m shaping the character of the post-war treaties.
To be forewarned is to be forearmed. If American
collaboration is wanted both during and after the war,
there is a price for it, and that price mav not be less un¬
freedom of mankind and the principles of equality and
justice. My observation is that the American nation is
perfectly willing to pay the colossal price of world collab¬
oration during and after the war if it can be convinced
that it is worth the price. It is in this sense that indica¬
tions of reversion to a spoils system of the Versailles pat¬
tern frighten me. There will be no collective security r
some one nation wants only to collect and fails to recol
lect. It is in this sense that my heart sank within nr
when I read in the March, 1943, issue of Britain, the
following statement by Sir Edward Grigg, condensec
from his article in the London Sunday Times:
Both the British and American Governments have
declared to France that her empire will be restored ii:
its entirety, and to Spain and Portugal that no part ol
their empires will be taken from them. We musi
assume that similar assurances, if required, would be
given to the two colonial powers which are memben
of the United Nations—Holland and Belgium. Is it
then, the British Colonial Empire only which is to gc
into liquidation?
0
Sir Edward Grigg was Governor of Kenya and has held
iiher high offices in the British Government. Secret
xeaties like those preceding Versailles are already beginThe character of the war is becoming clearer every
lay. Old dogs cannot learn new tricks and never will.
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This generation of political minds cannot learn to fight a
new war and devise a new peace. That teas how the Four¬
teen Points of 'Wilson were sacrificed, and that is how the
principles of the Atlantic Charter are already placed in
doubt and will be sacrificed later.
The Allies cannot win a common tear with divided
minds. Sooner or later, every man and woman must think
and decide for himself or herself whether -we are fighting
for freedom or for empire, for between the two there is
no compromise and besides the two there is no third
alternative. We must choose between Roosevelt and
Churchill, for we may not choose both. They are only
two ideas.

6
WORLD WAR III
While we consider binding up the economic sores of the
post-war international society, we are not even begin¬
ning to scratch the surface of the moral malignant tumour
that is called twentieth-century culture. The region of
the tumour being sensitive, our statesmen and publicists
are too scared to touch its surface. That is why our
governments have consistently followed the policy of
"win the war first.” For the time being, the win-the-warfirst boys are having their way. The roots of all warbalance of power, domination by power, trade, and racial
discrimination—are all there; not a single factor is lack¬
ing. All the lessons we could have taken from the Greek
world are being ignored; all the sources of possible con¬
flict, so plain now to the student of history, seem not to
exist for the average planner of peace for the post-war
v. oild. The house built on sand by our learned architects
will one day collapse.
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F°r I have said that it is too late now to strangle Ru^
and China. England, America, Russia, and China w “
unquestionably be the powers that will determine i'w
movements of hxstory in the next half-centurv. AccordC
to the English, who are talking of giving India freedom
of'anSher^o111^6
aiS° the oOod'will or hostilhv
On thl k
^oo^o pe°ple in Asia £o reckon with'
On the present pattern of Anglo-American domination of

?efinitdy

Anglo-American dominapeace, ive are clearly o-oino' back to ^he

tion'of 'theCnemeanS

centuries-old European theory of balance of power.

(We

may, or purposes of the discussion, call the Ano-loAmencan pattern „{ domination the “A-.V pattern.) The
R
'"11,dev,K “Aecks and balanced so thit the
..A timid and the non-A-A world will live in a kind of
armed friendship and hostile cordiality. Different made

t0rT f 0f
T h d°°fi ’ a”d cooPeration. Sinte power, howeter, is by definition something dynamic and not static,

''!™rl^°-hP«ation-' or "world "police
force mil be put forth and orators will speak abom the

theie is no such thing as an actual “balance of cower
Some powers grow and others weaken during a'periodsome alliances deteriorate, new ones are formed. Then
the balance is upset once more and the nations of the
world are plunged once more into bloodshed until a new
balance is devised by a new generation of peace archi.ects using the old squares and compasses. The balance
> power theory has kept Europe in periodic bloodshed
-very thirty or forty years for the last few centuries. The
ransference of the tactics of power politics to the world
is a whole can only mean the transformation of this earth
nto a periodic arena. Power politics and the balance of
x>wer always set up a state of tension among the states,
ery similar to walking on a tight rope. This state pro■uces a condition of mutual fears and suspicions, and as
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sonic of the states grow in power, the fears and suspicions
grov/. For ten years preceding World War I and World
War IL one could see this mounting tension and fear and
insecurity, until someone decided it was time to strike
hrw. The same state of fears and antagonisms will
ine\uablv produce the same result. The pattern is
unchangeable.

Thus World War III will come. The ferocity of future
v;ars will not deter us, the magnitude of sacrifice will not
daunt us, nor will the cries of mothers and wives keep
us from the path of duty, for young men of another
generation, without the experience of this war, will go
forth to save civilization and die for six, seven, or perhaps
eight freedoms. But the blood that will be shed all over
the globe will make our present sacrifices look like grand¬
mother’s nightmares. Nature is a spendthrift in birth and
in slaughter. If men are ready for a big-scale fratricide,
God is ready, too. In half a million years, God can create
a bigger, better, and more reasonable species of beings.
Nor will those who believe in power politics have the
right to complain. Since power politicians defend their
course of action on naturalism or the natural “struggle
for power,” they must also be ready to accept its conse¬
quences. If they pride themselves on their “realism”
about politics and war, they must also be “realistic” about

the consequences of war.
Nor can we be scared now by the appearance of comets
and strange stars. Gabriel will not descend on the
earthly plains and speak to the sons of men. Harmless
miracles of changing water into wine will not stand our
scientific scrutiny. A Jonah spat out from a whale will
not deceive us, but after careful questioning by reporters
will be confined to an insane asylum. William James’s
voice will not come from the dead to assure us of a future
life. The heavens will not rain fire and brimstone, and
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•here will be neither a pillar of a cloud to lead us
T daY- nor a pidar of fire to light us by night. Neither
raying, nor fasting, nor the singing of psalms, nor the
turning of candles will avail. For us, at least, it will be
i God-empty world. There will, be just nothing to do
bout it.
No diplomat of course will talk of anything but good
till and the friendship of nations, and no diplomat will
,e fooi enough to act on these protestations. All forms of
nan dates, taiiff problems, and police zones and interlational air bases will be discussed and in time worked
ut. They may even write a Fifty Years’ Peace, which will
ie worth as much as the Fifty Years’ Peace of Nicias. All
tie peace delegates will be good men, too, for they will
e men who go to church; they will be men of culture
nd learning and experience, good fathers, good husands, and good patriots all. But they will build a house
n sand.
Since the A-A school of thought is a very real, very
otent, and very influential one at present, the conseuences of such a policy of armed friendship against the
on-English-speaking world are fairly predictable. How
ell the A-A group can divide the non-A-A group will
epend largely upon the astuteness of their statesmanship,
hina is pledged to A.A. co-operation in her foreign
olicy at present. How well that armed friendship will
laterialize will depend on how successfully the United
ates and England will drive China into the lap of
ussia. This, in turn, depends on China’s judgment as
1 what kind of allies will be more dependable and sinire in the next war, and this again depends on her ex:riences with her allies in the present war and the
isuing peace settlement. China’s position is decidedly
lomalous, with regard to racial and imperialist groupgs though not with regard to ideology. Being herself
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a non-industrialized and therefore non-imperialist nation,
the possibility of her reaching a basis of equal partnership
with imperialist nations has never been proved or studied
carefully. But certain it is that she will not stand for
social “snubbing*:* for long, and she may give up trying
to “keep up with the Joneses” and look about for more
heavily pigmented allies and friends. Such a contingency
would be indeed tragic for the whole world, particularly
with the background of Indian hostility against the
English being fanned into a living flame right now.
Again, we shall not escape history.
It should be noted also that long before such a conflict
comes to pass, the antagonism of rising forces will be the
logical situation for the resurgence of japan and Ger¬
many. Both sides will secretly bid for their support and
encourage them to re-arm, as we did so succefully in the
1930-1940 decade. In other words, in spite of all cur
sacrifices during this war, we shall start all over again.
That men should die is hard enough for the mothers of
men; that they should die in vain is heart-breaking.
I may be w7rong in prognostications of particular trends
and phases of development. But some such thinking and
heart-searching along historic lines on the subject of
growth, balance, and unbalancing of power are needed
The adequacy of power politics as a principle must be
called into question; the dependability of the cardinal
principle of balance of power in building a stable peace
must be debated, talked about, and challenged. Only'so
can there be depth in our reasoning. The changes in our
way of thinking must be basic if we are to be saved.

There is a pattern of things invisible, of karmatic cur¬
rents in human history, that can be seen only with the eyes
of the mind. Sometimes it is given to poets to foretell
the future, not by astrology, but by acquaintance with
the laws of the spirit. To such extraordinary minds, these
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laws become so vivid that they assume the character of a
vision.
Heinrich Heine was such a poet with suT an'
uncanny vision. From an intimate and intuitive :;nowledge of tne German mind, he could prophesy the '‘Ger¬
man Revolution” and the character of the present-chv
Kazi spirit with a frightening accuracy, and from a
Knowledge of the forces developing in European thought
he could prophesy the “European or World Revolution”
and predict with striking clairvoyant power certain phases
unrolling before our eyes to-day. Speaking of the German
thunder, coming slowly but surely, he said:
Then, when you hear the rumble and clatter—
beware, Frenchmen, you neighbours’ children.
Don t smile at my advice, the advice of a dreamer who
warns you of Kantians, Fichteans, and natural philosophers. Don't smile at the visionary who expects the
same revolution in the material world which has taken
place in the realm of the spirit.
Writing in 1834, in Religion and Philosophy in Ger¬
many, Heme spoke of the breaking of the brittle talis¬
man, the Christian Cross, and the resurgence of the «ods
of the German forests and warned that we should hear a
crash as nothing ever crashed in world history.”
The German revolution will not be milder and gentler

because it was preceded by Kant’s Critique» by Fichte’s
transcendental idealism, and even by the philosophy of
nature. % . For if the Kantian s hand strikes strongly
because his heart is moved by no traditional respect—
if the Fichtean courageously defies all danger because
or him .it does not really exist—the philosopher of
natrne will be fearful because he can join the primeval
forces of nature, because he can call up the demoniac
■. energies of ancient Germanic pantheism, and because
t^en t^lere
awake in him that fighting folly that
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we find among the ancient Germans, that fights neither
to kill nor to conquer, but simply to fight. Christianity
has—and that is its fairest merit—somewhat mitigated
that brutal German lust for battle. But it could not
destroy it; and once the taming talisman, the Cross, is
broken, the savagery of the old battles will flare up
again, the insane rage of which Nordic bards have so

much to say and sing. That talisman is brittle. The
day will come when it will pitiably collapse. Then the
old stone gods will rise from forgotten rubble and rub
the dust of a thousand years from their eyes; and Thor
will leap up and with his giant hammer start smashing
Gothic cathedrals. ...
. . . and when you hear a crash as nothing ever
crashed in world history, you’11 know that the German
thunder has hit the mark. At that sound the eagles
will fall dead from the sky and the lions in the farthest
desert of Africa will pull in their tails and slink away
into their royal caves. A play will be performed that
will make the French Revolution seem like a harmless
idyll in comparison. . . .
Beware! I wish you well; that is why I tell you the
bitter truth. You have more to fear from a liberated
Germany than from the whole Holy Alliance with all
its Croats and Cossacks . . .*
One hundred and one years ago, in 1842, he prophesied
the “World Revolution,” a drama of which we have seen
the beginning and he could not tell the end. He, the
friend of Karl Marx, saw the character of revolutionary
thought, but he also, with his poet’s vision, foresaw the
course of the present war and the fate of Germany,
France, England, and Russia in this war all too clearly:
Communism

is

the

secret

name

of

the

dread

* Heinrich Heine: Works of Prose, ed. by Hermann Kesten, pp. 51-53
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antagonist setting proletarian rule with all its conseq ences against the present bourgeois regime. Tt wiF
be a fngntful duel. Hot. will it end? No-one kmws
ac‘,uainted
m cussed „„„■ and |oiteri
in
ab e stra,v pallelSi is „le dari

•££
‘

"hb

if temporary, role in the modern tragedv. .
°
^it would be war, the ghastliest war of destructiono" ctiikaUtLunfo,rtUMlely cali the nro noblest
Sanee
r' °
arfna' 10 tl,e

both:

x lance and Germany, England, the great sea seroent

a.ways able to crawl back into its vast" watery lair "and
Russia, which also has the safest hiding-places in its
vastfr forests, steppes and icy wastes-thjse

ZX*

1Ua‘ po ltl^a.1 war> cannot be annihilated even by
die most crushing defeats. But Germany is far more
SsThS nSv ‘:i; Ca-e$’ and France in P^ular co^S
lose her political existence in the most pitiful manner.
That, however, would only be the first act of the
Etais^he°Frama’ Ae pr°logUe’ as k were- The second
act is the European and the World Revolution the
great duel between the destitute and the aristocracy of
wealth; and m that there will be no mention of either

th ^v

land^the'Iloh
^ be only one fath^on earth \S
7 T faith' ** in happiness
on earth. Will the religious doctrines of the past rise in
- counts ies, m desperate resistance-and will perhaps
this attempt constitute the third act? Will {he ofd
absolutist tradition re-enter the stage, though in a new

thTdmma endf “ ““ ^

H°W co“ld

I do not know; but I think that eventually the great
the NnPxh£
haVe itS hCad Cmshed’ and the skE of
r hern bear will be pulled over his ears. There
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may be only one flock and one shepherd—one free shep¬
herd with an iron staff, and a shorn-alike,,bleating-alike
human herd!
Wild, gloomy times are roaring toward us, • and a
prophet wishing to write a new apocalypse would have
to invent entirely new beasts—beasts so terrible that St.
John’s older animal symbols would be like gentle doves
and cupids in comparison. The gods are veiling their
faces in pity on the children of man, their long-time
charges, and perhaps over their own fate. The future
smells of Russian leather, blood, godlessness, and many
whippings. 1 should advise our grandchildren- to be
bom with very thick skins on their backs.”*
Only to poets are the shapes of things to come so clear.
He knew the German spirit through and through, and he
knew the progress of the human spirit in Europe through
and through. Alas, that he had lived also through an age
of revolution and disillusionment, of the revolutions
and Prince Metternich! That was why he cried: “Beware!
I wish you well; that is why I tell you the bitter truth.”
Because he saw the “revolution in the realm of the spirit,”
he could also foretell the “same revolution in the material
world.”

We might yet try to see the further revolution in the
realm, of the spirit in the century after Heine/with far
clearer indications of the direction in which it has been
developing. We, too, might try to understand the char¬
acter of the age we are living in, and "grapple with the
problem of. moral decay and regeneration, although there
is little evidence of regeneration and a great deal of decay.
We, too, might be able to' predict a disaster, but, once
freed from the shackles of determinism, the wisest
prophet would be the one who refused to predict.
"
* Ibid., pp. 136-138.
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THE “WHITE MAN’S BURDEN”
^i”tESE are indeed times that try men’s souls.
ross'bleS °\

pe:u1

of

rT

Effective

V-ithOUt a PhiiosoPhy of peace is im-

,‘v

f tbiakiag and “ the «*od

human affairs hi ff >Cf
m Par«uar and of
i-urnan allairs m general, must be brought about before
a revolution in world politics is possible. The standard,
of morahty, particularly of international tnoraliti i^ht
decade are notoriously at a lore ebb. Compared with ,t
Fiench encyclopedists of the eighteenth centnrv „
unwor hy progeny of our ancestors of h
p„iod'ol

lar a3 ,L f “T

xi *

*

^ £“,iy
» we are ,Sba
psycholoSy oE » ar, the politics of

lmP]en^nts ot war, how can we escape wt^'

The most important question now it: after all the blo^d'
sued and sacrifice, shall we let it start all over again3
Ultimate y, the problems of peace and war are deter
mined by the character of the effective faiths at anTe
na
ureP ot
of man.
ml* 1
E?" "h
probIcms
°f man
and
lature
I believe
they
are strictly
philosophic)
^

— believeln’and

f dete™^^m versus free will, of determinism of brme
orce and spiritual faith. Peace on earth is an act of faith
md without faith we shall not be saved. It happens that
^re a generation without faith.
1P
^ hat we need above all is a theory of the rhvthm of
of the unitY and interrelatedness of all'things '
fVithout that faith, the doctrine of force cannot be
lestroyed. The dichotomy between ideals and action
63
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must be resolved, and an all-inclusive, comprehensive
philosophy must be produced whereby, ideals may be
brought down from the clouds again to activate" the
affairs of men on earth. High-flown idealism and pedes¬
trian realism must be joined together, so that idealists are
no longer regarded by business men as impractical and
“realism” is no longer an excuse for dispensing with
ideals in men’s plans for action. The rhythm of life and
the unity and interrelatedness of all things must be shown
conclusively, so that they become a part of our faith for
daily action.
This will come about in the form of a spiritual soften¬
ing of western philosophy, mental mellowness and moral
maturity, a ripening of the sparkling wine of western
intellect. There will be an inevitable maturing of the
mind of this hard-hitting, competing, caustic, corrosive
age, where the hardness of steel has entered into men’s
hearts and the iron of hate has corroded men’s souls. In
tins Steel Age, it is not only that men’s ships are made
of steel plates; men’s minds are also shaped thereby.
“Nature is soft,” says Laotse, but men’s minds are hard.
The human heart is one of the most changeful, elastic,
flexible organs in nature; that is why it must not be
tampered with.
Be careful [says Laotse] not to interfere with the
natural goodness of the heart of man. Man’s heart may¬
be forced down or stirred up. In each case the issue is
fatal. By gentleness, the hardest heart may be softened.
But try to cut and polish it, and it will glow like fire
or freeze like ice. In the twinkling of an eye it will pass
beyond the limits of the Four Seas. In repose, it is pro¬
foundly still; in motion, it flies up to the sky. Like an
unruly horse, it cannot be held in check. Such is the
human heart.
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nature, function, and aim of human, life is almost 95 per
cent economic. It has gradually changed throughout the
nineteenth and the twentieth centuries through the
steady increase of inventions, so much that human pro¬
gress itself has been already identified with rising
standards of living. It is almost the whole of what we
are talking, writing, and dreaming about.
From my college days, I have heard of the ‘ white man s
burden” and have often wondered what is inside that
knapsack which the white man carries on his back around
the globe. I have ndw discovered that it is only canned
goods. Poor Kipling, he would not have remained a!ice
and returned to be Lord Rector of St. Andrews if he were
deprived during his stay in India of his store of corned
beef and sardines. Still you cannot deny that he success¬
fully converted corned beef and sardines into some good
rousing verse, breathing pluck and faith in a so very
enlightened scheme of shipping that made corned beef
obtainable in far-away Allahabad and Lahore.
The charge of “materialism” is no mere cliche.
Materialism is the very stuff and fibre of modern think¬
ing, which dominates all post-war planning and makes a
philosophy of peace impossible. Is it not true that almost
all our proposals for the future peace stem from the one
assumption that the cure for the ills of economic progress
is more economic progress? Are we not thinking of peace
merely in terms of a free exchange of trade, free flow of
material, and “prosperity”? In other words, peace is
canned goods, bigger and better canned goods. Peace is
a condition where we may sell and sell abundantly.
“Heaven” itself is a concrete, fire-proof warehouse stocked
to the ceiling with canned goods. For the world is norv
business, political business and economic business. A
nation is a concern, a government is only its shop counter,
and its diplomats are its travelling salesmen trying to out-
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sell its competitors and beat them to a new market, and
its publicists and thinkers are its expert accountants. The
audacity of these thinkers of peace hurts my soul.
Who can deny that economic thinking has superseded
all other forms of thinking, that economic issues have
obscured all other issues, that we are thinking of nothing
but applying poultices to our economic sores, and that
our highest spiritual hope is good business and plentv of
consumer goods for all? And who can deny that this
power and profit motive contains in itself the seeds of
future wars? Who can gainsay the fact that we are living
in a decade of moral and spiritual bankruptcy and of
the elimination of morals from politics? Far from beincr
an emptyr phiase, materialism colours 95 per cent of our
effective thinking. In fact, it is strangling our thinking
. SoaP 1S o°°d- That is taken for granted. Nothing
impresses me more in American civilization than the fact
that soap here is good and cheap and available to all.
At American hotels, it is as costless as fresh air. Washing
is both convenient and pleasant in the United States’
Americans are hardly aware of it, but Europeans and
Orientals are. when they come to visit America. Almost
any soap you buy is bound to be of high quality. It is
not an article of luxury; soap with the most exquisite
perfume is obtainable even at the five-and-ten-cent stores.
Soap has decome democratic. At least one problem has
been solved. The problem of removing stains from
dresses and rugs and scratches from varnished tables,
too has been solved ably; there exist miraculous remedies.
Technological progress and industrial research have
gathered such momentum that nothing is going to stop
them. Imprison all the scientists and disgrace all the
directois of Du Pont and General Electric, and material
progress will still go on. Condemn the inventors of
fluorescent paint and disfranchise the perfectors of the
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air-cooling system, and new inventors will rise from the
Arizona desert and be shipped by some underground
organization to New York and Detroit with the conniv¬
ance of the police. You cannot dethrone science and you
need not.
Soap is plentiful. That is a positive achievement of
American democracy. The striking thing is that there
is at the same time a complete absence of a philosophy
of peace. To give soap to Hottentots, while American
soap-makers at home make more money, is not the road
to peace. But that is the highest intellectual level we can
rise to. On the proposed Utopian plan to sell soap to four
hundred million Indians there is always complete agree¬
ment, and even some degree of enthusiasm. On the pro¬
posal to give India freedom, there are many reservations,
hesitations, rationalizations, and beating about the bush,
and not a trace of enthusiasm. If the Allies ever give back
India’s freedom, it will be with a feeling of “just-too-bad,
there’s-nothing-else-you-can-do” despondency. Under such
circumstances, it is easy to be a spiritual prophet and de¬
nounce like Savonarola the materialism of this age. It is
no distinction at all. Just some common sense will enable
anyone to see this point. The strange thing is, common
sense is so uncommon. We have been awed into silence
by the economist, all of us. That is all.
If there is one thing I can be sadistic about, it is swineand-slop Economics. My only desire in life is to see the
Economist, the law-giver of Europe, dethroned, disgraced,
and hanged. I burn with rage whenever I see tables of
percentages. If he were not so smug with his little facts,
it would not arouse such a resentment in me. It’s that
expression which we see on the face of Ph.D. candidates—
a stilted and hypnotized expression, doped with facts and
figures and statistical averages and mechanical laws—a
case of complete auto-intoxication. The impostor at least
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is the realization of this folly—of the inadequacy of our
conception of peace.

8
"GOVERNMENT BY MUSIC"
what Is a philosophy of peace? Peace is an ever¬
present condition of living, rather than the abstract con¬
dition to be devoutly wished for In some distant Utopia.
Peace is normal, as health is normal. We have to have a
philosophy in which we believe that peace is positive and
not merely the absence of conflicts and wars—a negative
ideal. Peace is rich, peace is satisfying, peace is growth
and movement and action and life. Peace is as natural as
harmony because it is the normal way of man; man rejects
war as he intuitively rejects discord or dissonance in
music. And the psychology of domestic peace, national
peace, and world peace cannot be very different—it is
merely the harmony of social relationships. For that
harmony of social relationships there is a technique.
Human philosophy should occupy itself exclusively with
that technique of social harmony.
Naturally, I have been searching in Chinese thought
for elements that might be contributions to the phil¬
osophy of world peace. Human society in China is on
the whole 110 better than human society in the West.
There are squalor, poverty, quarrels, corruption, selfish¬
ness, and social injustice. There are as many reactionaries
in China as in the West, only a little less appeasers in high
places. The thought causes a shudder. After all, the man
who deals with. Darlan must envy Laval, who can deal
directly with Hitler. Both proceed .on the principle of
expediency at the sacrifice of principles, but after all the
man who deals with an accessory must envy the man who
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is able to deal with the principal. Man in China acts both
on “principle” (ching) and on “expediency” (ch’iian),
both fully recognized by Confucian teachers. But somehow he still believes in moral principles and values and
their validity in practical action.
Where China utterly differs from the West are the
three contempts: the contempt for the soldier, the con¬
tempt for the police, and the contempt for lawyers. China
has lived for 4,000 years without police and lawyers, and
the soldier is despised. It is an unmathematical way of
life, arising from contempt for the mathematical way of
thinking.
, Evidently, here is a new approach. The Chinese believe
that when there are too many policemen, there can be no
individual liberty, when there are too many lawyers, there
can be no justice, and when there are too many soldiers,
there can be no peace. Peace can be obtained only by put¬
ting the government in reverse. Since this is a world of
mixed characters, let there be a government to put a few
fellows in jail. That is all the government exists for. True
justice is obtained by settlement out of court, and true
peace is obtained when soldiers are unseen, unheard of,
and unknown. Ultimately the problem of peace is the
problem of general education in good manners and music.
I am not joking when I say that this is the basic teach¬
ing of Confucianism. It is the central, basic, and funda¬
mental teaching of Confucian philosophy, which merges
political and moral problems into one. For this is the
strangest outcome of the reputed Confucian good sensegovernment by good manners and by music. Americans,
who are intensely practical, may agree that government
by police, particularly secret police, is highly repellent.
They may agree that government by law, though worktble, may be slightly inadequate and fall short of the
lighest ideal. They know that government by a series of
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verbotens in the Prussian style is not good enough for
the democratic individual, and that the good life is some¬
thing more than obeying a series of “Thou shaft net’s.5’
They know that in a mature, full-grown democracy, peace
and order ultimately depend on the decency and selfrespect of the individual.
f like Americans best when I see them breaking laws
and regulations, when I see at a movie theatre that the
audience’s sympathy is with the stowaway and not with
the law-upholding captain, and when I see on the trains
between Washington and New York people smoking in
every car marked “No Smoking.” These are born demo¬
crats, I say. When the situation gets bad enough, it is not
the Herr Conductor that will stop it, but the public, by
somebody writing to the New York Times pleading
against the danger of ashes burning babies’ arms. If the
public does not mind, neither will the American con¬
ductor. But imagine a Prussian crowd smoking in a car
where smoking is verboten! They just can’t do it, and
that is why the Weimar Republic fell and the Frankfurter
Zeitung turned tail and they needed a Hitler. Put a
Hitler over an American crowd to tell them not to do
this and not to do that, and see the result. He would not
survive three months before his head was smashed.
Democracy’s reply to Prohibition was the speak-easies.
The history of the speak-easies is the glorious history of
exactly how much the American people would stand for
verbotens, and of how they would obey even laws passed
by, themselves! I take off my hats to these Americans,
because they are like my own people, the Chinese. You
can’t “prohibit” the Americans, nor can you the Chinese.
An official ’prohibition to do a thing is an invitation to a
Chinese to do it. Long live the identity of our cause!
Even so, the practical Americans must doubt Con¬
fucius’ reputation for common sense when they hear of
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his proposal to govern a country by music. Only a Sarovan
could have said a thing like that. Nevertheless, I main¬
tain that Confucius was quite sane, as I shall try to show
■ Confucius actually “sang in the rain.”* Confucius did
say it, and said it time and again all his life. Such was
his precept about government and his emphasis on
worsmp and song that one of his disciples took his words
literally. When Confucius one day approached a city
" here his disciple, Tseyu, had been made magistrate, he
heaid public singing going on in the squares.
Confucius grinned and said to Tsevu: “You are kill¬
ing a chicken with a big cleaver for killing a cow.”
But I heard from, you,” replied Tseyu, “that when the
superior man had learned culture, he would become
kind and when the common man learned culture, he
would become self-disciplined.” Confucius turned to
the other disciples and said: “You fellows, what he says
is right. I was only pulling his leg!”f
I have chosen this aspect of Confucianism to show, bv
way of contrast, the Confucian emphasis on spiritual
values, and to reveal the devastating inadequacy of the
economic solution for peace. The adolescent idea that
peace can be achieved by a mechanical distribution of
goods, its crudity and its inadequacy, will become
apparent. We must soon come to the position of admit¬
ting that the man who talks of music and spiritual
harmony is not just a moron, and refuse to believe that
only the man who talks of canned goods is “practical.” If
practical good sense means preoccupation with material
realities of food and clothing and shelter, that decidedly
is not a characteristic of Confucianism.
p * 67 6 1116 piece <,Confuoills

“

the Rain,”

f The Wisdom of China and India, pp. 821-822.

With Love and Irony,
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Of the factors of government, Confucius had this to
say:
Tsekung asked about government., and Confucius
replied: “People must have sufficient to eat; there
must be a sufficient army; and there must be faith in
the nation.” “If you were forced to give up one of
these three factors, what would you go without?” asked
Tsekung. Confucius said: “I would go without the
army first.” “And if you were forced to go without
one of the two remaining factors, which would you
rather go without?” asked Tsekung again. “I would go
without sufficient food. There have always been deaths
in every generationbut a nation without faith cannot
stand.”*
Since the psychology of peace is the same, whether it
he domestic, national, or world peace, the factors of such
a peace, according to Confucius, may be appropriately
examined here. We have been used to treating politics
as a separate problem, as strictly a problem of the
machinery of administration, cut apart from morals.
Confucianism envisages the government as only one of
the four factors of bringing about social order, “rituals,
music, punishments and administration”; in fact, it is
always contemptuous of a purely political solution as
such. Only so can we understand the fantastic theory of
government by music. The conception of peace is more
than the mechanics of keeping good men out of jail and
bad men in it; it is related to true manhood and to social
and national health, in which music seems the best and
most natural fruition of culture. It almost seems that the
enjoyment of music provides the aim and end and raison
d'etre of culture itself.
* Ibid., p, 839.
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For so are the nature and function of government and
the nature of domestic, national, and world peace con¬
ceived:
./■ ' It follows, therefore, that to govern a country with¬
out li (rituals, and the principle of moral order) is like
tilling a field without a plough. To observe li without
basing it on the standard of right is like tilling the
field and forgetting to sow the seeds. To try to do right
without cultivating knowledge is like sowing the seeds
without weeding the field. To cultivate knowledge
without bringing it back to the aim of true manhood
is like weeding the field without harvesting it. And
to arrive at the aim of true manhood without coming
to enjoy it through music is like harvesting and forget¬
ting to eat the harvest. To enjoy true manhood through
music and not arrive at complete harmony with nature
is like eating and not becoming well fed, or healthy.
When the four limbs are well developed and the
skin is clear and the flesh is full, that is the health of
the body. When the parents and children are affec¬
tionate, the brothers are good towards one another and
the husband and wife live in harmony, that is the health
of the family. When the higher officials obey the law
and the lower officials are honest, the officers have regu¬
lated and well-defined functions and the king and
ministers help one another on the right course, that
is the health of the nation. When the Emperor rides
in the carriage of Virtue, with Music as his driver, when
the different rulers meet one another with courtesy, the
officials regulate, one another with law, the scholars
urge one another by the standard of honesty, and the
people are united in peace, that is-the health of the
world. This is called the Grand Harmony (tashun)*
I * For this and. the following .quotations, see Wisdom of Confucius
|(Modem. Library), pp, 239-240, and 252-261.
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From such a picture of world peace as the Grand
Harmony, it is clear that peace is not the absence of con¬
flicts, but the healthy result of a number of cultural forces.
It is easy to understand therefore why a political solution
is necessarily inadequate and shallow in the “governing”
of a country. Government is more than governing—hence
the role of rituals and music. The four factors of social
order work for a common goal. “Li (rituals), music,
punishments and administration have a common goal,
winch is to bring about unity in the people’s hearts, and
carry out the principles of political order.”
The defence of government by music in Liki (chapter
“On Music”) is made in curiously psychological terms.
Rituals and music help to achieve this social harmony by
establishing the right likes and dislikes, or what we call
good taste in the people. Social and political chaos comes
from certain unregulated desires. Ultimately, there can
be peace only when there is peace in the human heart; it
cannot be imposed from without. These psychological
facts showing the origins of world chaos are still °true
today:
The nature of man is usually quiet, but when it is
affected by the external world, it begins to have desires.
With the thinking mind 'becoming conscious of. the
impact of the material world, we begin to have likes
and dislikes. When the likes and dislikes are not
properly controlled and our conscious minds are dis¬
tracted by the material world, we. lose our true selves
and the principle of Reason in nature is destroyed.
When man is constantly exposed to the things of the
material world which affect him and does not control
his likes and dislikes, then he is overwhelmed by the
material reality and becomes dehumanized or material¬
istic, When man becomes dehumanized or materialistic
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then the principle of Reason in nature is destroyed and
man is submerged in his own desires. From this arise
rebellion, disobedience, cunning and deceit, and
general immorality. We have then a picture of the
strong bullying the weak, the majority persecuting the
minority, the physically brave going for violence, the
sick and crippled not being taken care of, and the aged
and the young and helpless not cared for. This is the
way of chaos.
-' The people are therefore controlled through the
rituals and music instituted by the ancient kin^s
the rituals regulate the people’s feelings; music5 estab¬
lishes harmony in the sounds of the country; the
administration orders their conduct and the punish¬
ments prevent crimes. When rituals, music, punish¬
ments and administration are all in order, the
principles of political order are complete.
We are now in a position to follow the close connection
between music and rituals and good government—a good
government based on good taste.

/
v Music unites, while rituals differentiate. Through
union, the people come to be friendly toward one
another, and through differentiation, the people come
to learn respect for one another. If music predominates,
the social structure becomes too amorphous, and if
rituals predominate, social life becomes too rigid. To
bring the people’s inner feeling and external conduct
into balance is the work of rituals and music. The
establishment of rituals gives a well-defined sense of
order and discipline, while the general spread of music
and song establishes the general atmosphere of peace
among the people. When good taste is distinguished
from bad taste, then we have the means of distinguish-
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ing the good from the bad people, and when violence
is prevented by the criminal law and the good men are
selected for office, then the government becomes stable
and orderly. With the doctrine of love for teaching
affection, and the doctrine of duty for teaching moral
rectitude, the people will then have learned to live in a
moral order.
■
Music comes from the inside, while rituals come
from the outside. Because music comes from the in¬
side, it is characterized by quiet and calm. And because
rituals come from the outside, they are characterized by
formalism. Truly great music is always simple in move:
ment, and truly great rituals are always simple in form.
When good music prevails, there is no feeling of dis¬
satisfaction, and when proper rituals prevail, there is
no strife and struggle. When we say that by mere bow¬
ing in salute the king can rule the world, we mean
thereby the influence of rituals and music. When the
violent elements of a nation are kept quiet, the different
rulers come to pay homage, the military weapons are
locked up, the five classes of punishments are not
brought into use, and the people have no worries and
the Emperor has no anger, then truly music has pre¬
vailed. When the parents and children are affectionate
toward one another, the juniors respect the elders, and
this respect is extended to all people in the country,
and the Emperor himself lives such an exemplary life’
then we may truly say that li has prevailed
The constant contrasts of rituals and music as instru¬
ments of social and political order are philosophic and
quite revealing and must help to correct the impression
that practical Confucianism deals only with kitchen pots
and,pans, or can ever descend to the level of economic
thought which reduces civilization and progress to the
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two questions of alimentation (“a quart of milk”) and
elimination (the flush toilet). “Truly great music shares
the principle of harmony with the universe, and truly
great ritualism shares the principle of distinctions with
the universe.” Again: “Music expresses the harmony
of the universe, while rituals express the order of the
universe. Through harmony all things are influenced,
and through order all things have their proper place.”
Or again: “Music illustrates the primordial forces of
nature, while rituals reflect the products of the creation.
Heaven represents the principle of motion, while Earth
lepresents the principle of rest, and these two principles
of motion and rest permeate life between Heaven and
Earth. Therefore, the Sage talks about Tituals and music.”
Finally we arrive at the perception of the profound
truth concerning the creation of harmony, and the basis
of a great nation. “Therefore, the superior man tries to
create harmony in the human heart by a rediscovery of
human nature, and tries to promote music as a means to
the perfection of human culture. When such music pre¬
vails and the people’s minds are led toward the right
ideals and aspirations, we may see the appearance of a
great nation.”
Confucius, I am sure, shares with me the impatience
with the techniques of alimentation and elimination as
the means for solving the present world chaos and plan¬
ning a world peace. We are miserably mistaken if we
think that Asiatics can be satisfied with the white man’s’
canned goods. What they prize are the empty cans be¬
cause they have a tinkling sound which pleases the ear
and a shining lustre which pleases the soul. For their
food, they prefer bananas.
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9
MATHEMATICS AND PEACE

We need a larger and subtler vision. I have referred to
the Chinese contempt for the mathematical way of think¬
ing. This weakness of ancient China was also her greatest
strength. All the important things in life lie somewhat
outside^ the sphere of the mathematically calculable. It
is the incalculables that count, because it is the incalculables that make us human beings and not the fio-ures
of machines. The soul, for instance, is incalculable; so
are God, freedom, decency, self-respect, honesty, pride,
and on the other side of the picture, hatred, fear, revenge,'
sadism, peisonal ambition. It is these passions and their
idiosyncratic ways of which we know nothing that upset
human life. \ou cannot chart their course, but still you
have to make provisions for them. It is these things, about
which the economists and mathematicians have nothin^
to say, that are important in planning for peace.
°
Peace is not a mathematical formula and cannot be
worked out by mathematical equations. From what has
been said about the Confucian theory of government by
courtesy and music, it must have become clear that what
Chinese thought lost in precision it gained in subtlety.
For m all things truly great and utterly small, mathe¬
matics is inadequate. It is in measuring astronomical and
atomic motions that science is all agog and recognizes that
the laws of mathematics fail. And so what is more
important than the shape and configuration of the peace
aher the war is our method of arriving at it and our con¬
ception of the peace process. Our conception of the peace
process is a mathematical one, and the Asiatic contribu¬
tion to the ideas for creating peace is first of all a challenge
to the adequacy of the mathematical approach. Mathe-
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mattes is cold, but life is warm; that is whv mathematics
must forever fail to explain life. Reducing the musical
note of C to a number of vibrations per second does not
explain Lily Pons or Elizabeth Schumann. What explain
Lily Pons or Elizabeth Schumann are the overtones which
are somewhat beyond mathematical calculations. He who
goes for exactness must sacrifice subtlety, and vice versa.
Since peace is also a part of life, the mathematical
approach must also fail to explain peace, or understand
peace, or create it.
In other words, peace cannot be arrived at by a point
ration system. The more blurred and indeterminate the
natural boundaries, the happier the neighbours are. The
less talk about tariff barriers, the greater the flow of trade.
The more inexact our delegates’ ideas of population*
■figures, the nearer we are to a peace solution. The less
concerned the big powers are over the undeveloped areas,
the happier are the “natives.” The less thought we spend
on the diameter of gun-barrels, the less imminent is
World War III.
That is why I have a hunch that if we leave the plan¬
ning of world peace to women, we shall have it, because
as the average woman goes, they are pretty bad at figures.
A fair precaution to be taken against men delegates to the
Peace Conference would be to establish a rule that they
must have flunked at school in mathematics to qualify for
the appointment or election. Actually even Secretary
Hull can think quite sanely and philosophically about
the deeper problems of peace if you remove from his com¬
pany that statistical fiend, Leo Pasvolsky.
For it must never be forgotten that even in the realm
of the physical world, science explains the how, but never
the why and the wherefore. It deals with the process, but
not the ultimate cause, nor the values of the end results.
The process lies within the field of mathematics, the
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values and primary cause lie without. Science explains
how the atoms behave, but does not explain why they so
behave. It describes how two molecules of sodium and
carbon come together, but does not explain why they
must come together. It describes acids and alkalis, but
cannot say anything about the ultimate acidity of adds.
It proves that quinine cures malaria, but does not know
why quinine kills the malaria germs. It describes to you
the laws of gravitation, but does not pretend to tell you
what gravitation is, and why it must be. Before the
ultimate Door of Mystery, science always stops short and
never enters. It sees acorns sprout and grow into oaks,
but cannot tell why they must do so. It observes and
proves the survival of the fittest, but cannot account for
the arrival of the fittest. It explains how the giraffe sur¬
vives by his long neck but cannot explain the chemical
and physiological process that produced the first long
neck. It tells of the survival value of the spotted leopard,
but is at a loss about the arrival of the spots. It explains
the survival value of the flower’s fragrance, but is bash¬
fully silent as to how lilacs and lemons develop , their
peculiar fragrance. It tells you that silkworms spin silk
from mulberry leaves and bees produce honey from
nectar and cows produce milk from common grass, and
not much else that is really enlightening. For ultimately,
bees just produce honey and cows just produce milk and
lilacs just create out of the common sod that unmistak¬
able, Incomparable perfume. And they all do it simply,
finally, and inevitably.
Doubly is this true of the human realm and the realm
of the spirit. Christian preoccupation with matter and
the materialistic conception of man and of human life
and human history arouses In me an uncontrollable
heathen rage. 1 have said that peace on earth is an act
of faith, and without faith we shall not be saved. There
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is almost nothing of value in human life that science can
prove, and these human values we have to take on faith.
For one thing, the central concept of democracy, the
worth and dignity of the individual, can never be proved;
science can never prove that the individual is dignified.
Cold objectivity fails when a subjective attitude comes in,
and human life is 90 per cent attitudes. A woman is a
lady when she treats herself as a lady and a whore when
she treats herself as a whore. The next.minute, a whore
can change herself into a lady, by that ultimate hidden
process which science must fail to explain—a process
which belongs to the secret of life, and which is as
impenetrable to science as that by which the lilac manu¬
factures its perfume. Science has nothing to say about
human happiness, freedom,, and equality, because science
does not, and cannot, deal with these human values.
Freedom of the will cannot be proved. The possibility
of world co-operation cannot be proved. These things
have to be proved, not by science, but by faith and by
human action. Even the future of the son of a drunkard
or a ...moron or a genius cannot be proved or predicted.
The individual always eludes science, and it is only in the
mass that the semblance of deterministic laws, like in¬
surance statistics, can be established. But unless the
whole view of human society is deterministic, the science
of human society cannot even begin. We have to con¬
cede either that men and women are helpless pawns of
certain mechanical forces, or we must concede that any
science of human activities (science of history, or poetry,
for instance) is an impossibility.
Therein lies the danger of the mechanical solution of
the problem of peace. But the western way of mathe¬
matical thinking is established. Hence our present utter
confusion—a. hundred, post-war. plans, and not .one .way
out.' Not one plan gives us the sense of assurance that
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peace will come. How completely mechanical our way
of thinking is may be illustrated by a few personal experi¬
ences of mine.
One of the greatest shocks in my college days was when
I learned the corpuscular theory of smell. I had thought
that smell was just smell, something if not spiritual,0at
least not corpuscular. I had not troubled to explain it.
The idea that smell was transmitted by particles radiat¬
ing fyorn a body and striking the nerve endings of my
nostrils presupposes that these particles constantly radiate
in all directions as theoretically visible bodies and fill the
air.. That may be right and that may be wrong; I have
no idea. Maybe moth-balls do throw off those bodily
particles. But we have to imagine the same of almost
all articles and beings, and the air must be chock full of
these smell particles. Dogs detect uncanny smells of
pei sons that we are hardly aware of; some must be posi¬
tively sweet, others repellent. If dogs had a language,
they would have a greater variety of words for smell than
our highly inadequate words such as “fragrance” and
“stench” and the vague one “pungency.” Certain -smells
would blend, like colours, and others would not; it would
be even possible to imagine a symphony of smells, as we
do of sounds. And all these particles must dance in space,
but the theory is on the whole tenable.
When it comes to light, the corpuscular theory is dis¬
tinctly shaking, for the best professors of light cannot
agree on this point. Is light matter, or is it a wave, an
impulse, and if the latter, a wave of what? There we are
at a dead end. The corpuscular theory raises many
theoretic difficulties. If light consists of particles of some¬
thing, and since two lights in a valley on a dark night hit
out m all directions, the two “bodies” must occupy the
same space at the same time at any point where the two
lights are visible. In the end, that light is a body must
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seem to the man of the future like some medieval super¬
stition of this mechanical age. At present, we are held
down by a mechanical concept because we cannot think
of anything without a body. The substance of light is
puzzling us. Hence we call it “quantum,” which says
nothing except that it is a quantity. A quantity of what?
I remember also, while studying under' Edouard
Sievers, being told that the essential types of rhythm of
poetry are twos and threes. Now that is common sense
because one syllable does not form a rhythm by itself,
and a rhythm of four syllables automatically breaks up
into either one and three or into two twos. But that
would not be scientific. There is a semi-scientific theory
that our sense of rhythm of poetry has a physical basis.
The two-syllable rhythm is based on the movement of
our footsteps—left and right. And how about the threesyllable rhythm? It is based on our respiration—two for
exhaling and one for inhaling! This is not science, but
what I call the “small talk” of science, the irresponsible
rumours. How often professors of the humanities pass
from science to scientific small talk the layman is seldom
aware—such as the conjecture that the Roman Empire
fell because of mosquitoes, which produced malaria! Like
society’s small talk, these are always pretty and tend to
make one prick up one’s ears.
Recently, a friend of mine confided to me his theory
of time. His theory is that time is not an absolute
quantity, but an arbitrary one. For instance, the length
of a* morning cannot be the same for an insect which
lives for only a summer season as it is for a human being
who lives seventy or eighty years. I told him that
Chuangtse said literally the same thing. But, he said, he
had consulted a doctor about this idea, and the doctor
had suggested it was probably correct, but that the feeling
of time probably had something to do with the rate of
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the heart beat of the animal! I was stunned. The lay¬
man is seldom aware to what extent the small talk, the
improvable assumptions, permeate the so-called human
sciences, like psychology, and how largely speculative the
whole fabric of psychoanalysis is. (Such as, for instance,
the speculative sally that childhood constipation causes
stubbornness or miserliness of character, and loose bowels
produce the habit of generosity. Shade of Roger Bacon!)
I mention these instances to show how incorrigibly
mechanical our present-day way of thinking is. There¬
fore, it is inevitable that in our thinking of peace we
must also confine ourselves to the mechanical barriers,
zones, quotas, tonnages, square miles, and population
densities, and must perforce neglect the higher and in¬
visible things that alone make peace possible. We have
a kind of blind faith in figures. Ely Culbertson typifies
this when he transfers his mathematical thinking from
contract bridge to the international peace force. Given an
international trump card, a “widow,” that all parties can
call for, and given a certain distribution of cards, he
believes that it is impossible for any hand to win against
the rest. He does not say anything about the human
equation of the bridge players—how one may play reck¬
lessly and another may miss a certain chance through
sheer preoccupation with a beautiful lady at his side. The
game will be like an automatic machine that wins against
all.
■
■ ■
After die experience of the last war, the Senate of the
United States thought there was a sure mechanical means
of ensuring peace, viz., physical insulation from war areas
by the cash-and-carry principle. German submarines sank
American ships and American men and goods. That was
how America was dragged into war. Ergo, the mechanical
insulation should lie in not permitting American ships
and American goods to sail in war zonesl It was simplicity
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itself. They forgot that there was a human, psychological
element: there might he a time when the people would
not want to apply the cash-and-carry principle, or indeed
a time when the people would not stand for its applica¬
tion. And so again, what "was built with cards was no
stronger than a house of cards. No, neither Arabic figures
nor Roman numerals can give us a system of peace.
Arabic figures are only good for ration systems or lottery
tickets; they may be used as instruments for peace, but
they can never insure peace.
So I am still for Confucius, and for government by
music and by good manners. Confucius passes at once
beyond the frontier of the mathematically calculable and
goes to the root of social and political order in moral
order. He goes even beyond the “political” machinery
of law and government and tries to “create harmony ili¬
the human heart by a rediscovery of human nature.” He
points out the strife and chaos resulting from unregulated
human desires, that come from the impact of the material
world.
When man is constantly exposed to the things of the
material world which affect him and does not control
his likes and dislikes, then he. is overwhelmed by the
material reality and become dehumanized or material¬
istic. When man becomes dehumanized or materialistic,
then the principle of Reason in nature is destroyed.
From this arise rebellion, disobedience ...

10
DEFENCE OF COURTESY
At this point, I feel I must offer a defence of government
by courtesy and good manners,, or .government by
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“rituals.” Curiously, the concept of li covers both, and
extends to the concept of establishing political order by
a prevailing sense of moral order, of which the social,
religious, and state rituals are to be the symbols.
This prevailing sense of moral order, through estab¬
lishing the psychological attitude of orderliness, is the
philosophic aim of li, the central concept of Confucian
teachings. For Confucianism was known as the “religion
of h.” Still, the notion of courstey, just ordinary social
courtesy, remains vivid above the deeper philosophical
interpretations. The Chinese call their country “The
Country of Courtesy (li) and Accommodation (jang).”
They meant that the Chinese civilization was entitled to
the name of civilization in contrast to the surrounding
barbarian tribes—and they were barbarian tribes—only
by virtue of its emphasis on courtesy and accommoda¬
tion (“apres vous”), whereas the barbarian tribes to the
north, south, east, and west, know7 only of fighting one’s
way through and knew not the culture of letting the other
fellow get in first.
We alone knew when to bow once, when to bow twice,
and when to bow three times. We called it the mark
of civilization. It was to be a country of people w'hose
culture was permeated, whose manners were changed, and
whose hearts were influenced, by worship and song
(rituals and music). We were to bow and sing on state
occasions, bow and sing at village festivals, bow and sing
at wedding ceremonies, and bow and sing during archery
contests. Through this bowing and singing, our hearts
w-ere supposed to be changed, we were to feel refined and
civilized, like the lords and ladies at the court of Louis
XV. Confucius said of archery contests that the gentle¬
man also entered into contests, but that he “bowed before
he went up and drank a cup after he came down. Even
at contests, he was a gentleman.” Through the ceremonies
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Of worship, secular and religious, we were supposed to
imbibe a sense of respect for social order and be taught
the attitude of humility in civilized intercourse. Through
ancestor worship as a symbolic ritual, the people’s attitude of respect for gratitude toward their elders was to
be inculcated and established. Once when Confucius
was assisting the King of Lu at a conference with the
King of Ch i, he so shamed the neighbouring king and
his entourage by Lu’s superior manners and classical
music that the King of Ch’i felt like a barbarian, humili¬
ated and disgraced, for Ch’i offered at the conference
music, and dance of the Yi barbarians in what is now
eastern Shantung. “When you watch a nation’s dance
you know its character,” said Confucius.
Confucius understood mass psychology better than any¬
body else. Rituals were symbols, and the masses needed
symbols. For a baron to wear a cap with nine string of
ueads or to worship at Mount Tai, exclusive privife-es
of the Emperor, would be not only an insufferable out¬
rage of good manners, but would be indicative of a re¬
bellious spirit and of social chaos. When a baron used at
his feasts dancers in eight formations, to which only the
Emperor was entitled, instead of in four, which' was
proper to a baron, Confucius exclaimed: “If one is to
stand for this, what will one not stand for?”
Since words were also symbols, Confucius developed
another central concept in the correct use of terms. His
only book was a compilation of Annals (Ch’unch’iu) with
the sole purpose of restoring a sharp discipline in the
correct use of terms and titles. The idea was that when
he wrote down the words “Baron of Ch’u” (who had
called himself “King”) in his Annals, the latter suffered
a moral and psychological defeat and should be shamed
out of his disregard for the social and moral order. It
was in this sense that Mencius said of this book by
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Confucius that when it was written: “The unruly nobles
and rebellious spirits trembled.”
This whole psychological approach to social order is
yery curious. It would be a comparatively easy matter for
some Ph.D candidate to write a thesis on “The Psychology
of Confucius” by dressing him up in western terms like
the “psychology of habit,” “psychology of imitation,”
“acquired childhood reflexes,” and “mass conditioning
by symbols.” I am all for psychology, because it alone
holds the key to human behaviour, provided the
psychologists coulS give up its title of a “science” in the
sense of a natural science, and confine themselves to sharp
and witty observations of human behaviour and human
motives, as Confucius and William James did.
There is a closer relation between good manners and
peace politics than one might think. I know what is war
politics and power politics, and I have been somewhat
hard put to it to think what is peace politics. Round and
round the circle we might go and might not find the
answer. Take out the politics of power and of strugo-fo
for selfish interests, limited only by the law, and what
have we got in its place? Confucianism expresses a huge
dissatisfaction with the conception of government by law
For the law always falls one step behind manners and
morals; the most charming things men do are always
those that rise above legal obligations. “Guide the people
with administrative measure and regulate them by the
threat of punishments, and the people will try to keep
out of jail, but will have no sense of honour. Guide them
by moials and regulate them by good manners, and they
will have a sense of honour and respect.” “In presiding
over law-suits I am probably as good as anybody. The
point is that there should be no law-suits at all.”* The
conception of legal restraint is postulated on the idea of
* Wisdom of Confucius, p. 198.-
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selfish strite and struggle among the elements of society.
Laws cannot stand against bayonets, and when a local or
international brigand tears up the law or takes the law
into his hands, wnat have we got to defend the law and
defeat the^brigand with except those non-economic and
non-material factors—the outraged conscience of man¬
kind? No, we do not escape psychology. Secretary Hulls
orderly processes of negotiation represent the civilized
piocedure foi international adjustments. Hut .what is the
spirit of these orderly processes"'? Polite diplomatic
phraseology apart, is it not the spirit of good manners,
of courtesy, and accommodation? What do civilized men
do, and what should civilized nations do? Will they
accommodates Will they yield to one another? The
spirit of courtesy and accommodation is the very anti¬
thesis of the spirit of strife and contention. It is the true
basis of civilized living, and it is also the only possible
basis of a more civilized world order.
I think the Casablanca Conference failed not merely
because Stalin refused to come, in spite of President
Roosevelts and Winston Churchill's going to North
Africa, instead of meeting at Washington or'Montreal.
It failed on the score of bad manners. China’s role in this
war in 1943, we are told, was discussed, decided upon,
and handed out to China. Casablanca revealed to the
whole world that Britain and the United States intended
to run the whole war themselves. That they are not
conscious of their bad manners is more the pity, for they
will be equally unconscious of their bad manners at the
peace table. These do not look like the principles upon
which we are going to build a lasting peace by willing co¬
operation based on good manners and-mutual respect. One
cannot win a war for democracy by dictatorial methods.
The reverse of this case is equally true. China’s bow¬
ing, in foreign relations has been the cause of misunderD
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standing with her Allies. Stemming from courtesy and
self-restraint, it is taken for a sign of weakness Silence
and absence of protests against the shipping of oil and
scrap iron to Japan were taken to mean profound satis¬
faction with the state of affairs.
The Stettinius report showed that for the two mon is
of January and February, 1943, Lend-Lease shipments to
the United Kingdom amounted to $470,098,000, to
Russia $293,370,000, and to China $1,067,000. Such a
763.1 ratio means/if the amount were to be given out m
equal daily portions to the three nations by turns, China
would have to wait two years, one month and three days
before she got one day’s amount. How did China invite
such preposterous contempt? By China bowing and lookincr extremely well pleased. An aggressive stenographer
asks for a raise in salary. A good-mannered stenographer
never does.
„,
,
That discrepancy in manners between a well-bred
person from a good home, and an aggressive social world
where everybody is accustomed to brandishing his fists to
oet what he wants, is the cause of the whole unmitigated
failure of China’s foreign policy with her Allies in the
last six fighting years. By our kowtowing we were mis¬
understood. China has been acting like a college fresh¬
man just initiated into a fraternity, ready to shake every¬
body’s hand. China must quickly shed her good manners
and give somebody a black eye before she can be
understood and* gain the genuine respect of the fellow
members of this strange fraternity. While the smug
Allied statesmen still allow themselves to think that the
Chinese government and people are extremely grateful to
them and are looking up to them as worshipfully as a
puppy that has been thrown a piece of dry bone and is
perhaps even willing to stand up on its hind legs to
entertain the company, some Chinese must tell them the
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bitter truth. The bitter truth is that behind the courteous
ront, resentment against the conduct of certain govern¬
ments is very bitter, that the Chinese are frankly dis¬
appointed in their Allies, are getting the impression that
Uiei.r Allies are wholly selfish and insincere and that both
Churcmh and Roosevelt show no comprehension of the
nature of Asiatic problems. Thev are, moreover uncer¬
tain of what their Allies are fighting for.
The psychology of peace politics Is simplv this: rough
people fight; courteous people don’t. Fighting is a social
and international disgrace. Courteous men fight some¬
times, and when they do fight it is certain that the other
pai ty is a barbarian or he is living in a barbarian world
with barbarian neighbours, where good manners do not
avail. Only good manners, according to Mencius dis¬
tinguish men from the beasts.

11
EUROPEANIZATION OF THE WORLD
Thl European world is falling apart because its moral
values have gone and there is just nothing to hold it
together. ^Nationalism, racial prejudice, militarism (or
simple belief in a social order based on force), commer¬
cialism, and the development of the machine are breaking
it up before our eyes.
°
Because of the working of these. forces in the absence
of faith^ and of a spiritual concept of man, because the
economic man has replaced the spiritual man, everything
is cracking. Nothing works; nothing guarantees stability.
The League of Nations did not work. Disarmament con¬
ferences did not work. The Briand-Kellogg Pact,' with
the solemn signatures of kings and presidents, did not
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work. International pledges and treaties do not work.
The mania for goods and markets and exploitation of
material goes on.
So Europe is upsetting the peace of the five continents.
Because of Europe and the European current of ideas and
Europe’s example of imperialism and materialism to
other continents, women in Singapore have to die, Bur¬
mese villagers’ houses have to burn, and peasants in China
and in the Caucasus have to watch bombs falling on their
fields.
But being itself a slaughter-house, Europe is now plan¬
ning to. transform Asia and Africa into a gigantic
slaughter-house. It still ’ thinks that the world owes
Europe a debt, and that the world has to come up to
European standards of living. Europe, I know, still in¬
tends to appropriate the world. There are the British
Empire, the French Empire, and the Dutch Empire. Even
Portugal has got a concession, Macao, in China! Thank
God the Spanish Empire has crumbled and collapsed,
otherwise we would have just as complicated problems
in South America.
/ Today Asia and Africa must still be the cows that pro¬
duce the milk for Europeans. Why? Because Europe
wants to raise their standards of living and educate them
toward self-government! Who in the first place robbed
them of their liberty and their self-government? Who
says that the standards of living in India have improved,
and not deteriorated, after two centuries of English rule?
Sir Norman Angell dares not contradict the fact that the
abject poverty of the Indian peasants is worse than even
that of seventy years ago, owing to English exploitation
and the killing of native industries. While I am writing
this, the boast of some English bureaucrats in India, “the
situation is well in hand,” keeps ringing in my ears. I see
the Empire breaking, but unwillingly. But unless the
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Auies and the Peace Conference and render futile all that
men are ay mg for now.
But at present, the Europeanization of the world is
not just an idea, an abstraction. The democratic leaden,
of the world are transferring to Asia their sin-smellm?
and strife-breeding power politics, with the sure result
that Asia, by means of a prepared and planned balance
ot power, will be kept in continual bloodshed and strife
and mutual slaughter for the next three centuries, after
Europe s noble example. Europe is the focus of infection
on this earth, and its toxin spreads through all the five
continents. When will the plague burn itself out? Why
cannot Europe leave Asia alone? How can we quarantine
Europer How, m other words, quarantine European
power politics? I shall be able to shore that without
European interference, the problems of the future of
Asia after the war are quite simple. With the British,
French, and Dutch Empires, the problems of Asia will
become as complicated as those of Europe itself after
trie war.
And here, before I go on, I must make an exception for
the lambs of Europe and separate them from the wolves
I mean the Norwegians, the Swedes; the Danes, the Swiss
who wish nobody any harm and who are pioneers in
social legislation and standards of enlightenment. The
Dutch, the Belgians, and the English are splendid people
when they stay at home. The compelling tradition of
social decency is so great that all you need to do to make
an Englishman a gentleman again is to ship him back
west of the Suez Canal. Really the white man is quite
charming when he has got rid of his “burden.” He can
even discuss Walter Pater with you.
But what are you going to Europeanize the world with?
The better knowledge of vitamins and nutrition, child
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care, maternity care, and better foundations for women's
dress are conceded. Don’t worry about those. The women
of Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Qiina, and the Congo "will bless
you for these things and gladly pay homage to Europe
without question. But what are you going to Europeanize
the world with? The European standards of living, of
course. Curious that one does not say the standards of
morals. Nobody dares to suggest that the standards of
morals and of thinking of the East or of the West be
raised. No, it is not the gospel of high thinking and
simple living that the economic man is the apostle of.
Rather the gospel of high living and fairly simple think¬
ing, such simple thinking as that material prosperity
brings happiness, or that the industrial man is happier
than the craftsman. When one speaks of raising the
standards of living, one means clearly and simply that
laundry will be more pleasant, and dish-washing and
vacuum-cleaning will be easier on the housewife, plus
perhaps a quart of milk a day for the Hottentot. One
means less hand labour. One means having a car and
seeing a movie once a week. One means exactly these
things.
The message of raising the standards of living of the
world means simply that you want to move the people of
the East End and all the world to Park Avenue. But sup¬
pose the people of the East End do not like Park Avenue
and prefer to remain where they are. ' Have they lost
something important, and what have they lost? Suppose
the Hottentot does not care for your quart of milk, and
prefers bananas? Suppose the Oriental'man does not
share your ideas of hand labour and the Oriental woman
does not mind washing her clothes on a river bank while
chatting with her neighbours, and thinks it pleasanter
than washing by a machine in a hot, steaming cellar?
Suppose the Oriental man does not think it is such a bad
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thing to wade knee-deep in rice paddies and plough hi*
.and, son m front and father behind? Suppose he believes
it is good for the body and the sou] to use his hands in
wort and his bare legs in walking? Suppose a man who
lives m a mud hut of bare walks and pushes a hand-cart
and therefore has a lower “standard of IIviniT is not necessaniy living like a pig, as Occidental tourists constantly
assume." Suppose he has the culture of a self-respecting
man." Suppose he believes in paddling his boat instead
01 riding a steamboat chugging its way through the water,
a 1 the while feeling guilty inside of being corrupted bv
wuiopean standards of ease and idleness? Suppose he
prefers his wife to make her own cloth shoes instead of
wearing expensive leather shoes that only idle city woman
can afford? Suppose he believes in mothers nursing their
own babies, even in public? Suppose he does not think
nursing a baby in public is an indecent, immoral, and
lewd spectacle, according to the code of Will Hays,
because the true function of the woman’s breasts has not
been corrupted in him? Suppose he perceives the subtle
physiological truth that the human body is capable of
infinite adjustments, that habitual comforts cease to have
meaning, and that the hard life is probably healthier than
the easy life? Suppose the Seventh Heaven is in a Parisian
attic to be ascended by dingy stone stairs? Suppose it is
a human truth that a poor newspaper boy is physically,
mentally, and morally having a happier childhood than
a lich s man s son on Park Avenue learning to skate with
James the Butler and Charles the Doorman holding him
up by each arm? In other words, suppose material
standards of living are not worth raising at all—at the
price of increasing class hatred, increasing collectivism,
loss of individual freedom, and periodic conscripting of
boys of eighteen for war?
At bottom, I believe, the modern European is as super-
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stitious as any Asiatic. The over-all superstition that is
an intellectual fad in the present era is belief in deter¬
minism, and that man is primarily an animal, governed,
shaped and controlled helplessly by material environ¬
ment. Besides the supreme god of determinism, there are
also some fetishes that the modern man worships. I call
a superstition any belief in something untrue, and I call
a fetish whatever a man worships beyond its proper value.
The three European fetishes are: the Potato Fetish, the
Population Fetish, and the Power Fetish. For verily these
are the gods of the modern era. Man is superstitious any¬
way; take away his ikon and he must worship something
else. Emotionally, he has to be oriented somewhere. He
who does not worship something is lost. Even an atheist
must worship his mistress’s ankles.
It is these three fetishes that are moulding men’s
thoughts about the peace, based on the following axioms:
(1) Men live by potatoes. Metaphysically, man is a biped
searching for potatoes, and human civilization is that
aggregate historical force arising out of the biped’s search
in the direction of potato supplies. (2) The lack of
potatoes is the cause of war, and the possession of potatoes
is the guarantee of peace. The more potatoes you have,
the more civilized you are, when you can spell out happily
the word “Prosperity.” (3) The technique of peace lies
in finding and providing the exact ratio between popula¬
tions and potatoes. (4) Those who don’t have power must
grow potatoes, and those who have power may eat, trans¬
port, and otherwise dispose of the potatoes that the others
grotv. (5) As is evident from a natural law, those who
have power must see that those who don’t have power
grow enough potatoes for the others, or mankind will
starve. There must be free access to potatoes, there must
be economic planning, and somebody must rule the
world. (6) War will not arise between those who have
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justice and kindness as if they meant it are “visionaries.”
This is the high plane of international thinking about
peace problems in the year of our Lord 1943. It is the
sum total of our political wisdom. These tenets of think¬
ing, when applied to Europe, have produced European
chaos and bloodshed' for centuries. The belief is, how¬
ever, that when they are applied to the world, they will
produce World Peace. This is the meaning of the
Europeanization of the world.

12
DEFENCE OF THE MOB
Am 1 not painting too sombre a picture of the modern
world and of the content of modern civilization? Have
I not overlooked something? And have I not exaggerated
a bit, or at best concentrated on the dark side of things?
The reply is of course that I have; but I am talking of
politics, and politics is the dark side of anything; it is
the seat bottom of any people’s culture. Every culture
has a cheery face, too, besides a pants seat. Perhaps I have
been kicking merely at the pants’ seat—alas, a foolish
occupation!
For Europe is a bull, and I am merely its “gadfly’’ in
the Socratic sense. Liberals, in my opinion, should be
merely gadflies to sting the buttocks of the wise and
mighty bull which is the state, and thus perform an ex¬
tremely useful function. For the old bull, after having
grazed idly in the mountain pastures, and getting a little
bulky and fat, constantly tends to doze off in the midst of
danger. Its muscles are a little flabby and its hide gets
thicker and thicker. The gadfly buzzes and buzzes and
would give it no rest, and gets hated for its pains or
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of the people, coming out of the goodness of their hearts,
and I respect that will and am impressed by it. They
not only say that they are fighting for a better and kindlier
world and a better and kindlier society, they believe it.
And they not only believe it, they want it. They not only
want it, but passionately desire it, and are willing to fight
and die for it.
So it is in the United States, and so it is in England and
China and Russia. The people want peace, a just peace,
and good will toward men. There is plenty of good will
lying about. Any people, particularly the illiterate and
“ignorant” peasantry, have certain old, honourable, sterl¬
ing qualities, a certain sense of right and wrong, of obliga¬
tion and duty, that they live by. The present war is a dis¬
covery of the laopaishing of China, of the peasants of
Russia, the commoners of England, and the people, the
real people, of America. Not one of them cares a rap
about imperialism; not one of them does not wish for
surcease from sorrow and wars and contentions in this
world. The people want peace. Why can’t they have it?
And here we run into an intellectual dilemma of
modern democracy. If the people are sound at heart, if
they desire peace, and if at the same time they are living
in a democracy, why cannot the will of the people be effec¬
tive? Has not somebody been cheating them, and if so,
who? And by what method and on what terms are the
people of even a modern democracy being cheated?
Briefly, the answer lies in the fact that there is a growing
tendency to hand over the government of the country to
bureaucrats and “experts,” and the terms on which the
people are told to surrender their judgment to them are
that these experts have “all the facts,” which the people,
the poor layman, are not supposed to have. This is per¬
haps natural in view of the growing complexity of
modern problems, but it also means that we are losing
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iaitii in tne common man—an unhealthy, i:ruiemn r"*;iendency.
''
‘l,,S,° I must come to the defence of the mob. T’m m.
or me modern world are always a little scared of specialist
.earning, particularly of some special “facts,” such as tV
oureaucraticexperts say they have and the people do rvt
liave. I ins is a curious phenomenon of modern democracy: to shout merelv “1 oa\e
.- aJ
” tne
■*
•- is
- coiotiah
facts’
to scare the people into surrender of ah judgment.
- .thougn tins m itself has nothing to do wit’: objective
science, the unquestioning respect for "facts” is based on
u; by claiming possession of -facts” alone, the prestige
°t science is at once transferred to the bureaucracy of the
political elite, and a halo of sanctity descends upon it
Lnless the nature of “facts” in human history is critically
examined and the confusion of the facts'of ph\>kal
science with the facts of human society is dispelled, the
public m a modern democracy will always be at the mercv
o ' tne specialists and experts, economic and political, and
that is the rum of the universe. A layman is a man who
suggests that a thing can be done, and an expert is one
who knows exactly how a thing can’t be done. Conse¬
quently, peace experts are people who try to convince you
tnat there can be no peace. Consequently, if you leave
peace m the hands of the experts, we shall have to go on
nghtmg for ever.
Evidently, there is a difference between a physical fact
and a social or political fact. When we say carbon and
■oxygen combine to form carbon monoxide or carbon
dioxide, that is a fact, ascertained and final. Take, however a social fact, as in a court trial, for example; in
which the best means of establishing evidence known to
men are applied. The question is whether a man is guilty
or not. The facts are reviewed, arguments rehearsed, and
a summary is given by the judge. A jury of twelve sits
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and deliberates and a verdict is delivered, and the accused
is pronounced “guilty” or “not guilty.” But the fact of
his guilt is evidently different from the fact of carbon
dioxide. Probably seven jurors have believed he is guilty
and five have believed him innocent, whereas it is impos¬
sible by a vote among scientists to pronounce a substance
carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide. In strictly scientific
terms, the “fact” of his guilt would be no more than a
fair surmise or hypothesis, on fairly ample or insufficient
grounds. The difference is that the natural scientist
can reserve judgment on a piece of substance or a
phenomenon, whereas in human affairs a decision, a
choice, has to be made at a given date.
Again in human affairs, an individual fact may be
ascertained or established scientifically, but a social fact
is always an inference, like the jury’s verdict of “guilty”
or “not guilty.” Of course, if a man commits a murder in
Times Square and he is caught in the act, that is a fact,
even a scientific fact. Unfortunately, the “facts” which
our diplomats and experts tell us they “have” are not of
this order, but are primarily judgments and evaluations
of great social forces of a highly complex nature. Such
facts are always many-sided and multi-coloured and open
to the most diverse interpretations.
But we are confused; we dare not trust ourselves. Who
dares challenge the experts’ opinions on India, or on the
handling of North African affairs? Is Ghandi an appeaser,
or is he a saint? Were the French people of North Africa
for Darlan or De Gaulle? How can we people ever know?
Is it not the part of wisdom to reserve judgment? No,
the people’s instinct is always right, for the people always
rely on first principles. For nothing is plain in this world
except first principles. Furthermore, there are no facts of
history that any man ever comprehends in their entirety.
Listen to Robert Murphy and to a correspondent from
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Norm Africa, and you know it can never be proved
whether tae “people” who were for Darlan are the
loyalist rich refugees or the real people of France. States¬
men can publish their memoirs and journalists ctm
record conversations with all classes of people, and vou
may be sure that social “facts”-e.g„ the prevalent senti¬
ment m North Africa and how it may be brought to lio-ht
by a strong leadership and what are the psychological
repercussions m France of alternate policies-are a blendmg of judgments, prejudices, and piecemeal information,
irnch facts of history are generally as clear to the mind of
the average diplomat as the surface of the moon is to the
naked eye. One swears that there is a rabbit, another that
. iei.e ls a monke>r’ and still another that there is a fro^
m the moon. It is of such facts the diplomats speak when
they tell you they have “all” of them. The fact is, the
poor mortals sitting in their mouse holes or debating
about the rabbit, the monkey, and the frog are as com
fused about them as we are. In fact, they are more con¬
fused by the steady gazing and squinting at the moon
So when they try to shut you up by saying: “I tell you it
is a rabbit I know you should give them the satisfaction
of their pride and self-respect, but keep for yourself a
healthy suspicion that their eyes have been somewhat
exercised over it. \ou should reserve for yourself the first
principles, which are that there are lights and shadows
on the moon, and that Darlan and Peyrouton and all
\ ichyates are the shadows while the people of France are
e light. If you say right is right and wrong is wron°J.011 maJ be sure that you are right. You know you are
the mob, and the mob is always right, and be happy about
It has sometimes seemed to me that we don’t need the
Four Freedoms, but only one Freedom-Freedom from
Humbug. The supreme modem humbug is that the mere
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possession of facts is a good excuse and justification for
dispensing with principles. Remember only one thing:
the experts have all the facts, while the people have all
the judgment. This faith must not be shaken, for when
it is shaken, democracy falls into the hands of the experts,
and when democracy falls into the hands of the experts,
democracy just falls. For God speaks through the people
and through the people alone.
I have a feeling that God always works through the
mob. The mob, after all, has a certain Divine Right. My
inspiration does not necessarily come from the Chinese
Book of History, which says: “God listens through the
ears of the people and speaks through the mouth of the
people.” It comes from an intuitive insight and from
my observation of history. When the mob is resentful,
it is God who is resentful. When the mob is enraged, be
sure God is enraged. When the mob is violent and uses
the guillotine, it is God who thinks it is'time to be violent
and invent the guillotine. When the mob hesitates, it is
God who hesitates. And when the mob goes back to its
homes to pursue the daily business of life, it is God who
is happy.
Therefore when the public sentiment condemns a
public policy, it is God who condemns it. When public
sentiment revolts against Hitler’s doctrine of power, it
is God who revolts. Only be sure that while God works
with the mob, the devil works through the experts and
provides them with “all the facts.” Who can be sure that
the “facts” which American officials have about North
Africa are not ghosts in the cabinet that the devil has put
there by his magic? We all enjoy the polite fables that in
a department store the customer is always right, in a
monarchy the king is always right, and in a democracy
the Foreign Office is always right. For the people believe
in honest dealings and the principles of right; diplomats
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prowl In secret like owls at r.hht, and are happiest in
darkness. The struggle between the people and the
diplomats In any nation Is, and must always be, the
struggle between God and the devil, between the powers
of darkness and of light. Sped “Cliveden" backward, and
you will find a devil in It.
It was not the people of Enaland and France who
crucified the Spanish Lovalists and put them in concen¬
tration camps; it was their governments that did it. it teas
not the people of England and France who set up the
Non-Intervention Committee and connived at Hitler’s
and Mussolini’s open intervention; it was their govern¬
ments. The only real “facts” in the situation are that the
Cliveden set of England and the Lavals of France feared
and hated Communism more than they feared and hated
Hitler. It teas not the people of America tv ho embargoed
the supply of oil to Republican Spain; it was lire Govern¬
ment of the United States of America that did It. It was
not the people of England who gave Japan a free hand In
Manchuria and Mussolini a free hand in Ethiopia; It
was the public officials of the League of Nations who did
It. It is not the people who wish to delay definition of
freedom' for the people of the earth after the war and
say: “Win the war first”; it is the governments, that are
doing so.
I am not convinced, that all the Idiots lived in. the past
and the great extraordinary minds live only in. the
present. History has repeatedly proved governments to
have been stupid and wrong and the moral instinct of the
people to.have been right. If the governments could be
wrong in the past decade, they can be wrong now. Be a
gadfly, therefore,, and sting the governments.
But it is almost a law of human nature that we have
all the rights and privileges to sting a dead statesman,.like
Neville Chamberlain, but not the living great of this
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earth. When the harm is done and belongs to the past
decades, when the sufferings and wrongs of the people are
mere memories, pointing out mistakes is a luxury of the
reminiscent historian whose voice is calm and tinged with
an exquisite regret. When the mistakes are being com¬
mitted before our eyes, to point out the mistakes and
errors of the living great is to arouse all the ire of the redhot patriots.
In a democracy, however, there is always hope. For
leadership in a democracy always consists in marking time
and being pushed by the people from behind. There
the great leader stands, with a glad eye cast on the rio-ht
and a twinkling eye on the left, while he marks time with
his steps. If he is pushed hard enough from the right, he
totters to the left, and if he is pushed hard enough from
the left, he totters to the right. Only thus is he able to
lead the people. And if he is successfully pushed in the
direction we want him to go, we acclaim him a “great
man. ’ That is why I love democracy, for I enjoy pushing
around our leaders, and why I detest tyrants, for I resent
being pushed around. There is hope yet in democracy,
for if we the people push hard enough this time, out of
this war will yet emerge one of the greatest leaders of
democracy. Some day a White Paper will be published,
and like, the old forgetful actor who resented the
prompter’s voice during the performance, it will say to
the people after the show: “You presumptuous, meddlesome fool! I knew perfectly well all the time what I was
Going.” And the people will again say to him like the
prompter: “Of course, you did. You were, as always
perfectly magnificent, Horatio!”
That is why I am writing this book, to do a little
prompting and gadfly-stinging and pushing our great
leaders toward their inevitable Destiny and their Niche
in History. And when the victory is over, they will smile
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upon us from the stage with a triumphal smile, and we
shall acclaim them from below, and they will wave their
hats in return. But in applauding them, we shall be
applauding ourselves and we shall be feeling happv that
they have been gladly pushed in our direction. For if
democracy has any real meaning, it is that it is we the
people who shall have won the war—let the applause go
to our illustrious, extraordinary great minds.
Besides this unhealthy tendency to hand over the
government of a nation to an impersonal, anonymous
political elite, there is another purely political device by
which the will of the common people can be easilv
defeated or circumvented even in a modern democracy.
As I watch the interplay of public opinion and govern¬
ment policy in the foremost modern republic, the
United States of America, it is interesting to note that it
is entirely possible for a handful of men, some known
and some unknown, to get around the will of the people,
to carry on with no foreign policy, or even with a foreign
policy directly contradictory to the public sentiment of
the people. Even with the facilities of a free press, it
always takes considerable time for the public to catch up
to what the government is doing or not doing. This
results in a time lag between public opinion and policy,
of six months or a year; but by proper application of
a device', this time lag can be made to cover several
years.
As this time lag between the will of the people and a
nation’s effective policy is not only natural but has
become quite a feature of modem republics, let us study
some instances and see how it works. People may be
puzzled about how the popular will of American
democracy for aid to China could have been so success¬
fully and adroitly parried over six years. The working
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of this device will enlighten us. It always took ahnm .
year for the public to catch on to what President Rn 1
S I'" d°Tng a0d n0t d°ing’ and for President Roose
elt to catch on to public intolerance of the situation
Sh°uldf make k dear that> as a foreimier I
have, as a matter of general courtesy, no right to cdtid J
any government not my own in regard to its h
have herC 1

2Ze°

issue, and policies. I k, think,
allies at war. every citizen has the right and the dutvm
criticize tie conduct of allied governments in matters
ha concern the common war. and particularly in mate
hat concern and affect the war in his own coumr '
further think that such mutual criticism is no?™ 7'
missihle, but decidedly healthy, and preferable b
sense of courtesy. Only in the same spirit wh ch I would
ekome cnticism from Englishmen^ Ameria? if
1 Con uct
die Chinese Government as affects the
common war, would I presume to say things about fnrr'
governments in matters that direc fy affect J, T
country. In fact, j shouM be high'y?p;f“
.°'™

W

ihe anCteeenG'V0Uld P°in' °U' wherriu*e conduct of

the Chinese Government is slowing down the war with
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a year for the knowledge to penetrateWhe7
sciousness that every licence the Japanese apphed far??
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granted by the State Department and that the total of oi!
shipped to Japan had increased three times instead of
diminishing. The public reserved judgment because the
State Department had “all the facts" and reserved them
for their own knowledge. In time, this was exposed and
stopped.
Then the Burma Road teas permitted to be closed.
Public sentiment wanted the supplies to China con¬
tinued., and President Roose\ eit therefore announced
that America “would find the means" to replace the
Burma Road. The public was lulled into silence again
on the assumption, that adequate air transport was being
provided, or at least planned, and the line of propaganda
was put out that air transport, sufficient!v developed,
could carry the same volume as the Burma Road. As
late as January, 1943, President Roosevelt tried to lull
the public by stating a literal truth, that the air trans¬
port was carrying into China as much as ever traversed
the Burma Road. This literal truth had the ring of a
Pond's Cold Cream advertisement: “She is engaged. She
uses Pond’s/* No one dared to specify the tonnage carried
in; but I knew, and many Chinese at Kunming and corre¬
spondents in India knew. The people did not catch on
to what President Roosevelt meant till a month or two
later. Now the public knows it. Now the scandalous
situation is conceded; something has got to be done. If
an aeroplane can carry one pair of slippers into China,
ten aeroplanes can carry ten pairs. But no, the propa¬
ganda line is completely reversed. President Roosevelt
and others completely contradicted what he had said a
year ago.. It is being drummed into our ears that.the
Himalayas are too high, every plane has to carry its re¬
turn fuel, there are always rains and storms, and only.a
land route can be satisfactory. Some air transports will of
course be. added to pacify the public, and to be able.to
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say we are flying in more “than the last month for which
complete reports are available.” But we must wait for
the reopening of the Burma Road.
The public is lulled into silence once more by the
assumption that plans for recapture of the Burma Road
have already been set. Besides, General Wavell started
the march toward Akyab unilaterally to silence the
demand for action in Burma. Now we are in for another
lag, and it will not be till a year from now that the public
will realize there is no plan and no date for concerted
action in Burma fully a year after China was cut off. The
public does not know that concerted action is necessary
and Burma cannot be recaptured without the co-opera¬
tion of the British Navy in the Bay of Bengal. President
Roosevelt said we would help China as quickly as the
Lord will let us. The public does not know and President
Roosevelt did not explain that the “Lord’s” name is
Churchill and his first name is Winston. It will take a
year before the idea seeps in.
Anyway, while the American people are both friendly
to China and sincere in their wish to help China in this
war, the policy and acts of their Government are such as
to suggest complete indifference in the whole six years of
the China War, both before and after Pearl Harbour.
Casablanca also condemned China to at least four more
years of intense suffering and strangulation with the
same cold indifference. The fact that China was the first
to fight the Fascists, that she has fought single-handed for
six years already, that she is condemned to a total of ten
years of war with Japan, that in the coming four years,
the Chinese people will be going through an* unbearable
and steadily mounting inflation, general malnutrition,
and a double economic blockade by her enemy on the
east and her friends on the south-west—these facts have
not bothered the heads of western democracies. But, as
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I told my peqple in 1940, we must distinguish between
the American government and the American people, even
as we must distinguish between the German government
and the German nation.
It is fair to point out here that if the same dilatory
tactics applied to the problem of getting supplies to China
had been applied to the problem of getting scrap Iron and
oil to Japan, it could have been equally successful, and
japan might now have a dozen million gallons less of
petrol and seven million tons less of first-grade scrapiron to fight America with. On the other hand, if get¬
ting supplies to China had been handled with half the
alacrity and cheerfulness with which permits for ship¬
ments of scrap-iron and oil to japan were granted by
the American State Department, and if there had been
such a smooth-running machine for giving aid to China
since 1939 as for giving aid to japan, China would now
already have the striking offensive power to drive the
Japanese into the sea without the sacrifice of American
soldiers" lives.
It should be clearly understood that I am not one given
to grumbling; when other powers help China, I do not
hesitate to express my appreciation. In the first years of
the China War, Russia, gave China supplies cheerfully,
speedily, and in generous volume, and Germany herself
gave supplies to China cheerfully, speedily, and in
generous volume. What had to be done was done
efficiently. Particularly orders from Germany arrived in
China in characteristic German fashion, with every detail
■worked out and provided for, with full repair parts and
ammunition and oil for a full year’s supply and upkeep
for each unit, and with blueprints, instructions, and
assembly technicians. When the hundred American .P-^o’s
were given to China, they were deprived of their radio
sets, and a Chinese company had to cast about and order
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their own. And if you knew the story of how China was
to obtain an assembly man for an aeroplane that arrived
somewhere in India, you would 'weep. After September
1939, China could not get a hairpin from Washington
without British consent; everywhere she ran up against
British priority.
0
In time of war, there is also an artificial time lag, for,
according to our rulers, anything except the arrival of
the morning sun in the east is a “military secret.” There
is always a sensational hush-hush about something bein^
cooked up m the private chambers inside long dark corrh
dors where grown-up men move about respectfully and
therefore silently and dare only whisper. Like a pale
tender, ailing infant, the foreign policy of a nation may
be spoken of only in a whisper, and the slightest draft
of public knowlege will blow out its tender young life.
Poor infant, there it lies swaddled in stifling clothes in an
overheated suffocating room, and its father is a mandiplomat slithering about in white gloves and patentleather pumps with perspiration on his head. Oh,
diplomat-father, hand back the baby to its mother, the
people. Pull the blinds up, so that she may see better.
Perhaps the ^ thing in the swaddling clothes beinohatched out in the darkness of diplomatic and “milk
tary” secrecy is only a squeaky little mouse or a youiw
chipmunk.
0
Wilson was right: there should be no secret diplomacy.
And Wilson was wrong: there can be no open diplomacy.
Lets take a look at his “facts” and see how a forei<m
policy is hatched out in the dark without the help of
the “mob/’
r
For thus goes the day of the diplomat. Properly
ensconced on the top floor and comfortably inaccessible
to the public, he sits in his hard, upright, high-backed
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chair that used to belong to the nephew of Louis
Napoleon. On one side of the room there is a io«o'. plain
table that comes from a very old Aragon famiL or Snain.
The loom is liclily and, what is more important, hcaviiv
•cuitained. There is an atmospnere of complete silence,
broken by tick-ticks from the secretary's room. It is insu¬
lated from the world, and yet it is not; there is on the
other hand, an air of intense excitement and power. In
a specially built enclosure is a wireless telephone that
will put him in instant touch with some distant con¬
tinent.
And this happened: He arrived at half-past nine. The
safe and tight-lipped stenographer who had looked beauti¬
ful twenty years ago tiptoed in and whispered: "C. iron
Brazil has an appointment with you and has a Lea T
arrived.” “Show' him in to Room C,” said the diplomat.
“The First Secretary is whispering there with the*Bishop
who has a message from the Vatican.” “Room B. then.”
said the diplomat. “Room B is also occupied. The military
attache is whispering there with Captain John of Somnoveria.
Take him to Room A.” The elderly secretary’s
brows lifted and she replied, wdth the pencil on her lips:
“Are you sure, sir, you want to talk to him there? It faces
the east and the morning sun shines directly into the
room. You know only the young stenographers see their
callers there, and it may be inconvenient.” The first great
problem of the day had already come up, but the day w'as
young and he would not be upset. He gave the final
instruction: “Show him right in here, then!”
The secretary tiptoed out and C. of Brazil tiptoed in.
You could have heard a pin drop, and the diplomat heard
his own stuffed shirt perceptibly move against his under¬
wear as he breathed. The conversation began with “It is
a bright day, isn’t it?” and ended with a low whisper: “Ah,
very interesting, how very interesting!”
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The second and the third interviews ended with more
“Ah, very interesting’s” in still lower whispers. The world
in fact was getting very interesting, made more interest¬
ing by a wireless telephone call from Stockholm. Now it
became positively amazing. He called Ankara. It was
now astonishing. Never in one day had he obtained so
much interesting information or learned so many secrets.
Fie remembered having read somewhere a Chinese
proverb: “A gentleman never steps outside his thres¬
hold and knows all that is happening under heaven/’ and
appreciated its obvious truth. He was sure he knew all
the facts—in fact, he knew too many. He had known
all the facts all along. What to do with them was the
problem.
About five o’clock in the afternoon, he received another
secret report from Berne, which his secretaries had just
decoded. Again he was muttering: “How very interest¬
ing!” when he was unpleasantly reminded that there was
a press conference set at 5.15. What was he to say? That
worried him—very much. He must not let the" cat out of
the bag. “Can’t you tell them I’ve a sore throat?” he asked
the secretary, really seeking her advice. “That would be a
poor excuse. Oh, you big boy, you know what to say,”
said Dorothy adoringly. “I have so many facts that I am
utterly confused—bewildered Is the word,” he muttered,
still searching for light. Surveying his well-parted hair,
Dorothy said: “The inside of your brain appears less
orderly than the outside. . . . Courage, sir, you have
handled the rabble before. Broad generalities are
always safe. And whenever it becomes awkward,
there’s the war ...” Dorothy’s voice lifted toward
the end.
Armed with the air of military secrecy, he went forth
to battle. He never failed in combat. At the critical
moment, he barked: “I know all the facts.” The argu-
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mem was unanswerable. The diplomat had all the fans,
the Press did not have them; the public felt beaten in in
email game. He could not tell the facts, moreover, tv ent
in a W trite Paper to be issued four vears hence which the
Press correspondents would be at libertv to challenge then
if they liked. . . . So another day began and ended, as
many days had begun and ended, with a whisper in his
heart: “Ah, how very interesting!”
^It had been interesting like' this years before. The
diplomat had all the facts in 1931 during the Manchurian
Incident. He had all tne facts during the Spanish 'War.
He had all the facts during the war in Ethiopia. He bad
all the facts when Hitler marched into the Ruhr district.
He had the facts at Munich. He had the facts when the
Panay was bombed, when Hainan was occupied, when
japan moved into Indo-China. when the Pearl Harbour
attacx was being planned. Alas, nobody questions the
facts. But what did he do with them?
But if the people are kept behind the facts, events move
always ahead of them. Without the first principles which
the common people have, every new fact and every new
event bring a new confusion. Let’s deal only with the
facts and not with the first principles—win the war first.
But North Africa was invaded and created interesting
problems without first principles to meet them. The
Russians drove the Nazis from Stalingrad. There was a
new problem. The Russians drove past Kursk and
Kharkov. The shadow of Russia’s rising power loomed
larger. The Russians reached Rostov and passed Rzhev.
The problem pressed closer home. Will the Russians quit
at the frontiers? What a problem! Or will they advance
to Berlin? A worse problem still! The exiled government
of Poland has split with Sikorski. What an interesting
fact! Czechoslovakia s mind is divided. Another interest¬
ing fact! Stalin s order of the day—a fact, yet not so
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interesting because the public already knows it. Von
Papen in Ankara. What an interesting fact! Stalin is
urging the Polish guerrillas to start fighting, while the
exiled governments in London are urging them not to
fight and waste their strength for the time being. Another
Interesting fact! Hush, hush. ... So the facts keep chasing
after the week’s rising and fast-developing events, the
diplomats keep chasing after the facts, and the people
keep chasing after the diplomats, and the public is always
six months or twelve months behind. And our leaders still
say: Win the war first! Deal only with the facts!
Facts are always complicated; first principles are always
simple. Without first principles, the facts overwhelm us
and must continue to overwhelm us, straight to the day
when the Allies shall sit down at the Peace Conference
table. Facts are unknowable, the only things we can be
certain about are principles and Ideas. That is why men
acting without principles must always be confused. The
principle of gravitation harmonizes all heavenly motions;
the principle of love harmonizes all earthly growth; and
only the principles of sincerity and justice can solve the
problems of world politics. The war calls for a moral
leadership, a leadership that rests oil first principles. It
calls for a, man with the mind of Lincoln, with Its
simplicity and Its strength. But we are so busy throwing
up and laying bricks to build the second and third floors
that we are perfectly contented to think about the founda¬
tion afterward. And we are surprised that the bricks we
laid on with so much pathetic effort yesterday always
threaten to go out of plumb today.
And so the problem of Russia frightens us. The
problem of Poland frightens us. The problems of
Rumania and Czechoslovakia and the Baltic States
frighten us. The problems of India and Hong Kong
frighten us. Above all the application of the Atlantic
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Charter frightens us. We had meant to win the war first,
and talk about the peace afterward. But time doc- n r
wait, and peace refuses to be kept waiting. Time waits
for no man, not even for democratic leaders. Meanwhile
we can only pray that God will temper the wind of events
to our shorn diplomat-lamb.

13
THE FUTURE OF ASIA
Unfortunately, God will not temper the wind. Poor
lamb, you’d better grow your wool fast.
1 see nothing but starvation and chaos and bloodshed
in Asia. I know our policy in Asia will grow into a
disaster, with mounting confusion before the~war is over.
In the war councils of today, there is a blind spot, and
that spot is Asia. The same absent-mindedness that,
characterized the situation suggested in General Arnold’s
speech at Madison Square Garden on March 6, 1943, will
continue to characterize the Allied policy in Asia. As we
refuse to think about post-war problems now, so we refuse
to think about Asia until the war is won. General Arnold
said: “Six weeks ago at Casablanca ... I headed for the
Far East. Before departure, President Roosevelt expressed
himself briefly: ‘China’s ports are closed, the Japanese
hold the Burma Road. How can we increase the air
tonnage carried in? How can we build a larger combat
force?
I thought that President Roosevelt had known
that China’s ports were closed a year before Casablanca,
Thoughtfulness of this type really resembles forgetful¬
ness. I thought this must have occurred to anyone who
ever spent a minute’s thought.on the strategy of fighting
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Japan from China. How could the most obvious fact on
the map of the Orient be forgotten, and why up to now
is there no plan, and no wish for a plan, for China’s
partnership even in the war against Japan?
Meanwhile, General Arnold in the same speech made
it amply clear that increase of air transport will be diffi¬
cult, for supplying the China-India front means taking
planes out of the other fronts. There will be more planes
sent to China as a gesture to pacify the American public,
so that the public will be lulled into silence, but the basic
policy will be unchanged. Everything, we shall be told,
will depend upon the reopening of the Burma Road, but
we are awfully sorry we cannot spare the British Navy to
land troops at Rangoon. T he difficult we do immediately,
the impossible a little later on. China belongs to the im¬
possible. And we adore the Chinese.
A hurricane will blow. President Roosevelt announces
the intention to use China as a base to invade Japanthe only logical base, but between that announcement of
intention and actual planning, there will be another time
lag of years. Events will happen and the complex situa¬
tion will become more complex still, while we say that
nothing in the Far East matters until Hitler is defeated.
The public realizes now that the cutting off of the Burma
Road meant the isolation of China and agrees that
London was stupid in not permitting Chinese troops to
come into Burma and defend her own vital line, but the
public will not admit the stupidity of continuing the
present policy of dilly-dallying until either Kunming or
Calcutta falls. For Japan was listening when President
Roosevelt declared China as the only base for invasion
of Japan. Besides, the Japanese know the map of the
Orient pretty well, even if the others don’t.
Meanwhile, where is the mechanism for concerted
Allied action in Asia? General Doolittle bombed Japan
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in spite of the request of the Government of China that
it be delayed a month in order to gi\e time for strenuthenmg the Chinese ground defence of tier ail bases near
Kiahwa. The biggest air base in ali Asia with under¬
ground concrete hangars was needless! v sacrificed.
General Wavell started unilaterallv the inarch toward
Akyab without consulting Chungking. Where is the
mechanism for concerted action? And why must China's
role in 1943
decided at Casablanca without her repre¬
sentation.-' And so we must go deeper to the root of the
matter.
The Chinese people as a whole are now convinced that
the blockade of supplies for China is political and not
military. If any doubt in Chinese minds existed, it was
completely dispelled by Winston Churchill's speech of
March 21, 194;’,. The situation had clarified, England
was feeling confident and strong. On March 17,'" four
clays before, the British Prime Minister had made it
emphatically dear that “the administration of British
colonies”—including India, Burma, the Malay States, the
Straits Settlements, and Hong Kong—“must continue to
be the sole responsibility of Great Britain.” Now he made
it plainer than ever that Asia teas to be kept down as a
system of colonies. The defeat of Hitler evas to be the
“grand climax of the war,” after which only would begin
a “new task,” the war wdth Japan and reconquest of Asia.
Then and then only, wdth China kept isolated for years—
perhaps till after 1945—would begin the “rescue of China”
from the predicament into which the London govern¬
ment had deliberately and according to purpose thrown
China by ordering the Burma Road closed a second time.
A “rescued” China then would not be a “leading vic¬
torious power.” In fact, there will be no “leading” or
“great victorious” Asiatic “power” at all at the end of
the war, so that the nest of White Imperialism will be
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safe. A “Council of Asia” will be set up, with “our Dutch
Allies” and presumably the French participating. We
may be quite sure that at this “Council of Asia” the ruler
of the greatest number of Asiatic colonies will naturally
have the greatest representation, for the maintenance.of
“law, justice, and humanity.”
■ Now everything fits into a pattern. The blockade of
supplies for China since 1939 can be understood. The
dosing of the Burma Road and the weakening of China
can be understood. The refusal to let China have an air
force of her own can be perfectly understood. From the
point of view of imperialist strategy, it is superb and
masterly. The Empire of Queen Victoria had no better
premier and no more devoted servant, with greater
sagacity, stronger courage, more far-sighted vision, and
a better political genius.
But why this scare about China and about Asia at
all? Asia is frightening the Anglo-Saxon powers. By all
principles of justice, she need not, but by all principles
of power politics, she does frighten them a great deal. The
future of Asia at the peace table and after the war seems
to me amazingly simple, if we follow the principles of
justice. On the other hand, I admit the same problem
looks as complicated as that of Middle Europe by all the
known principles of power politics. In fact, it can look
so complicated that it makes a true partnership of China
at the Allied War Council impossible. By bungling,
Asian politics can be made complicated enough to look
like, and actually become, a nightmare.
Fear, I am told, is one of the greatest driving powers
of mankind. Ladies are afraid of mice, diplomats are
afraid of birdies, and I am afraid of diplomats. So why
shouldn’t the diplomats be scared of a mighty Asia? Pro¬
fessor Spykman of Yale, for instance, is terribly afraid of
a strong and united China and of a united and strong
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federated Europe, and I am terribly afraid of Professor
rsichoias John Spykman.
What have we got in Asia as we picture the peace ahead
oi us.-' Japan has been the upsetting factor. But Japan as
a menace will have been eliminated after the war. What
then have we got in Asia to settle? There is China, a
great pacific power, indoctrinated with principles of
human, democratic, peaceful living that are very close
t°. thf American temperament. There is India, determined to achieve her freedom, which is nobodv's business
to interfere with, led by a political party as strong, as trrd'v
national in character, and as well organized as the Chinese
Kuomintang, and by as wise, capable, patriotic, inspiring,
aemociatic leaders as Chiang Kai-shek. China and India
have lived as neighbours without one war in the past four
thousand years.
There is no background of racial hatreds, suspicions,
wars, or heritage of national antagonisms such as we find
m Europe, and the peoples of Asia as a whole are bynature not half as aggressive as the Europeans. Russia
will not fight China, nor will China fight Russia. To the
Chinese and to the Americans, the future of Asia is
simple. There is no problem for the United States, be¬
cause the United States will let the Philippines go. Other
people s jewels don t keep you awake if you have no greed
in your heart. No insoluble problems exist if the Christian
powers wall let Malaya, the Dutch Indies, Siam, IndoChina, Burma, and India go. All of them aspire to selfgovernment, and all of them will give trouble to Europe
not when they are masters, but only when they are to be
exploited as slaves. The moment you covet any of their
ten itories and their tin and rubber, however, your con¬
science will irresistibly compel you to station troops th’ere
to prevent communal strife and bloodshed, and then all
your troubles begin. But whose bloodshed? Will the
E
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Javanese or the Indians or the Burmese threaten the
United States or England? Will not blood be shed be¬
cause the Westerners will wrangle and fight for their tin
and rubber?
On such a simple basis, it is possible to take China into
immediate and equal partnership in the war, laying plans
together and fighting together and dreaming together for
some future better world. Americans want to kill the
Japs, and the Chinese want to kill the Japs. America
hasn’t got a Hong Kong or a Dutch Indies to worry about,
and China hasn’t got a wmrry about Indo-China, or Siam,
or Burma. China wants to recover her own territory, and
does not want others’ territory. Amercia wants no terri¬
tory at all, not even Kulangsu, my childhood home. So
let’s get together and just kill the Japs as fast as we can,
and we don’t have to worry if we lick the Japs too soon
or defeat Hirohito before wo defeat Hitler. Some may
want to bomb the Japanese Emperor’s palace, and others
may not. But these are minor and inconsequential issues
that need not make us look beneath the bed before going
to sleep at night.
That is the simple picture, a picture of achievable
human justice and of a fair prospect of lasting peace in
Asia, at least as fair a prospect as there has been in South
America since the downfall of the Spanish and Portuguese
Empires. For peace is possible in Asia. Peace is possible
in North America and South America. Peace is possible
In Africa. .
Peace is not possible only in Europe. And peace in
Asia will become impossible only when Asia assumes the
European pattern of balance of powder. Of all the five
continents of the earth, only Europe has not yet learned
to live at peace. Europe is the focus of infection of this
earth, and imperialism is the toxin by which it spreads
until the whole world is so sick, so sick.
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Now for some good old confusion as some of cur
. Allied leaders will have it. If you knew the whcieWrv
you would not eat a meal in peace, or sleeo a wink at
night. If I had to look Oer.ea.h the bed evuv nHst I
wouldn’t want to live. But there are peooie whose minds
are otherwise constituted. Not one tiling, but possible
tiiree or four, are hiding beneath the diplomats" bed*
every night. There are great humbugs and they be ■ «
little humbugs and they wiII dance attendar.ee cn
us all our life, if we will believe the diplomats, until
we ourselves get into tire diplomats' prefer frame o:
mind.
* 4
I have raid that facts are always complicated and
first principles are the only things we can be certain
about. Let’s now leave the principles and go after the
facts.
The first feeling is one of terrible uncertainty, for we
cannot be certain of one knowaole tact. What are Russia’s
intentions.- What are China’s intentions? As diplomats,
we should be prepared for the worst. If China becomes
independent and strong, will that not set a bad example
for. India? Are you so sure China has no imperialist
designs? Do not be too sure, if China has an air force of
her own, and especially if Japan is completely eliminated.
So let s see to it that she will not have even a baby air
force of her own when peace comes, and perhaps it is
even wise not to knock out Japan completely. Wrhat pre¬
cautions will the white powers have to take in Asia so that
the white man will not be completely driven out of the
continent? Besides, what will happen if by any mishap
we defeat Japan too early, before Hitler is liquidated and
before Europe’s troubles are solved? Will not American
influence predominate in Asia as in North Africa at
present? Will not the Dutch Indies and Burma be left
very much, to themselves, and a little truculent when we
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settle with Hitler? What will happen to Singapore and
to Hong Kong when the Japanese evacuate? . . .
The problem of the colonies is extremely complex.
Must one really decide now whether Britain is to keep
India, Burma, Malay, Hong Kong? Either “yes” or “no”
to this question is very awkward. And if the British must
keep their colonies, how are we to force the Dutch to give
up theirs? Is it not better for war morale in this War for
Freedom if we do not talk about the problem of the
colonies until the war is won, when a fighting morale
will no longer be necessary?
As a matter of fact, China and England are already
heading for conflict. Churchill has made it amply clear
and definite that he is not “grovelling,” and that the
“administration of British colonies” will be the “sole
responsibility” of Britain, which Is to tell America to
keep her hands off. On the other hand, Chiang Kai-shek
has made it equally definite and dear that China does not
covet others’ territory, but wants all her own territory
back. These two policies must come to a clash around
Hong Kong. China wishes to negotiate on Kowloon, a
leased territory opposite Hong Kong, like other leased
territories in Shanghai and Tientsin. England refuses to
open negotiations. It is thought that dilly-dallying is the
best way of treating the problem until it explodes by
itself. I have no doubt that if Britain does not return
Hong Kong to China, this problem of Hong Kong alone
will burst the Peace Conference. I know that the Chinese
people are willing to go to war with England over Hong
Kong, even if the Chinese government won’t. Chinese
people have freely expressed the opinion that five million
of our soldiers have not died to keep the British in Hong
Kong, the booty of the Opium War, and possibly the
second brightest jewel in the English Crown.
But really the picture Is more complicated than you

think. There is Russia, the .great bugbear of the demociaaes. Eyerythmg is global nowadays, and we have to
think g.obady. Russia refuses to declare war on Japan,
and sae knows what she is doing. Japan will be her trurm
card
she will not want to play it. but keep it in her
hand. What if Russia combines with Hitler and Tamil?
'1ad what,
u IS to Russia's advantage to keep japan in
the war while she dictates what she wants to Europe^
thought occurs to us that if Russia can court Jarman, why
!y°, d not
other ally do the same, because* after all
Hi tier is our immediate enemy . . , Besides, if Rmda
wants to keep Japan to knock us out. why shouldn't’we
keep Japan to knock out Russia? Will not the elimina¬
tion of Japan enhance Russia's power in the East?
W ill China not double-cross us and negotiate with Jcrrm?
.• that is one dring certain at least, thank God! ‘China
is honesty and dependable, and therefore let’s ignore her.
■ ^he 11 ha\e to take what we choose to give her
If Russia would only say something—it keeps one on
tenteihooks! Besides, there is the possibilitv that Russia
may combine with China and India and control the ''copoliticians’ Eurasian “Heartland” and half of the world’s
population. That will be the geopolitician’s nightmare
come true! Oh, why doesn’t Russia say something?

And so like Alice in Wonderland,
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And so like Alice in Wonderland,
the fears grow bigger and
bigger even as the tones
fall lower and- lower
until the fears themselves take
on the shape of
a mouse’s tail—
the ugly, filthy
thing. Anyway
look, Russia
is such
a big
power
China
also
is go¬

ing
to be
a big
pow¬
er
you
can¬
not
af¬
ford
to
let
Ind¬
ia
go

already pose an im-Tubie di.'.Tu’tv. *
pi,- r’
Spvkmau warns us: “A nv.-c.srr., \
J'd ' j
China of 150,000,000 ;,xcpY \ ;
ti, •!"“
only to Japan, hut also to the r .dtion c{ t‘-» \v■
Powers m the Asiatic Mediterranean." “The rr;e< --> ,!
tion of tne balance of poT er wid then T e ■ t
,,r,
only because of our interest in strr.“
J„,]J''d
[rubber and tin] but because of what” mb r':cr^i^'-■
m this region could do to the rest of ti e wotIhA
according to Professor Spykman. in mder to
•.
highly desirable balance of power in the Far Ere ‘V-e
Cm ted States will have to adopt a similar nrotemhevfiv
tow aid Japan as she adopts toward EnTaud. Howes, r,
we are caught at present in the contradictors' and r’e.-br'd
position of helping China, our p.tetuirw
to .ciui
japan, our potential friend In the Far East. This is con¬
fusion worse confounded. Hence we must help Ouna *o
be strong enough not to be coracieteiv knocked out oHhe
war, but not strong enough to stand on her feet after |C
war and challenge others, while we must crush laoan
enough to win the war and not crush her enough so that
she cannot revive and recover her power.
** ^urt^er confusion is desired, I can offer some. Even
Professor Spykman’s proposal of planning for a half¬
strong and half-weak China and a half-strong and halfweak Japan does not insure complete security. That these
two nations may be so cunningly manipulated that they
will keep on fighting each other and exhausting each
other for the West’s benefit is conceded. It is conceivable
however, that decades from now, Japan and China may
* Nicholas John Spykman, America’s Strategy and World Politics, j>. 469.
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one day stupidly wake up to the Professor’s clever trick,
and realize that they have been set upon one another by
the Yale Professor. Nothing so unites two enemies as the
knowledge that they have been the common victim of a
third mischievous party. By the time Professor Spykman’s high politics prevail in the post-war world, nations
will so groan in disillusionment and the spirit of true
world co-operation will be such a forgotten thing that
economic and political autarchy will be the basic policy
of every nation.
The combination of two half-strong nations may never¬
theless produce one fully strong power. In fact, writers
who insist on Anglo-American domination of the Pacific
areas are proceeding upon this theory. They must see to
it that no rapprochement between Japan and China will
ever be permitted. This, however, can only be done by
putting China under military surveillance. On the other
hand, China will equally demand putting England under
military surveillance because a rapprochement between
England and Germany is much more likely than a
rapprochement between Japan and China. It is China’s
business to see that England and Germany do not get
together, because every time that happens, a military
Germany is resurrected and another World War is pro¬
duced. China has as much right to demand security in
Europe as England has to demand security in the Far
East. . . . The Chinese are courteous, but not fools. They
do not play power politics, but when others play it they
understand it very well.
Such are tire necessary and inevitable consequences of
thinking on lines suggested by our powder-politicians.
These are they who pride themselves on “realism” and
call us, the people, who believe in the other simple picture
of the future of Asia, deluded fools or visionaries. That
is what the picture of the future of Asia looks like in
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terms of power politics, when we transfer our powerpolitical thinking to Asia.
Such may be the facts” the diplomats are referring t»>
when they say they “know” them, or thev mav not O’ ‘
thing is certain, viz., that none of the above '“fact*” A
known or knowabie. In the dark, anything that motes
may be a mouse s tail. In any case, these are facts which
are yet to be produced as consequences of our own acts
and created by our own choice. Thev are not the objec¬
tive facts of physical science, and should not share the
same scientific prestige. But it is exactly on this tvne of
facts that diplomatic thinking is based, diplomatic'fears
are generated, and the gall or diplomatic courage is being
ruined. It is on the basis of such unknown and unknow¬
able facts that the policy has been established that China
must be kept away from any Allied War Council, mint
be given no air force of her own, and japan must not be
defeated too early, and that a year and a half have elapsed
after Pearl Hai bour without the Allies coming to a
formulated co-ordinated strategic plan for fighting Japan.
It is on the basis of such generated fears that we are pre¬
vented from fighting together and dreaming together for
a better world.
The illiterate shepherds of Asia Minor two thousand
years ago heard or related that “Good will toward men”
had something to do with “Peace on earth,” but the
twentieth-century man has advanced scientifically so far
that he cannot see the connection, and has descended into
confusion. Did Confucius not warn us: “A nation with¬
out faith cannot stand”? The same is true of the world.

III. SYMPTOMS

14
PEACE BY POWER
here on, we’ll leave the problem of the future of
Asia, and delve into the problem of the future of the post¬
war world. Or rather, we shall never leave it, for the
world is one, and nowhere can you escape Asia. We shall
probe from the surface techniques of the offered solutions,
deeper and deeper down into the sores of men’s thinking,
until we find the rot within, the despondency of spirit
which darkens men’s minds in this generation and hangs
over it like a shroud, and see, as with an X-ray machine,
the leprous growths and misformations which disfigure
the spiritual physiognomy of man of this age.
Ultimately, the problem of peace is the problem of the
nature of man. The issues of peace and war revolve upon
the questions, what man has made of man, and what man
can make of man, as Professor Hocking puts it.*
Lest I be accused of inventing an imaginary bugaboo
with no relation to actual current post-war thinking and
planning, I must substantiate the picture.
The material evidence exists in rather uncomfortable
abundance. The Clarence Streits and Norman Angells
are all not so much for world co-operation as they are
against American isolation. Security and freedom and co¬
operation have been lugged in to make the case for AngloAmerican domination of the world picture. The Lionel
Gelbers and Stephen King-Halls are unashamed in pro¬
claiming either that this is a “war for power” or that the
world police must be an Anglo-American “peace force,”
while other nationals in that police must swear allegiance
From

* William Ernest Hocking, What Man Can Make of Man (Harper^
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to the Commancier-in-Chie[ and therefore to the Khi7
of England and the President of the United States. Ely
Culbertson revels in the mathematics of an international
contract bridge, while Stephen King-Hail does the same
with his Anglo-American “peace force.’’ AH agree in a
regretful tone that some concession must he made to t'^e
non-Engiish-speaking powers, so that it may have the
appearance of an “international” world order.' But there
is no hiding the tone of patronizing concession anti regret.
I am proud of Harvard post-war thinking, of Professors
William Ernest Hocking and Ralph Barton Perry and
President Conant. I admire the clear thinking and broad
vision of Vice-President Wallace and Wendell Wiilki'e.
But for every concrete proposal for building a post-war
wTorld structure genuinely inspired by the conception of
a world brotherhood, there are at least two based on
power politics and the tacit assumption of AncioAmerican domination by force over the entire world.
There is a war about the peace going on now. For
the United States and her Allies are now standing at the
cross-roads: one leading to a sound and stable world order
based on equality and co-operation of all nations, and the
other leading to world mastery or world domination
through sheer military force by America in the exclusive
company of Britain. These two tendencies are basic and
contradictory, but on the surface at least w-orld masterymust be passed off as world co-operation or world federa¬
tion, and so the two tend constantly to merge and work
for the progress and happiness of mankind.
Only once in a while do we find a Lionel Gelber who
comes out definitely for a “war for power”: "In reality the
war is one for power—for power of the Democracies before
it is a power for democracy itself."* Mr. Gelber is for the
* For clus and following quotations, see Lionel Gelber; Peace by Power,
pp. io, 58-60, 68, 130, 140.
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Versailles Treaty—“No new Versailles? No new Versailles
for whom?” He is for maintenance of the status quo, and
regrets that even Sumner Welles joins in the “vilification”
of the status quo. He is even for the future of humanity
“belonging” to the two Anglo-Saxon powers: “What mus*
settle the future of mankind is to whom it belongs anc
how it is used. In the hands of the west, even though' the^
falter, power will be employed in one fashion; in Germar
hands, it will be employed in another.” This contrast sc
pleases him that he exclaims: “ . . . none but the frivo
lous still can wonder'what the war is all about.” Finalb
Mr. Gelber pretends not to understand the “paradox,’
which he regards as exceptionally “odd,” which is “the
tacit assumption by friend and foe alike that to call i\
a struggle between rival imperialisms is to belittle the
Allied cause. ... It all depends upon whose imperialisrr
you are talking about,” he shouts, gently reminding hit
readers that while an Italian imperialism “would be
execrable, the reinforcement of American imperialism
. . . will be acclaimed by all level-headed^ free men every¬
where/' I thought when he wrote the word “level-headed/
it was sufficient recommendation of his point of view; the
juxtaposition of “free men” there seems at the least tauto¬
logical, for by definition “free men everywhere” would
acclaim imperialism anyway.
Mr. Gelber, I suspect, is young, or he is inspired; othei
mature heads are more cautious. Concessions are made,
and will be made, for the participation of powers othei
than, the United States and Britain in the world govern¬
ment—and this always in a condescending tone. On this
most agree. Mr. Stephen King-Hall is more circumscribed
in explaining the existence of an Anglo-American “peace
force”:
The British and American Governments would not

by
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wish to deny to any power of goodwill the prude-re of
partaking m the chastisement of the aggressor. Alfthev
intend to do is to make themselves responsible for the
maintenance of a force large enough and efficient
enough in all circumstances to do the job, with or
without assistance.*
Professor Spykman speaks with scholarly caution in
words, if he is without scholarly caution in'thoughts, on
tne hegemony of England and America:
Both in England and in1 the
the United States, there is
talk of a world order basec
based on American-British
hegemony. The theme appears
>pears in several variations,
variations.
from Mr. Streit’s Anglo-American union to looser
forms of alliance and entente. The -Anglo-American
Federalists present their programme as a first stage in
the creation of a world federation and thev concede
that other states, upon certificate of good behaviour
will eventually be permitted to join. The fact remains,
however, that m the meantime the union is expected
to function as a hegemony.f
Professor Spykman was not the first enlightened
modern to think of this hegemony-within-federation
idea; the Delian Confederacy under Pericles carried it
out two thousand years ago, to the complete destruction
of all Greece.
. ^u£ £^s *s getting into tiresome arguments on generali¬
ses, which level-headed men hate. Let’s have some wizard
figures. Figures cleanse the air of our thought, for we are
told they make our thinking mathematical and exact, and
* Stephen King-Hall: Total Victory, p. 219.
'f0lm Spykmaa: Amfrica’s Strategy in World Pohtics
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that is after all what a college education is for. The editor
of the famous King-Hall News Letters goes to the trouble
of working out some clear and awe-inspiring figures for
us. Article 3 of “The Anglo-American Proclamation to
Mankind/’ to be issued by the President of the United
States and the English King, reads:
Therefore the President and the King have under¬
taken to establish a joint British-American Fleet and
Air Force. The strength of the Fleet will be in all
respects three times that of the next largest fleet afloat
at any given moment and not less than twice as strong
as any combination of any other three forces.
Article 4 reads:
The strength.of the Air Force will be not less than
four times as great in all respects as the next largest air
force and twice as strong as any possible combination
of two other air forces.
Article y reads:
Eighty per cent of the personnel of the BritishAmerican Fleet and Air Force will be British -and
American citizens. Foreign subjects shall be eligible
to enlist . . . up to a total of 20 per cent of the whole
establishment of each force. Foreign, subjects desirous
of serving in the Peace Force will be required to take
an oath of loyalty to the Commander-in-Chief of the
branch of the Peace Force in which they enlist.*
Soul of Pericles again!
Suppose the modern Sparta would not agree?
* Stephen King-Hall, Total Victory, p. 215.
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King-Hall aas a readv answer, which seems a?* slrraole as
Hitler's own arithmetic.
: *
Provided the American and British Gnvcrr.jr:: cm
make it^ciear mat whatever tin -se countries decide to
do, me xinglish-speaking peoples intend, as it were. ‘ ‘to
double the number first thought of,” see doubt whets ;er
the other great Powers would take up die challenge in
an armaments race in which they were bound to be

defeated.

I el! that to the United States Congress: tell it to the
Marines!
The cutting up of the world between ‘Tng!:sh-.speakins
peoples and non-English-speaking peonies’” is now per¬
fect. God always works with opposites, line electrons and
protons. The world cannot be thoroughly annihilated
except by dividing it into two big armed"camps. Neither
Germans, nor Frenchmen, nor Italians, nor Spaniards,
nor Swedes, nor Czechs, nor Poles, nor Russians, nor
Chinese, nor Indians, nor Turks happen to speak English.
What a thought! What obscenity of mind!
We cannot escape history, nor can we learn from
history.

15
A PHILOSOPHY OF PEACE
grown-up men today, well educated and well in¬
formed, should talk and think in such simple-minded
fashion is alarming. Perhaps God cuts short the span of
animal and plant life in order that the wwld may be
perpetually young. Reproduction is merely God’s method
of perpetual rejuvenation of the species. My mind is
That
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young yet in spite of my years—will someone answer for
me the puzzling question: How can there be a pile of
dry gunpowder, a well-connected fuse, a box of burning
matches near-by, and no explosion? It is rather the
Sphinx that is asking that question, and when anyone
answers she will jump into the sea. I am whiling to be
the hostage for it. . . .
The question which wTe must solve once for all, by
some sort of new philosophy of peace, which we may
not leave unsolved, is really this: does Force work? All
over the world men and women should ponder this ques¬
tion. If Force is thorough-going, it arouses resentment
and hatred in human beings to whom it is applied and
corrupts the human beings who apply it: it therefore in¬
vites more use of Force and must end in sheer brutality,
as Nazi Germany has found out. If Force is not thorough¬
going, does it not, according to the doctrine of Force,
immediately show signs of “weakness” which leaves room
for the politics of appeasement, cajolery, yielding, com¬
promise, pacifying measures, buying loyalty from neutral
powers in order to draw these into its own orbit of power
—in other words, does it not imply the alternate use of
firmness and concession, which can be equally fatal in the
re-arming of subject nations as in the case of resurrected
Germany after Versailles? Be firm to the end and you
hang yourself; be not firm to the end, and ypu also hang
yourself. The first variation in the use of Force is destroy¬
ing Japan and Germany. The second variation destroyed
the League of Nations and Ancient Greece.
Who will make plain to the world the law of the spirit,
and demonstrate that Force generates Coercion, Coercion
generates Fear, and Fear generates Hatred, as definitely
and as accurately as one billiard-ball sends another roll¬
ing? Who will write a philosophy and psychology of
Force and its reactions and determine their character-
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isties? Who will be the consummate fatalist to tell the
world in plain, convincing, forceful terms that action
generate emotions and emotions in turn generate actions,
that the fruit of Force is Fear and Hatred, that thorouTgoing Force generates Fear and Hatred, that unthorouifogoing Force generates Hatred without Fear? Who wiil
say, even as in a classroom in physics, that the greater the
Force, the greater the Hatred, and that the greatest Force
is the most hatred of all? And who will say, as clearly as
the prophets of the sky that a thunder-clap presages a
storm, that Force is inevitably followed by Hatred," and
Hatred is followed by Revenge? For Hatred divides, and
the structure of power must sooner or later fall.
In ignorance of such simple and self-evident moral
laws, Pericles alternately threatened by force and cajoled
by oratory the other Greek states. And after his death,
Cleon the leather merchant, Eucrates the rope-seller, and
Hyperbolus the lamp-maker babbled. They were all good
democrats and Cleon was a good general. It was left only
for the insolent public idol, Alcibiades, to complete the
suicide of Greece.
But such laws, being the laws of God, are manifest to
the mind of the simple man, requiring no proof. There¬
fore, he .who would be strong within must guard against
the use of power, for only then is he safe from corruption
within and hatred without. And only he who is free
from corruption within and hatred without can be
strong eternally. Laotse says: "Tor love is victorious in
attack and; invulnerable in defence. Heaven arms with
love those it would not see destroyed.” Therefore he says:
Of all things,. soldiers are instruments of evil,.
Hated by men. . .
Therefore the religious man avoids them.
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Soldiers are weapons of evil;
They are not the weapons of the gentleman.
When the use of soldiers cannot be helped,
The best policy is calm restraint.
Even in victory, there is no beauty.
And who calls it beautiful
Is one who delights in slaughter.
He who delights in slaughter
Will not succeed in his ambition to rule the
world.
The slaying of multitudes should be mourned
with sorrow.
A victory should be celebrated with the Funeral
Rite.#
Those who love America and England and wish them
to be strong for ever must read Laotse again and again,
for they will gain thereby the secret of immortal strength,
exempt from corruption within and invulnerable from
attack without. Let America be great, even as the great
river of life:
The Great Tao flows everywhere,
(Like a flood) it may go left or right.
The myriad things derive their life from it.
And it does not deny them.
When its work is accomplished,
It does not take possession.
It clothes and feeds the myriad things,
Yet does not claim them as its own ...
Because to the end it does not claim greatness,
Its greatness is achieved. ,,
* For this and following quotations see Wisdom of China and India,
pp. 600-602, 617, 622.
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How did the great rivers and seas become the
Lords of the Ravines?
By being good at keeping low.
That was how they became the Lords of the
Ravines.
Therefore in order to be the chief among the
people,
0
One must speak like their inferiors.
In order to be foremost among the people.
One must walk behind them'.
Thus it is that the sage stays above,
And the people do not feel his weight;
Walks In front.
And the people do not wish him harm.
Then the people of the world are glad to up¬
hold him dor ever.
Because he does not contend,
No one in the world can contend against him..
I am not worried lest America may not be able to assert
a leadership of force and power; I am worried lest she
may. I am concerned to see America assume a moral
leadership, a leadership of humility, so that the world
may pay her glad homage and uphold her forever. Like
the great river that nourishes life along its valley, she
shall by the exuberance and richness of her life be a'blessing upon the peoples of the earth. She shall stay above,
and the wrorld shall not feel her weight; she shall walk in
front 'and no one will wish her harm. For she shall then
lead in kindness and unselfishness and justice and by that
secret of unused power brings a new era of brotherhood
to mankind. No one can dethrone her because of her
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power for goodness, and no one can take away from her,
because she does not take possession. She shall not con¬
tend, and no one in the world can contend against her,
and because she takes no credit, the credit can never be
taken away from her. This is my Dream America. Will
it come true?
Man has done it before. Abraham Lincoln did it.
George Washington did it. In a world of evil chaos, great
men have stood up and with the strength of their good¬
ness and their simplicity and the innocence of youth pro¬
claimed that the good in men can outweigh the evil, and
they have acted upon that assumption. For there are
periods In history when the Good Fairy ruled, while
others were ruled by the Wicked Fairy. Sometimes the
good Influence was in the air, and men and women sub¬
merged their, selfishness and felt as on the dawn of another
era, and the golden horizon was visible, when faith caught
their vision and warmed their hearts and strengthened
them. Then the good impulses of men prevailed. And
there were other periods, of chaos and cynicism and
despair, when the petty spirits of the age prevailed. Then
faith sounded hollow, and idealism bowed Its head in
shame and seemed strangely out of place. Such periods
presaged the ruin of a regime or a culture. The moral
strength to lift oneself to a higher plane than mankind's
predecessors was not there because the moral fibres had
become flabby and weakened by a shallow cynicism. Then
darkness fell. And between the two, the difference was
that between Faith and Despair.
But* a spiritual softening of tone is necessary for this
Age, when men’s minds are made in the image of steel.
The harshness must go off, its crudities must be purged
and purified as in a crucible, and a mellower way of think¬
ing and reasoning must prevail. The leaven of the Sermon
on the Mount has softened man’s ways in social living in
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the Christian world; it is the only thing that holds the
society of western men together ivhether in the country
or the town, and softens the hardness of aggressive men.
Somehow the Bible at times still ten ifies the thug. But
Christianity has no influence over world politics. There
are plenty of raw lumps in the dough of Christendom,
though it has been mixed for two thousand years with the
leaven of Jesus. A good housewife would perhaps add a
pinch of Laotse and hasten the process.
For man’s spirit lives in a high nervous tension because
arterio-sclerosis has set in. The high-pressured march and
conflict of forces has the terrific power of steam. The blast
furnace roars, molten, white-hot, gleaming, liquid steel
flows over and splatters about, and amidst the steady hum
of booming, buzzing, clicking and clanking machines,
giant iron crab-pincers snap and clang, huge "drums slide
and roll and swing overhead, and the slightest false step
may mean the loss of an arm or a life. Metal, metal, meta!
—liquid, glowing, hardening, blackening metal. In the
roaring and clangour before the blast furnace, man tries
to think, furiously, at high temperature, and his thoughts
partake of the metallic ring, while he is afraid of himself
and of his power. A little reading of Laotse will do him
good and take the hardness out of his heart and the glint
out of his eyes.
When man is born, he is tender and weak;
At death, he is hard and stiff.
When the things and plants are alive, they are
soft and supple;
When they are dead, they are brittle and dry.
Therefore hardness and stiffness are the
companions of death.
And softness and gentleness are the companions
of life.
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schemes of world co-operation. Besides, playing a game
of international bridge is fun: it exercises the brains.*
We are not going into a full examination of the “World
Federation Plan.” It has a “World Armament Trust,” a
“World President,” “World Trustees,” “World judges,”
and “World Senators.” It has a “World Constitution”
and plans for three time periods: the “War Period,” the
“Armistice Period,” and the “Post-War Period,” the first
two periods being under the “Provisional Government.”
It has a “World Territorial Table,” dividing the world
into eleven “Regional Federations,” including “sovereign
two-way states” (like Switzerland, Danzig) arid “Auto¬
nomous Regional Federations” (the Indian and the
Malaysian).
But the most distinctive feature of the plan is the
“Quota Force Principle” which is mathematics. Each
Regional Federation would have a “National Contin¬
gent,” and there would be an additional “Collective
Quota,” the “Mobile Corps,” owned by all the member
Regional Federations, which is like a “joker,” or better,
like the “widow” at poker, that all hands can count as
their own.
The dilemma that Mr. Culbertson is trying to solve is
how to harmonize the existence of the “World Police”
with national sovereignty. He solves it by the interesting
formula that while the national contingents are all parts
of the “World Police” in time of war, in time of peace
each is a national force policing its own territory, and no
foreign national contingent may step into its territory.
Furthermore, since these “National Contingents” form
a "World Police” by pooling their strength, each contin¬
gent is adequate for defence of its own territory, and none
is adequate for attacking others with any chance of success.
* Ely Culbertson, The World Federation Plan (The World Federation,
Inc.}. Distributed' by Garden_City Publishing Co. "
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THE QUOTA PRINCIPLE OF WORLD POLICE
Regional
Federation
Represented

Ar a i; cm al C cm tin sc 111
Quota
10°

Where Stationed

of Initiating State

Brit: sit (inel a d i n g
EnsfdM —
Dominions)
RusMm
French

United States; Leased
Bases
in Western
Hemisphere Islands
and
in
Malaysian
Federation
British Empire; leased
Bases in Indian Federation
U.S.S.R.
France

4%

German

Germany

4%

Polish

Poland

4%
4%

Turkish
Chinese
Indian (provisionally
selected under British
Command)
Malaysian (provision¬
ally selected under
.American Command)
Japanese

Turkey
China
India

Russian
Latin-European
(Latin)
Northern European (Ger¬
manic)
Middle Euro¬
pean
Middle Eastern
Chinese
Indian

Malaysian Federation

Malaysian

Japan

Japanese

Two-way states and
strategic islands owned
by the World Federa¬
tion

All the member
Regional Feder¬
ations (Collec¬
tive quota)

15%
15'0

4 /o

/
z /o

r>0

2%

United States

American

British

Mobile Corps

22%

All member-states not
listed above (noninitiating states)

ILLUSTRATIVE TABLE OF THE QUOTA FORCE PRINCIPLE
Initiating
State

Quota

20%
United States
Tf°/
Britain
15 /Q
Russia
15%
Germany
4%
France
4%
Poland
4%
Turkey
4%
China
4%
India
4%
Malaysia
2%
Japan
2%
22%
Mobile Corps
(Collective Quota)
Total
100%

Battleships
or Aircraft
Carriers

National
Troops

Planes

Tanks

400,000

10,000

20,000

20

300,000

15,000

- 15,000

15

300,000

7,500
7,500

80,000

2,000

4,000

80,000

2,000

4,000

80,000

2,000

4,000

80,000

2,000

4,000

80,000

2,000

4,000

15

4
4
4
4
4
4

80,000

2,000

4,000

40,000

1,000

2,000

40,000

1,000

2,000

2

440,000

11,000

22,000

■22

2,000,000

50,000

100,000

IOO

2
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The caias being dealt out, lets sit down to play the
international contract bridge game. The merit of this
mathematical distribution of forces, according to its
author, is the following:
°
The quota mechanism not only eliminates military
dictatorships and wars between single nations; it elimin¬
ates wars between alliances or coalitions of nations. On
the basis of the Quota Force Principle, it is impossible
to point out any politically conceivable combination of
nations which could conduct a war of aggression against
the remaining nations of the World Federation With¬
out being decisively outnumbered.
Let us assume the most powerful ^although the least
likely) combination of nations some years after the
World Federation is founded; The United States,
Great Britain, and Germany decide to rebel against
the World Federation and to conquer the World.
Without the Quota Force Principle, there is no ques¬
tion but that this coalition of powers could easily
dominate the world. With the Quota Force Principle
the joint Quota of these three nations would be only
39%. Against them there would be lined up Armoured
Forces of planes, tanks, and warships totalling 61%, of
which 22%, the Mobile Corps, w:ould be the Shock
Troops. Before England and Germany' (19%) would
have time to develop their industrial potential into a
military potential, they would be overwhelmed, isolat¬
ing the United States with its 20%.
Let us reverse the situation and assume a com¬
munist-dominated Europe and Asia, in revolt against
the World Federation and the Anglo-Americans. With¬
out the World Federation, a Communist Japan, China,
Poland, Russia, Germany, and France, lined up against
the Anglo-Americans, would automatically result in a
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Third World War. With the World Federation, the
Quotas of the rebel communist nations would total
onlv
against the 67^? total of the Mobile Corps,
the Anglo-Americans, and the other Contingents of
the World Police.
In other words, no one will have a grand slam. The
cards are, in fact, so dealt out that no one will bid at all.,
If mathematics will give us a peace, this plan will do so.
If the cat can be belled, if Russia will accept the cards
dealt out to her, if no card-player nods, if all the players
are equally skilful, or equally reckless, or equally cautious,
or equally honest, or equally good'at making passes to
neighbours or slipping cards from their sleeves, above all,
if ail the players love and trust one another, there should
be no bid and no play at all. If there are no upsetting
factors like different national psychologies, national ambi¬
tions, and cultural traditions, if eternal vigilance can be
kept up, if the “World Government” is able to act ,
promptly and despatch the “Mobile Corps” instantly, if
it will not appoint another Lytton Commission to take a
year to make a report for the purpose of being filed, if it
is easy to define “aggression” and “defence,” if there is
not the question of industrial potential?!, if there is no
question of commercial aviation, if all people are equally
aggressive or equally satisfied with what they have, if. no
nation secretly rearms or openly defies and denounces the
quota system, if the different “National Contingents” and.
the “Mobile Corps” are equidistant from the point of
conflict, if there are no questions of sea and land trans¬
portation to distant continents, and if. all are available at
a moment’s notice., if no state member hesitates, or oremains neutral at the call of duty, if there are, for instance,,
no internal factions in Czechoslovakia or between Czecho¬
slovakia and Poland when Russia or Germany rebels, if
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above all, no single nation dominates the “World Govern¬
ment,” if the “World judges” do not take orders from the
big powers, if the “World Senate” could not be captured
from within, if the big powers would refrain from
manipulating the “World Government” into their private
machine as they did with the League of Nations, if there
are no problems of corruption and failing enthusiasm and
division of mind and even change of mind among the
powers, if there is no selfish disposition of the “Mobile
Corps,” if there is no under-handed manipulation and
control of important strategic material, if there is no
progress in chemical industry, no development of' new
weapons undefined, if there is a guarantee that national
sentiments in the different states will not change, if there
is no selfish isolationism, if economic autocracy does not
set in any one state, if there is indeed justice, and if there
is no racial discrimination, then we shall indeed have a
fair prospect of peace by this plan. In other words, if
this is a mechanical game and the cards are cards, and
not quarrelsome, ..fickle-minded, and.always progressing
human beings, the game will never be played and the
cards will remain as they are dealt out at the beginning.
Then, thank. Heaven, we shall have no war!
We might conveniently take this quota table for the
study of how complicated psychological factors underlie
plain arithmetic. There is no question that the quota table
will be acceptable to the United States army and navy
.experts, and fairly acceptable to British experts. But why
should' Russia, with a greater territory and bigger popula¬
tion, accept a lower quota than the United States, par¬
ticularly in view of the traditional combination of England
anct America, and the English control of the Indian
Federation and the .American control of the Malaysian
Federation? Who will bell the Russian cat?
: It is clear that raising the common “collective quota”
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of the international “Mobile Corps” and lowering the
percentage of the national contingents of the “BioPowers” would accomplish every purpose Mr. Culbert¬
son desires more surely and more effectively than the
low collective quota and high quotas for certain par¬
ticular powers in sharp contrast to the rest of the nations.
Equal quotas for the Regional Federations and a high
common collective quota for all would seem to represent
the principle of international justice and sincerity, and
create greater confidence. It would be a simple idea to
give that collective quota 50 per cent, and then no matter
what the combinations of “rebellious” “National Con¬
tingents” are, they would still be less than the collective
quota obeying the command of the “World Govern¬
ment,” unless the whole world revolts against the “World
Government,” which is an absurdity. Even a 32-34 per
cent for the collective quota would secure "a readier
approval, on either of the following formulas:
(A) Collective Quota.34%
11 National Contingents
(averaging 6% each) ..66%
(B) Collective Quota.32%
Russia, China, Britain, and U.S.
(10% each).. . 40%
7 other Contingents
(averaging 4% each).*8%
Under the “B” plan, a U.S.-Britain combination or a
Russia-China combination would give only 20 per cent as
against the Collective Quota of 34 per cent, or against 80
per cent of the World Police.
Why is this not suggested? And here we come at once
to the root of the matter, which is psychological. For the
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acceptance of America and Great Britain the principle
is consent, and for the acceptance of Russia the principle
is coercion. “It would have been desirable, perhaps, to
lower the American and British quotas even further. But
in that event, it is unlikely that the majority of the British
Parliament would approve it, and highly improbable
that two-thirds of the American Senate would vote for
such a risky commitment.” But why “risky,” particularly
if there is a bigger collective quota? How about the risky
commitment for Russia? We read:
It is possible that Russia, mindful of her bitter pre¬
war experiences with the capitalistic countries and sus¬
picious of their future intentions, might adopt a policy
of total isolation until convinced that the World
Federation is designed for her benefit as well as for that
of other nations . . . there could be no objection on
Russia’s part if the World Federation should increase
its own total armed strength, parallel to Russian
increases, so as to maintain the Quota Force Principle.
We are back in the same rut again, the rut of armament
race, which is a risky matter, and of political coercion,
which is still riskier.
And here we receive a strong and clear hint from Sir
Norman Angell that Anglo-American conduct during the
peace as during the war will be along the line of “uni¬
lateral” action. Clarence Streit and all other advocates of
Anglo-American union or domination think in exactly
the same way: The other nations may take it or leave
it, the World Government will not be based on consent
of the world. For Sir Norman Angell said in his New
York Town Hall speech of March 11, 1943:
Note this, the American elder statesmen in adopting
the Monroe Doctrine did not proceed first of all by
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drawing up an elaborate Pan-American Constitution,
They did not even get in touch with the Latin-Ameri¬
can Republics. The Declaration was unilateral. This,
it seems to me, is a pregnant hint for today *
Sir Norman Angel! Is really getting more and more
exasperated.
Rut why the higher quota for the big powers and a low
quota for the other powers? Here we run into a series
of inverted reasonings. Because, Mr. Culbertson says, the
small powers would combine and attack the big powers!
Where in history have the small nations ever had the wit
to combine in defence, much less In attack? Does not
history teach the exact reverse? Was it Norway or Switzer¬
land or Denmark that threatened world peace? Rut we
read:
The ideal distribution of the World Police might
seem to be the assignment of an equal Quota to each
of the eleven Regional Federations. Rut. this would
be unrealistic. In computing the Quotas one must keep
In mind not only the factors of territory and industrial
capacity, but the psycho-political factor as well. If each
Region had an equal Quota of the World’s Armed
Forces, then the poorer regions (which are in great
majority) might seek to combine for an attack against
the few prosperous ones.
It is the old story of Finland threatening the security
of Russia. Why not seek safety In a bigger “Collective
Quota” and have a little more confidence in the “World
Government”? It would seem that the psycho-political
principle should operate against nations which have a
historical record of aggressiveness rather than against the
historically peace-loving small nations. :
* As reported,in the New York Tinted, March 12, 1943.
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In the case of China, the inverted reasoning is even
more apparent. I know Mr. Culbertson is welfdisposed
toward China. The inverted reasoning he emplovs-one
set of reasoning for China, another for America and
Great Britain-is purely unconscious and profoundly
human. A Lebensraum of continental dimensions is the
reason for a higher quota in the case of the United
States, Britain, and Russia; the same fact is adduced as the
reason for denying it to China. And why? Because China
“threatens” the other powers. We read:
In the deeper sense of future reality, it is perhaps
best for the peace of the world that the United States,
Britain and Russia should be the ones with a pre¬
ponderance of Quota strength. Each has a lebensraum
of continental dimensions, the economy of each is in¬
wardly, not outwardly, expanding [jt'c/]. Each is
threatened by powerful rivals-rump super-states like
Germany, which lacks lebensraum, or embryonic super¬
states like China, which lacks technology.
So the story is that, China, which lacks technology (or
war potential) is threatening either Russia or the United
States which have it!
Mr. Culbertson makes it quite clear that the size of
China’s population, a territory easy to defend, and a
homogeneous population are the reasons for China’s
being assigned 4 per cent, while the same factors are the
reasons for Russia and the United States being given 15
to 20 per cent. Mr. Culbertson admits the “seeming
injustice,” which he “explains” as follows:
In the case of China, it would seem that this heroic
nation of five hundred million people should be
entitled to more than 4%. Actually, the very size of
her population is the main reason for China’s relatively
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low Quota. China has not only a very low industrial
capacity and territory which is fairly easy to defend,
but she possesses an enormous homogenous popula¬
tion. She will have trained forces for internal policing
at least four times the size of that of the United States.
Although such a police force will have no heavy
weapons, it will be in effect, a supporting infantry.
Hence her quota of 4%.#
I don’t follow you, Mr. Culbertson.
The psychological reason is deeper than that. Mr. Cul¬
bertson really would not want China to lay herself open
to the suspicion of imperialism and invite the fear of the
world. It is only later that we read the real reason, as
suggested in a world without the “Quota Force Prin¬
cipled
Furthermore, the World Federation enables China
to develop industrially without exciting the fears of
other great nations. Without the World Federation;
power-politics might dictate that other nations should
sooner or later strike at China, to prevent her five
hundred million people from becoming too powerful
industrially and therefore militarily.
But even within the World Federation, the same
dilemma really exists: either strangle China industrially
or allow her to develop until she will demand a revision
of the quota for equality with the.other nations, and this
demand for revision will have to be kept down by
coercion at the point of the bayonet, or by stubborn
manipulation of the “World Government.” It will be the
* The last sentence, "Hence her Quota of 4%,” appearing in the
original mimeographed copy, has been struck out in the.printed and':
revised edition. This is interesting. It was meant to clinch an argument,
but Mr. Culbertson must have felt that instead of clinching the argument,
it weakened it
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stor) of the 5.5.3, in altered forms—the basis of t!'^
present war with Japan. Such complications alv-^VT
when we get “realistic” and forsake the princi-W
equality.
1
r
Tnat China may be coerced into acceptance or re-'r :-outside is another matter. If she does accept .1 per cent'it
will not be because of coercion, but because of the oV
rogue s Laotsean philosophy of the wisdom of appcarhfoolish, the advantage of' lying lev;. 1 ne
gentility, and the victory that comes from not inviting
the fear of the world.^ I am sure of it. The fear is that
the younger nations will not live by the wisdom of avoidmg tear and hatred and ruin by insolence. “To pretend
to be a damn fool” is such a common phrase in Chinese
that I constantly forget it isn’t an English idiom. Who
but a Chinese scholar would call himself “Guard
Stupidity ’ or “Embrace Folly”? But I know eventually
it is white insolence that will ruin any world co-oberation
No, the problem of peace is not a problem of mathe¬
matics, but a problem of the psychology' of the bi»
powers. The problem of world peace is no more a
problem of mathematics than the problem of conduct¬
ing a campaign is the problem of disposition of troops
and topography; very often, given the troops and the
tanks, it is only the problem of the commanding general’s
personality, his mind, his courage, his quick decision, his
capacity to get along with his officers, and his attitude
toward his superiors, his rivals, and his enemy.
Battles have been lost because the general was thinking
of his mistress in the enemy camp, and peace has been
lost because the Lavals were busily travelling to Berlin
and Rome. And while the conception of power politics
remains what it is and the statesmen of the leading powers
still sit in their moronic complacency', with no mental
comprehension of how the war arose and what it is bein»
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fought for, except certain colonial possessions and the
status quo, peace will forever remain an elusive hope and
the blood of our children and grandchildren must flow.
May I suggest a simple solution? May I claim and
demonstrate that peace has been possible? May I substan¬
tiate it by history and point out that peace has not been
an empty dream, but a reality, an accomplished historic
fact, in many quarters of this earth? Without a conven¬
tion, and without quotas, peace has already been achieved
between Canada and the United States. Without a con¬
vention, or federation, or the “Quota Force Principle,”
peace has been achieved in the continent of South
America already. And may I also suggest that there was
peace in Asia in the centuries preceding the coming of
.the white man? That there has been peace in Tahiti and
Bali and the Samoan Islands? Peace, too, in Greenland
and Iceland.
And may I point out why? There is peace in South
America and in the Caribbean Sea because the Spanish
and Portuguese Empires have collapsed. There have been
civil wars, but we are not interested in local civil wars;
we are speaking of the large patterns of world history.
There will be peace in the world only when the English,
French, and Dutch Empires collapse. I know this war is
not big enough to reverse the process and wipe out the
Empires, and I hope World War III will do it. If the
imperialist powers will not worry overmuch about the
“capacity for self-government” of the Filipinos, the
Javanese, the Indians, and Burmese, there will be peace,
too, in the Philippines, the Dutch Indies, India, and
Burma. But if they do not stop worrying overmuch
about the capacity for self-government of the colonies,
wars will continue to be fought in the home countries
themselves.
Civil wars are necessary in a nation until an equili-
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brium is restored. Revolts against empires are necessary
until the invader is driven out. The only stable
equilibrium in the world is the equilibrium ofiquantnv
Only when such equilibrium is reached can we have
peace. Small countries have the right to fight perhaps
to settle an old boundary dispute. Big countries have no
right to fight, ever, because when they fight they involve
the whole world. When small countries fight, it is at least
their own business; when the big powers fight, it is always
because they want to interfere with someone else’s busi¬
ness. Small countries do not fight, because they always
have enough territory. Big countries fight, because
curiously what they have is never enough—they need
Lebensraum. Finally, all countries, whether big or small,
do not fight because they are contented, and all countries,
whether big or small, fight because they are discontented'
As Laotse says: “There is no .greater curse than the lack.'
jpf contentment,..no greater sin than the desire for posses¬
sion. Therefore he who is contented with contentment*
shall be always content.”
And so Mr. Culbertson is putting the cart before the
horse when he puts arithmetic before psychology. Of
all the fifty or sixty nations in the wrorld, only three or
four big powers are upsetting the peace of the world.
These powers have run over this earth, kicking down
people s fences in bad temper and worse manners,
robbing them of their liberty and independence, and
taking possession of their goods—and have then fought
wars among themselves for these goods. First they fought
among themselves, and then called upon the entire world
to fight for them to keep what they have. This makes
little sense, and it makes still less sense to say that we can
have peace only by giving greater power to the big powers
and disarming the small powers, on the plea that the small
powers may combine to attack them!
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Big Powers, at least behave as if you were not scared!
But now we suddenly hear about policing the world, as if
the Greenlanders and Samoans and Formosans and Bur¬
mese were threatening the -world peace, while the big
powers don their uniforms, strutting about to club the
small powers on their heads with a baton it they do not
behave. It would seem that wre could well, police the big
powers for a while and leave the poor Samoans and
Balinese and Eskimos alone. But, no, we cannot disarm
the big powers, because the big powers will not be dis¬
armed, after having so heroically fought and triumphed
in this war. Very well, then, let’s have wars eternally.
The first thing we knowT the police will start shooting
among themselves and scare us poor humble neighbours
out of our wits.

17
THE SCIENCE OF THE BLOODY EARTH
No, the root of war lies deeper. Mr. Culbertson is the
opposite of the power politicians. He is on. our side.
Those on the other side are legion, and their sores are
touchy. Probe gently, for it hurts and it is a case requir¬
ing the greatest surgical skill. “He who has an ugly
disease shuns the doctor,” says a Chinese proverb. The
leprous growths are many and spread in all directions, for
power politics is an old, old disease, and we shall not do
our job until we have slashed open the patient and cut
out the toxin-secreting tumours of Naturalism, Deter¬
minism, and Despair.
And while we are approaching the pseudo-scientific.,
ground of geopolitics, which speaks of. .states . as.
’‘organisms,” let us remember that disease is also an
organism. Disease fights to survive as much as life itself. It
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feeds upon the blood and tissues of the patient and fi-Ists
hard to maintain its ground. It buries itselr in t!.e \y builds itself a fortress, and fights back. So lias the
of power-politics built itself"a beautiful mansion calk'd
the Hall of Geopolitics, before whose portal stands the
statue of a naked lady, Science, stolen from the Natural
Museum, and on whose frieze stand the sacrilegeous in¬
scriptions of Bacon, Linaeus, Leibnitz, Humboldt, Heed,
Wagner, and Darwin. It has shining corridors and a
bright library and a sea of archives "in wen-numb ?rtd
dossiers, and clean, white-tiled latrines. For anvthing
worthy of the name of science now has clean, white-tiled
latrines. How Darwin and Linnaeus and Humboldt ever
became scientists and discovered things without these
latrines is still one of the unsolved mysteries of modern
scientific history.
We can now well let alone the special chamoions of
Anglo-American dominion, for there is suCkim: material
on every hand, and one does not usually try to show a
a whole desert, after showing a comer of it. Rather
should we hurry our steps and examine where the deeprooted sores of our spirit lie, and diligently search until
we have found the source of infection. We may con¬
veniently take geopolitics as such an affection of the
spirit; we shall turn it about until we see what makes
modem men think the way we do.
For geopolitics is, after all, a kind of philosophy
and Weltanschauung, a thing of the mind, where Nazi
scholars and anti-Nazi scholars meet and shake hands
in profound admiration of one another. It is out
of such minds, out of the character of modern scholar¬
ship, that modern power politics grows, flourishes and
has its being. In Professor Nicholas John Spvkman we
have the foremost geopolitician in America today and
therefore a fair specimen, not of all college minds, but
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of some of them, where the dehumanization of scholar¬
ship has reached the ultimate process, and science and
the conscience of man part ways.
Professor Spykman is frankly a serious exponent of
world power politics. The subtitle of America's Strategy
in IVodd Politics is “The United States and the Balance
of Power.’" He believes profoundly in power politics
and exhibits all its symptoms. He holds that:
Basically, the new order will not differ from the old,
and international society will continue to operate with
the same power patterns. It will be a world of power
politics in which the interests of the United States will
continue to demand the preservation of the balance
of potver in Europe and Asia.*
Consequently, he is for an Anglo-American-Japanese
hegemony of the world. He is against unity in Europe,
by either federation or dominion by one power, for:
A federal Europe would constitute an agglomeration
of force that would completely alter our significance as
an Atlantic power and greatly weaken our position in
the Western Europe. If the peace objective of the
United States is the creation of a United Europe, we
are fighting on 'the wrong side. All-out aid to Mr.
Hitler would be the quickest way to achieve an
integrated trans-Atlantic zone.
In other words, we are fighting really to preserve a. dis¬
united Europe. We are fighting on the right side because
we are fighting against that unity and integration of
Europe, and we are helping the English to fight for no
* America's Strategy, in World Politiest p. 461. For following quotations,
see pp. 460, 466, 470,
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other reason than to keep Europe embroiled so that the
Dmted States may be a more "significant” Atlantic pow^
Therefore, he is for American hegemony in Asia, Europe'
and America, And in order to do this, the United States
must continue the struggle” until she has annihilated
the power of Russia and China, after defeating Germanv
and Japan.* To accomplish all this and keep it up how¬
ever she must restore power to Germany and Japan and
plan the rum of Russia and China. “Washing mUht
become convinced of the British argument that asks lor
the continued existence of a powerful Germany ” “If
balance of power in the Far East is to be preserved, the
United States will have to adopt a similar protective
policy toward Japan [as toward England], The present
inconsistency m American policy will have to be re¬
moved.” “A Russian state from the Urals to the North
Sea can be no improvement over a German state from
the North Sea to the Urals.” “A modern, vitalized, and
mihtanzed China of 450 million people is goin<* to be a
threat not only to Japan, but also to the positbn of the
Western powers in the Asiatic Mediterranean.”
There is more concentrated international poison for
dealing with the future of the world in the last fifteen
pages of his book than in the whole of Mein Kampf Is
Professor Spykman raging mad? No, he is talking science,
a science that has nothing to do with human values or
human beings. He is completely objective, thoroughly
detached, hermetically sealed, and sterilized of all normal
human sentiments. If anyone can see any difference in
Weltanschauung between Spykman and Haushofer or
Hitler, I should like to be told. Professor Spykman is
intellectually a Nazi, but of course scientific labels carry
no stigma in scientific circles. The distinction between
-A^LrfW460-461' See ^ exact quotation already given in the
section ‘The Emergence of Asia” (pp. 20-21).
* 6
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a skunk and a squirrel is pure uneducated prejudice.
Ui:.e-.s we can come up to this austere intellectual plane
of natural science, we cannot understand Professor
Spykman.
The American public woke up last year to the realiza¬
tion of the presence of a new word, “geopolitics,” or
Gco!:o!::ik. as the Germans say. Connected with it is the
name ot Major-General Professor Doktor Karl Haushofer
fborn
its great apostle, who is credited with having
exerted a profound influence over Hitler, almost as
Rasputin was pictured as an influence on the last of the
Russian Czars. Anyway, Chapter XIV of Vol. II of Mein
Kan:pf is thought to be pure or adulterated Haushofer.
His position in relation to World War II seems to be like
that of Treitschke in relation to World War I.
Tire public belatedly rubs its eyes and then finds that
there was an Englishman before Haushofer, Sir Halford
MacKinder, who, as far back as 1904, enunciated the
central dynamic geopolitical concept of the Euro-asiatic
“Heartland,” and whose book, Democratic Ideals and
Reality, published in 1918 and completely forgotten, was
recently resuscitated in a 1942 re-issue. Then we discover
further that the whole biological and dehumanized con¬
cept of a “state organism” with “organic lusts,” growing
and expanding like a plant in its struggle for “living
space,” was already given its sharp contours by a Swedish
professor, Rudolf Kjellen (died 1922), who had learned
it from his German master, Friedrich Ratzel (184419041, in the eighteen-nineties. The importance of the
international origin of this peculiarly European science
will be explained later.
What gives geopolitics its dangerous character is, how¬
ever, the fact that it is called “science,” in whose name
many crimes have been committed. It must be remem¬
bered that the very thing that distinguishes German
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geopolitics from political geography is that
m,7
is “a guide to political action.” Political
G-T.
'•
primarily geography, whose functions are desaiptive-nc
analytical, while geopolitics is primarily politics 7' •
politics of world conquest or at least of world str- '
consciously built on strategic concepts of geography." Ai
tlie German geopolitician Otto Maull well puts it*
’/■ Geopolitik concers itself with the state, not as t
static concept, but as a living being. It is not interested
like its mother science, political geography, in the state
as a phenomenon of nature-in its situation, size, form,
or boundaries as such. Geopolitics ... is a discipline
that weighs and evaluates a given situation and bv its
conclusions seeks to guide practical politics.*
It has therefore the definite character of an applied
science. Since the only professed application of this
science is the struggle of states for living space through
wars for the control of the globe, geopolitics is not the
innocuous political science of relations of state organisms
to the “soil,” but necessarily the science of blood and soil
combined. Not that the geopoliticians themselves ever
cared a twopence about human blood. That lies outside
the “precincts” of this “exact science.” But when they
talk about the “earth” or the “World Island,” I see it
dyed pinkish-purple with human blood. It is not the
science of the “soil,” of land-mass and “Heartland” and
“Rimland” and living space and expanding space, but the
Science of the Bloody Earth, as different from political
geography as slush is different from snow. Its only
scientific aspects are its accumulation of factual data,
its strictly biological conception of “political space
organism” (the state) as a tree growing on the soil or
dying for lack of it, and, last of all, that godlike indiffer* Andreas Dorpalen, Tfye World of General Haushofer, pp, 24—25.
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ence to, and godless contempt for, moral judgments and
values which we call complete scientific “objectivity.”
Populations may be transplanted like carrots, and the
“World Island” may be cut up, examined, and redisposed
to the advantage of the expanding state like a melon.
Whether a few "dozen school children have to be bombed
or a million inhabitants slaughtered in the process is un¬
worthy of the concern of such globe-cutters. It is exactly
that detachment from human values, that mechanistic
concept of physical forces determining human events,
and that “naturalistic” view^ of the human world as a
jungle which give it its scientific character.
It is particularly unfortunate that not only does
geopolitics arrogate to itself the attitude and terminology
of a natural science, but that it is known as German
science. I cannot say that the Americans have exactly an
inferiority complex with regard to German science.
American cameras are probably as good as German
cameras, and the American bomb sight is just a damn
sight better than the German bomb sight. Nevertheless,
German science has always enjoyed a high prestige, for
which American academic circles show great respect.
German influence in American universities in certain
branches of study, as, for instance, in the teaching of
literature, is to be deplored and still weighs heavily on
•our post-graduate schools. The fact that geopolitics goes
under the name of German science immediately com¬
mands the respect of certain American professors and
soon finds it a host of camp followers.
Life reported at the end of 1942: “This year some 1,500
courses in geopolitics are being given in United States
colleges. On campuses all over the country musty old
geographers are blossoming out as shiny new geo¬
politicians.” But there are also first-class minds among
American geopoliticians, like President Isaiah Bov’man,
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of Johns Hopkins University, Father Walsh, of Geor-e
town, Nicholas Spykman, of Yale, Derwent Whittled
of Harvard, Edward Mead Earle and Harold Sprout ol
Princeton. “Science” it is called, and science it will ’be
How American common sense will modify Haushoferism
remains to be seen, but there is no thought on the part
of American professors of disclaiming the scientific title,
and we cannot laugh it off as a German poison which
tv ill be automatically neutralized as soon as it reaches
American soil.
How deeply influenced by this German Weltans¬
chauung and by Darwinian naturalism American geopoliticians are, is best seen in Professor Spykraan? in
whose book this German austerity of the “natural science
of power politics” with no room for human values finds a
complete, unmitigated reflection. How does a quotation
like the following strike the reader?
The statesman who conducts foreign policy can con¬
cern himself with the values of justice, fairness and
tolerance only to the extent that they contribute to or
do not interfere with the power objective. They can
be used instrumentally as moral justification for the
power quest, but they must be discarded the moment
their application brings weakness. The search for
power is not made for the achievement of moral values;
moral values are used to facilitate the attainment of
power.
Nine out of ten readers would think that this was from
Mein Kampf; but, no, this is from Spykman’s America’s
Strategy in World Politics, page 18. This is the book of
which an American university president, Isaiah Bowman,
of Johns Hopkins, says: “It should be read in not Iessj
than a million American homes. Every government.;
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official responsible for policy should read it once a year
for the next twenty years/5
This moral prostitution of the academic point of view
may be further s^eii in the fact that when Dr. Hans W.
Weigeit wrote a heartrending appeal for restoiation of
human, values in the last chapter of his new book on
geopolitics, Generals and Geographers, a reviewer in the
New York Times said: “The last fifteen pages of the book
on "Geopolitics and Humanity5 should never have been
written/5 He declared that the book “concludes with an
outlook . . . which is as cloudy and confused as anything
Haushofer has ever written.” What makes it “cloudy and
confused” to the reviewer, I assume, is the introduction
of human values of right and wrong into the austere plane
of objective science. I shudder to think that American
academic reaction to Dr. Weigert’s appeal is dead.
On the other hand, the recent books on the subject by
Strausz-Hupe, Derwent Whittlesey, and Andreas Dorpaten,* as well as the one by Hans W. Weigert, have been
sanely critical of Haushoferism. German geopolitical
thought deserves to be studied carefully, even as Mein
Kampf deserves to be studied carefully. (Dorpalen’s The
World of General Haushofer gives the original source
material rarely accessible to the American public.)
To me, however, geopolitics, Haushoferian or other¬
wise, is 50 per cent factual data, 30 per cent pseudo¬
science, and 20 per cent German metaphysics or “Faustian
longing/5 Since far too many definitions are being
offered, some made purposely innocuous with an air of
scientific objectivity, one should accept Haushofer s own:
“Geopolitics is the scientific foundation of the art of
political action in the life-and-death struggle of state
* Robert Strausz-Hup6, Geopolitics: the Struggle for Space and Power
(Putnam); Derwent Whittlesey, German Strategy of World Conquest (Farrar
and Rinehart), with interesting illustrations of geopolitical maps; Andreas.
Borpalen, The World of General Haushofer (Farrar and .Rinehart).
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organisms for Lebensraum.”* Take awav from it the
naturalistic warring concepts of “life-and-dearh snisaTe"
and “state organism” and “Lebensraum” and it no former
serves any purpose as a guide to political action. Take
away from it the dynamic concept of the Eurasian trans¬
continental bloc based on the Asiatic Heartland, an,: it
is worth less than a penny to Haushofer or Hitler him At.
Obviously geopolitics has its contributions. The first
is the notion that political planning of the world for
war or for peace must be based on sound knowledge of
geography, just as war plans require good maps. VicePresident Wallace’s proposal for air highways, taking
account of the arctic regions, is an excellent geopolitical
concept. In a true sense anybody who ever reflected noon
the political significance of the Panama Canal or the Suez
Canal was thinking geopolitically. The second is that it
teaches a global concept of the war and the peace as
nothing else can, a concept in which the Germans and
the Japanese excel and in which the western democracies
are woefully left behind. The best argument for Nazi “war
guilt,” if one is needed, is the evidence of their prepared¬
ness and the dismal political confusion of the democra¬
cies with regard to Asia a year after Pearl Harbour. The
Germans and the Japanese were excellently prepared in
global political strategy, while Anglo-Americans were and
are still muddled about Asia. Incidentally, there is also
great profit to be derived from the art of drawing
dynamic maps and reading them, which can be learned
from geopolitics. Haushofer’s great complaint when
he started the Munich institute tvas that the German
generals did not know how to read maps.
We are pretty well agreed that Rosenberg’s racial myth
* Quoted by Dr. Hans W. Wei vert. Generals and Geographers {Oxford),
p. 14. See also the many “official” and unofficial definitions in PorpaleiYs
book, pp. 23-25,
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of Aryan superiority is pseudo-science. The question
comes closer to the human heart. We do not even bother
to disprove it, because our heart denies it. That geo¬
politics is a pseudo-science is less obvious, because ...the
geopoliticians are apparently talking of land-mass and
the contours of the “World Island.” That it is neverthe¬
less a pseudo-science arises from the fact that it deals with
world politics, and by its very nature world politics
cannot be treated with the cold objectivity of, say,
mineralogy. There is simply no objectivity possible in
dealing with human values. Somewhere a human choice
lias to be made, and when that choice is made, subjective
elements come in. Then geopolitics is as little objec¬
tive as the Aryan race myth. The hopeless confusion of
moral values and the undependableness of such opinions
immediately become apparent.
A curious example of this is Professor George T.
Renner’s proposal to exterminate the Swiss Republic on
geopolitical grounds. The proposal is not only unjust: it
is untrue to a human fact, because the Swiss Republic has
demonstrated its ability to hang together as a human com¬
munity living in peace for seven hundred years by certain
democratic values beyond the ken of Professor Renner,
and in flagrant defiance of the geopolitical “law of ex¬
panding space.” In the same way, Professor Spykman is
geographically fascinated by the similarity of Japan’s and
England’s positions on the map and therefore advocates
co-operating with Japan on the same terms as with Eng¬
land, disregarding the human fact that English mentality
is not essentially warlike, while Japanese mentality is.
Such confusions and contradictions are inevitable. What
I object to is that such romantic nonsense, such lack of
grasp of world political realities, should seek refuge under
the name of science. To contradict common sense does
not necessarily indicate a scientific mind.
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,T^at SeoPolltlcs is a pseudo-science is less easily re > ■nibble because the roots are deeper and fall in line wH
nineteenth-century naturalism, which is the traiwfw-j--‘r
of the Darwinian concept of life-and-death stru-ie ‘to
the humanities. This naturalism was a characteristic of
European thought m the latter part of the nineteenth
century. I have referred to the international European'
character of the origins of geopolitics. It started with
Ratzel s conception of “state organism5' as a strua^lin^
living thing, and Kjellen’s The Stale as Lkinz%rm.
Unmistakably drawing its inspiration from the Darwinian
inteipietation of the animal world, the natmahstie ten¬
dency was to transpose the laws of the animal w.-Ud to'the
human world in the name of science. In his essay “Livin g,
space; A Bio-Geographical Study” figoi), Ratzel derudv
used Darwinian terms of the animal world and made no
bones about it.
The danger lies in the fact that unless one denied
the freedom of the human will and talked of physical
forces and mechanical “laws of expanding space” and
01 ©an is ms, with the nature of topography as a god
determining the growth and death of nations] one could
not appear scientific at all. Furthermore, science wants
to predict, and only determinism enables us to predict. In
the realm of geopolitical thought Oswald Spengler, whom
Haushofer quoted implicitly, expressed most dearly the
View of human culture in terms of plant morphology as
something rooted in the “soil” and growing and dying
with it. His pessimism is a direct result of his determina”
tion, which is again a result of his naturalism. It is be¬
cause its roots are deep in European thought and in
European, power politics that we cannot think or
Haushofer s development as a local German aberration.
We cannot therefore say that geopolitics has no valuesit has a clear set of naturalistic values, the values of power
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politics or of the law of the jungle. If we accept natural¬
istic values, we must end up in Spenglerian pessimism;
from it there is no escape. Unless tve are willing to make
a clean break with power politics and with this natural¬
istic Weltanschauung, Spengler’s pessimism is justified.
Perhaps the western civilization will go down in eternal
wars.
The trouble with naturalism is that too many things
are becoming natural. The law of the jungle has become
natural to our academic minds. Manslaughter has be¬
come scientifically natural. The bombing of schoolchildren has become natural also. We have had enough
of naturalism. To be inhumanly scientific has ceased °o
be a reproach with us.
Somewhere we must stop, before we come to the brink
of the catastrophe. Unless we are willing to take many
things on faith and abjure the false cloak of science, this
era of human civilization is doomed. Unless we renounce
the intellectual code which has led us to 1914 and to 1939,
and render unto natural science what belongs to science
and render unto man what belongs to man, I do not see
how the western civilization can escape destruction. There
are too many things we cannot be scientific about because
we can never “prove” them or even measure them. The
equality of men and peoples can never be proved. The
possibility of world co-operation can never be proved.
These things have to be taken on faith. In place of
naturalistic values, we have to set up human values. Our
very standard and notion of truth itself must be changed.
The standard of Confucius is still not far wrong. ‘“Truth
must not depart from human nature. If what is reglrdTecT
as truth departs from human nature, it may not he re¬
garded as truth.” That is the Confucian answer to
naturalism.
Geopoliticians call themselves “realists,” by which they
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mean they have no patience with ideals. Manv or our
lectuals belong to a cynic generation, while me yf
men and other appeasers' me regarded "as' -red' * ,
Those who speak tor the freer;' m of India a"c !
;
Those who plead for a complete break with" ww:
are laughed at.-" Those who choose to be here t’-‘

co-operation and good will Detween

'

the Vest’ern r*v—

cracies and Russia are possible by'an act of human* wi
if we will make the effort, are laughed at T'-o^e
o'
telling the world to go down the bloody rath r/ nation*
suspicions and balance of power call thermchrs "•(_
At bottom it is only a question of the freedom of';
versus determinism, the ouestion whe’’
good will has the power to change the world we make
ourselves. Peace on earth, I reneat, is an act of fahh
i
without faith we shall not be saved It boils down

human. will

to this. Jesus, the Prince of Pence, was a liar or V - v
not. We've got to make up our minds.
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It seems that we are the inheritors of a sick and dving
tradition in modem thought, from which these professors
of geopolitics are not able to lift themselves. In geo¬
politics and its professed disciples, we see a deep-seated
cynicism, a stupid belief in force and necessary struggle,
a total absence of appreciation of a moral point of view,
and above all, a haughty threat of force in the form of
an overwhelming air and sea power with which the world
is going to be policed for the world’s own good.
If the voice of the professors prevails over the voice of
the common people-and there is every evidence that it
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prevails strongly in certain influential and official sections
ot the western democracies-the blood of millions of
American boys will have to be shed in a future war. For
even they themselves do not tell you that, followino- the
pattern of world domination, there will be a world peace
but only that the Anglo-American sword will be around
so sharp and suspended so ominously low over therest of
the world that no revolt will be possible. In other words
while force cannot succeed in Hitler’s hands it can
succeed m Anglo-American hands. If this is the sum of
wisdom that guides men’s actions in politics, then the
picture is dark indeed. It simply means the assumption
liiat, after the war, the world must be frightened by rm ooo
Anglo-American planes and 200,000 pilots. But suppose
China refuses to be frightened, Russia refuses to be
Tightened, and the world refuses of be frightened. Then

what? Go out and bomb them after the war?* What
childish simplicity!
How many millions of American boys must shed their
blood m order to crush both China and Russia never con¬
cerns the learned professor. If it did, he would cease to
be a scientist and would make a disgraceful display of
such human emotions as the sense of right and wronoand the revulsion against killing fellow-men. Professor
Spykman has forgotten about God. His reply is that his
subject is strictly geopolitics, and God and geopolitics are
separate. My reply to that is that they should not be
separate, or we would be debasing the human intellect
m the name of science. I know I am a heathen and
Professor Spykman is a Christian, but still a heathen can
oebeve m God, and I like to argue with the Christian
professor on-this point. '
rmSm diIe.mraa pis^s everywhere and must be faced
dr-,i In
ThC a? ,mC dlIemma ^ modern scholarship,
that m order to be scientific” we must reject moral judg-

t-he

intellectual’s

dilemma

la¬

ments and cannot even properly handle bumm «»■
ments-m other words, the enforced amoraiitV'.
academic point of view-had better be quicklv soX I C
western thinkers, or we must have as a natui al rev; ’ * C ■
national amorality in human relations. The eliini","r : *n
of conscience has come from the top. not
w.
from the educated,
quently, if we are to
must rely upon the
dnvers, and not on

not from the uneducated Cons
continue to live saieh tuxt Vr Vjudgment of the Xey,- York taxb
that of a Yale Professor of Inter-

national Relations.
For we are getting closer to the deep-seated seres cJ a
curious modern intellectual malady. I accuse westw scholarship of being amoral, which is a splendid attitude
in the natural sciences, but downright decadent and
obscene in the sphere of human studies. I maintain that
the academic attitude, deprived of warm emotions for our
fellow-men, is a dangerous attitude to teach in our college
classrooms. I maintain that this trend of thought has nu>
duced a Hitler, and will produce more Hitlers wherever
this type of moral prostitution prevails. I maintain,
further, that this method of strict objectivity, useful in
the natural sciences, is unreliable and dangerous in the
human sciences. I maintain that objective thinking in
human relations is an impossibility and never exists. Con¬
sequently, I maintain that no human science, in the sense
of a true natural science, is possible, except physiologyand its related studies, medicine and anthropology. I
believe that the scientific technique is inadequate in the
so-called human sciences and must be supplemented by in¬
sight and simple wisdom, and that, unless we do so, we
are heading for disaster. Particularly is this true of world
problems. In a later chapter, I shall try to make this clear.

I maintain this because, first of all, in the final weigh¬
ing of conclusions, after the assemblage of facts, The
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decision is always a subjective process, involving evalua¬
tion of imponderable factors, never reducible to facts and
iicnires. An example of the failure of the objective method
is the isolationist position of Charles A. Beard. In the
final weighing of divergent facts, to arrive at an isola¬
th mist or an anti-Axis stand, the emotions not only do,
but also shck Id enter into our considerations, or we are debaun .; ‘die intellect and the conscience God has given us.
Secondly, in the realm of human affairs, psychological
facts and factors could never be assessed with anythin^
like the accuracy found in the scientific measurement
of electric volts or radio waves. Outstanding cases are
Russian and Chinese morale. If anybody took the trouble
to assemble facts, the Germans certainly did. So did the
Japanese. The odds looked all in their favour; the odds
do not look that way now. If the Germans could be
wrong, so could we.
Thirdly, we all place different values upon human facts,
making objectivity impossible. The fact that the Japanese
are a warlike nation and the English are a peace-lovinonation has a certain significance for me, but not for Pn>
fessor Spykman. The fact that the Japanese are warlike
and aggressive while the Chinese are peace-loving and
essentially democratic in their way of life should be the
deciding factors in choosing our partners for the post-war
world; but it does not seem so to Professor Spykman, who
only looks at the map spread out before him and is intel¬
lectually intrigued by the similarities in geographical
position between England and Japan. Who is really
objective, and who can say that he alone is correct—and
wise?
Fourthly, he fools only himself who thinks he is free
from prejudice. Emotional bias inevitably steps in. Pro¬
fessor Spykman notes that China’s position in regard to
the Asiatic Mediterranean (Malaysia, etc.) is similar fo
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that of the United States in regard to the Amerkan
Mediterranean (the Caribbean Sea,. NV,erthelevJ"he
thinks of the necessity of creating a strong japan to check
China, while he would never for a moment think o'
creating a strong Mexico to check the United Slates. That
final decision is pure emotional prejudice.
Fifthly, back of all such fascist thought is the tk-hiunable determinism of modern scholarship. Determinism
always spells irresponsibility, as if we were bv necessity
helpless to create a better world to live in. The taxidriver has the courage to say: “This world of eternal wars
is bad; let’s change it.” The determinist has not the
•courage to say so, but must say: “It is bad, and will con¬
tinue to be bad.” There is a curious intellectual delight
in such satanic predictions, but it is not going to help
build a better world. The elimination of conscience from
western scholarship has gone far enough.
Sixthly, the world is not so simple as these pseudoscientists like to imagine. What the unpredictable effects
of Anglo-American domination by an overwhelming
force will be, the best geopoliticians cannot tell us. Or 1 v
one thing we know definitely: the greatest force produces
the greatest hatred. The normal human reaction against
all threats of force, the corruption that will set in with
power, and the guilty conscience that follows corruption,
the dilemma of sending American boys to help England
fight a native insurrection in New Delhi or Calcutta, the
absolute certainty of the willingness of Russians, Chinese,
and Indians to be bombed to pieces and continue sullen
resistance, the meeting of violence with non-violence,
which should burn Christian cheeks but doesn’t, the
groaning under the crushing burdens of taxation for
armaments, and the final wise and happy intuition of the
Kansas farmer, “Damn it all, why should I police the
world for others!”—all such things are bound to follow in
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its wake, resulting in a violent reaction such as followed
the Versailles Treaty.
The advocates of such sheer domination by force have
not even the wit to see these things. In any case, the guilt
of arming against Russia and China will lie heavily upon
the American conscience, and moral defeatism will set in
long before an actual war between the races sets oil the
final and greatest conflagration of the world.

IV. DIAGNOSIS
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THE CHARACTER OF THE MODERN AGE
this disillusionment? Evidently man's wav of
thinking has changed. The meaning and value of life havechanged. Man’s conception of himself has changed. Our
idea of the nature of man has changed, and when that
changes, the world itself goes through an upheaval. La
us make this historically clear.
A world tragedy seems a convenient time and compel¬
ling ground for assessing the character of an age ar. i
taking count of appreciations and depreciations of our
spiritual stocks. Our complacency about European ch Li¬
za tion is gone. Every time I think of Europe. I think ; f a
photograph of three Poles hanged by the Germans, ike
ropes around their necks suspended from a common rack,
their bodily frames unduly stretched and gaunt and
It doesn’t matter to me whether the Germans are hanging
Poles, or the Poles are hanging Germans: what this means
to me is simply this, that Europeans are hanging Euro
peans. That photograph is a comment, a profound com¬
ment, on modern European civilization.
When you survey the march of the last four centuries
since the coming of the Modem Age, you are dismaved
at the appreciation and depreciation of certain intel¬
lectual currencies, called “ideas.” Do not forget the social
and economic unrest in Europe that preceded this war—
the disintegration and collapse of democratic values, the
search for sheer security, the security in mere making of a
living, which caused the rise of Fascism, Nazism, Social¬
ism, Communism, and all forms of collectivism. Against
this background picture, let us take the following invenWhy all

tory, with “dep.,” “app.,” “s.q.a.,” “w.o.,” and “si.” stand¬
ing for depreciation, appreciation, status quo ante, wiped
out, and slight respectively:

U.S.S.R.

(wri-any
France
England

God
dep.
w.o.
dep.
sl.dep.

Soul
s.q.a.
s.q.a.
dep.
sl.dep.

IndusFree- Educa- trial
lion
do:n
Wealth
dep.
app.
app.
app.
w.o.
app.
dep.
app.
app.
s.q.a. appapp.

Social
If/ elfare
app.
app.

?
app.

H uman
Rights
dep.
w.o.
dep.
s.q.a.

Eco~
nomic
Rights

app.

s.q.a.
?
app.

On the i vhole, God and freedom fai*e the worst and
education and industrial wealth fare the best. It is
interesting to note that the notion of the soul (Seele) has
not at all depreciated in modern Germany, but is a driv¬
ing force in the German war machine. “Freedom” is con¬
trasted with regimentation, and stands for the rights of
the individual, or the “Human Rights,” which column
is therefore redundant except as a convenient visual con¬
trast with the “Economic Rights.” We are talking more
and more about the right to a job, right to an income,
right to security against unemployment and old age, the
rights covered by the Beveridge Plan, the right of the
soldier to come back and find work, etc., and are talking
less and less about the right to be free, the right of
national sovereignty, and the right of the individual.
“Industrial Wealth” stands for the nation’s industrial
productivity and does not refer to the distribution of
wealth. Volume of wealth in itself without relation to
its distribution means nothing to the indivdual and
cannot indicate progress, but is only a measure of war
potential to the nation. In fact, industrial over-produc¬
tivity starts the race for markets and must end in the war
for markets; it is highly questionable whether it is a factor
contributing toward peace rather than the reverse. Indus¬
trial nations start wars, agricultural nations don’t—witness
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Japan and China. It lias no relation to social fw:t\ a w
rest, but rather tends, when its ] ' dues we u;
tributed, toward unrest. Confucius sais: “I ha\e heard
that the heads of states and iainilies do not wr* w ah vi
the shortage of people, but worn about inupirdhv < >f uitribution. They do not worry about ymertv but ah rut
social unrest. For with equal distribution, there b no
poverty, with social unity, there is no shortage of northt*.
and with social peace, there is no danger of collapse/*
The old man sometimes does hit the nail on the Iwad
even in economics!
The off-hand table above is not entirelv represents; k e
of the progress of Europe, for many of the most swiaT
advanced countries, like Denmark and Holland, are n a
represented. In Catholic countries Goa tends to keep Ids
ground; I am not a Catholic, but one has to admit it.
But on the whole it is an unhealthy picture, an unsound
balance sheet. God and freedom are losing ground. That
is why the people of Germany and Italy put up with the
suppression of liberty under Fascism, and the verv liberals
in America are better advocates of economic security than
disciples of eighteenth-century freedom.
What does this mean? Man’s minds naturally concen¬
trate on the more pressing problems of the age. A man
who has an ulcered stomach thinks and talks about
nothing but his stomach; I never give mine a thought.
The problems of the nineteenth century happened to be
economic. The nineteenth century, therefore, talked of
economics, as the eighteenth century talked of Reason,
and the seventeenth century talked of Divine Purpose.
The twentieth century is now talking only of security.
Isn’t this ominous?
Economic security, by all means;. the Beveridge Plan,
by all means. Economic unrest is threatening the collapse
of capitalist ..society and, I take, it, the Allies are fighting to
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preserve capitalist society. The war started with social and
economic unrest and the collapse of democracy in Europewhen the war is over, naturally we shall pick up from
there, and have to plan for it now—that is “post-war plan¬
ning,” which is occupied with full employment, social
insurance, etc. These ideas fill our thoughts to the exclu¬
sion of everything else. From domestic economics, we o-0
on to international economics, and we confuse inter¬
national peace with a satisfactory international balancesheet. The school of Cordell Hull seems to think that
the maintenance of world peace is merely a matter of readjusting the tariff tables, and that good will, justice
Iibeity, and human brotherhood simply flow from a
pi ospei oils international business year.
In my recent years of stay in the United States I have
met only one thinking American, at least the only one
thinking about peace whose values agree with mine That
man is a Negro. Several months ago I was talking with a
Negro porter at the Union Station in Washington. His
face was very intelligent and very sad. I learned he had
finished three years of high school in the Middle West.
He was making about §150 a month, with which he had
to keep a family with four children. I started talking with
him because there was something deep in his eyes. I said
he was; doing well in war-time, but he said it was hard and
his wife and the eldest daughter had to go out to work
Then we Parted talking about the war. Sadly he re¬
marked: ‘Conditions may change-perhaps-after the
war. But it isn’t the money I’m complaining about I
working for little money. It is that we want
to be treated and thought of as human beings.” - His
words, spoken simply and sincerely, stung me. Are you

?”n„? B„?r h“

1

AnKriam Beveridge

! a Pomt hke that is what we cannot solve bv
mathematics and what the western thinkers are entirely
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unaware of m their post-war planning. They are tW-’'-ve^' hard about his economic riband not think --*
ail about his human rights. They assume he will be bar ‘ v
with his economic rights.
‘ ■

*4

On the other hand"
are told to give up more
more freedom; that arouses the true democrat's bW
The economic remedy is for curing certain economb ilN
it is not a cure-all. The cure for the ills of economic m'ogress is not more economic progress. Man has still to ^

Whatl/l

'

"I h£ findS Hfe b0th §ood and enjoyable!

Wiat f we win the war and lose the soul? Civilization
after all must have a content.

Yet the matter goes deeper than that. It readies down
to the roots and fibre of our thinking and has something
to do with the temper of the age. And I make the cate-

Wit]t,°Ur
Way Modern
°f thinkinS>
aeate or devise a world
peace.
thinkin- is in¬
creasingly mechanical. May I point out how the verv
phraseology of the modem tongue has changed- We 'ire
today scared of the old simple words, like" “goodness,”
justice, and mercy.” These are still possible to use,
but, for instance, a phrase like “human brotherhood”
would at once condemn its user to the charge of empty
rhetoric and unclear thinking. It is something this age
simply doesn’t believe in, at least in the highbrow circles.
Contrast it with the French word “Fraternite”; once
upon a time, it was capable of arousing intense emotions
even among the intellectuals. They just believed in if
we moderns just don’t. This age shuns moral latitudes!
and goodness, justice, and mercy seem like over-used coins.
We create euphemisms for these words and would rather
speak of them as anything but goodness, justice, and
mercy. A girl with a Victorian name like “Faith,”
Prudence or Patience” tvould be the laughing-stock
of her school-mates. Educators, preachers, and publicists
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generally evade these words by using a more modern
term; they call them the “spiritual values” or the “social
values.” But this particular use of the word “value” is
strange, for it derives from economics. It has some rela¬
tion to the ledger and therefore has a good, old, reassur¬
ing tone, reminding one of the “good values” that a
housewife admires on a bargain counter. Other words
derive from the social sciences. Educators speak of prosti¬
tutes and prostitution as “anti-social beings” and “anti¬
social behaviour.” Such phrases have a queer, de¬
hydrated, synthetic flavour and suggest that the bones of
our morality have been picked pretty clean. We don’t
reform a drunkard any more, we just “readjust” him to
society as we readjust a watch, or even possibly “acclima¬
tize” him to a new environment. A successful or un¬
successful man is an “integrated" or “divided”, or “mal¬
adjusted” personality. The words of the modern tongue
are getting increasingly mechanical. Both a political
party and a motor-car are a “machine.” Public senti¬
ments are “response” or “reactions,” diplomatic com¬
munications are “pressure,” and a popular attitude is just
“habitual mass-conditioning.” Pride is “inflated ego,”
bravado is a “defence mechanism,” criticism is an “out¬
let, and something or other is a “safety-valve,” and some¬
body out of a job is just a “dislocated” individual.
I am choosing very general terms that have nothing to
do with a personal style, and I exclude such specific
academic jargon of sociologists and psychologists as “pro¬
cesses of equalization of satisfaction value/’ “emotive
reaction,” “ideational reorientation,” and “associative
memory response.
The plain fact is, we are scared not
only of moral judgments, but of all normal emotions.
Our morality is getting a little synthetic and is served up
to the public in dehydrated essences. But if anybody tells
me tiiat psychologists who talk of “associative memory

TK E

C HARACTER

O F the m O a £ R, X
age

1
response5" can educate R;od human bem-j
or sc „ ok ,^ets
on of satisfaction \ . 1 „„ e" can kkp
Tiply refuse to kkL
\e kirn,

Je , ::

interesting article on this" try a of R;c,k
R’ in f <;
American Scholar (Win ter. k 12-ipk \
V* liter q:x:es
such interesting curios:ities worn teas ours 0’
Eco are seeposed to teach our youu^
-icate some kind
of enthusiasm for learning
r *
ti,
,J
”^"he Reouction of D nut
Showing ison-Linear Recession for CrmekoR- nv txe
Ordinary Product-Moment Formula; and ik 'RkO
ment of Error Due to Culvilinear Re2rekkkk''-E
“tie of a paper read before the Psychology fiction i’f ik
American Association tor the Advancement of Lea";’’" ’
The development of a child’s interest hi ListokokRgiaphy or wit or wisdom is to be discovered by “an <_x‘c
sion of the Kelley-Wood and the Kondo-Elderton T-iiR
of Abscissae of the Unit Normal Curve, for Areas W
between .4500 and .49999 99999-” When I seekR
teachers, shall I not say like Jesus: “Suffer the little
children to come unto me”? The machine has been sub¬
stituted foi the man, and one could feel from the use of
these mechanical terms that the human mind itself is
being changed and that a kind of scientific formalin is
taking the place of human blood in our blood-vessels.
Through the Funeral Directory of Science we must go
and have our blood, replaced by formalin before we can

come out as university professors and teachers of this age.
The human, mind itself is a track/5 single or double.
God Himself is a sort of Centre of Gravity. Only the
dollar Is still a dollar, unless It Is fifty-nine cents.
And so, before we can understand ourselves and this
age, we must understand the roots of our present think¬
ing, and see how we came to think in this curious
twentieth-century way at all. . Why have the standards
changed? Why has ■■ our conception of man changed?
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Why has the meaning of life gone? Why, in particular,
do we come to be the cynics, pessimists, and hard-boiled
"realists” that we are even in the midst of a war for demo¬
cracy? Materialists must fight to the end of eternity.
Materialists cannot end war or create peace. They have
not the brains for it. Why, then, are we materialists?
Let us take the idea of Freedom, and see how its basis
is failing. We shall see how the very content of Freedom
has changed, because the idea of man’s "rights,” on which
Freedom is based, has changed.
But first I must make clear that two of the Four
Freedoms are not freedoms at all, and one of them has
no meaning for me. A study of the Four Freedoms re¬
veals that there are two "doubles” masquerading as
Freedom that the Devil Economics has put there. Free¬
dom from fear is not freedom, but political security.
Freedom from want is not freedom, but economic
security. Both may be achieved at the cost of human
freedom, and probably will, if we think too much about
animal security. Nothing gives such a feeling of perfect
freedom from want and fear to a dog as a collar around
its neck. Its next meal is guaranteed. A bird in a cage
has exchanged its freedom on the wing for freedom from
the preying hawk and freedom from starvation in the
snow. But a bird wThich deliberately flies into a cage
cannot be said to be fighting for its freedom except by
the most caustic casuistry. It is a mere trick of the Eng¬
lish language, and “freedom from want” or “fear” is un¬
translatable into Chinese or French. What is "liberie de
misere” or “liberte de peur”? We may, if we like, easily
add a few more freedoms, like "Freedom from Disease,”
which is health, and “Freedom from Dirt,” which is
cleanliness, and “Freedom from the Telephone,” which
is peace and rest, ad infinitum. The Indians might add
“Freedom from England,” which is genuine human and
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political freedom. And so when we speak of freed-..."
must suck to the original meaning of the term v r'-' 'n
an<? Wltll0ut “from"—just plain good
frt,
human freedom. It is potslb. for man to hive ah foi
Four Freedoms-the freedom'*, talk and think as
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The freedom of belief has a peculiarly
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seventeenth-century context, for the people of d‘ieVr'-;-

Sine to A”168 WeruPilgrimS or reli2io“ refugees n-V.0

came to America that thev mignt worshin f-t Gnn tCv
chose and in the way thev chose. But ireedo-r e ' V-w
does not have such a ring in Chinese ears; it C^C
lutely no meaning to a Chinese, and it fo n.,t
,
Chinese are fighting for. In tut absence of red i. ,:-vns
and persecutions, freedom of belief is just a • eoted hi

tofiXfo^T1 Me: ?° flght fOT ft is
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r °
or and maintain the blueness of the skv. Freedom
of speech has been interfered with in certain periods S
Chinese Justorv, as in western democracies, and' therefore
it has still some meaning. But it is not broad enou-h
Lnd is dlstmctly less comprehensive than just human
freedom I would not go to war with anvbody just to
protect freedom of speech; I could do with silence,^r -et
around n to say all I want to say without landing in jail
I would consider as a worthy objective of this war inly
good old freedom, the freedom of all races and all peonies
on this earth. On this issue we may not evade. Nor may
WeNt " fP T ab°Ut th£ freedom o£ the individual.
Nevertheless, the word “Freedom” has still a beautiful
™g “
-the Worli * means that the common
people still believe m it-in plain old, human freedom.
It is a slightly over-used coin, but it is still a good penny.
Cr^tTiv1 SCt n0t
Americans>but Hindus, Chinese,
Greeks, Negroes, and Finns fighting for it, with the blood
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surging in their veins. And that is what the majority of
the peoples of the world are fighting for. To me it is a
sort of come-down and sounds a little comical, as it must
sound to the humorous American soldier, to say “Kill
the Japs! Kill the Germans! So that you may• come back
and only work 40 hours a week at $75.00, with medical
insurance and time and a half for overtime ” My blood
reaction would not register. Something must be wrong
with the economic view of man.
But how did the idea of “freedom’’ arise? How did
the Rights of Man arise? How did that word happen to
have that fine, revolutionary ring to it? It was created as
an answer to oppression and a call to rebellion. When
circumstances of political oppression exist, the word
“freedom” always recovers that rousing, revolutionary
ring. When Patrick Henry shouted, “Give me liberty or
give me death,” it reached depths in the hearts of the
American people, because the oppression was there.
When Jawaharlal Nehru shouts, “Give me liberty or
give me death,” it leaves the Bertrand Russells and
Norman Angel Is cold because they don’t happen to be
the oppressed. Even to the Americans, it is something so
remote that it is less important than diplomatic etiquette;
silence is preferable to breaking the punctilio- between
the august governments. To intervene on the principle
of a nation’s freedom would be almost as bad as putting
the wife of the British Ambassador below the wife of the
Brazilian Minister at a Washington diplomatic dinner.
It would be almost uncivilized. Dr. Wellington Koo is
said to.have intervened on behalf of the Chinese Govern¬
ment for India before his. departure. But it was such a
hideous faux pas that it is reported that he was told that
if the Chinese . Government did not stop interven¬
ing in the matter, British-Chinese relations. would be
seriously endangered! That is how far the word “free-
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men Ere “born employed, and at times it rnay even look,
more important to be “born employed” than to be “bom
free” or “born equal.' If we don t look out, some day
we may discover that we are bom to a coupon, with the
“inalienable right to a coupon” that no one shall meta¬
physically be able to take away from us. Fundamentally,
that is why we are forsaking the human rights and switch¬
ing over to the economic rights.
So then the spiritual “values” are slipping and leave
a vacuum. Liberte, egalite, fraternite have lost their
prophetic Messianic ring. Equalitarianism seems to have
fallen into disrepute. Democratic'values, economic values,
security' values are being thrown into a witches cauldion
from which arises only a steam stinking with a strong
totalitarian smell. Into this vacuum rush the confusing
ideologies, and Communists, Socialists and Democrats
exchange blows in the dark, not knowing who is fighting
whom. Stalin is calling the U.S.S.R. a “democracy,” and
the Archbishop of Canterbury may be properly classified
as a “red” by the N.Y. Journal-American. As for Petain,
he needs no ideology for his regime at all; it is neither
Fascist, nor Socialist, nor Republican; he is neither
Fuehrer, nor Duce, nor Dictator, nor President. For
his ideology, he merely gasps: “Works, Home, and
Country!” No, it does not look as if there is going to
be peace in Europe. The good old values have gone.
But while we are arguing about the content of freedom
and raising the question whether the concept of human
freedom has not changed, we are threatened with another
more serious and more fundamental matter, which has
come about entirely unnoticed, and that is, Freedom of
the Will has disappeared. Unless we recapture freedom
of the will, we shall not have the strength to restore
human freedom, and unless we restore human freedom,
we shall accomplish nothing with the Four Freedoms,
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But If you ask, why must we go on with power politics,
even though we clearly see the end, the answer is a
mechanistic conception of human life—that there is a sort
of mechanical inevitability about it, and that we can do
nothing about it, much as we would wish to. There is the
naturalistic view of the struggle of nations for survival,
there is the fundamental materialistic background, and
there is the determinism of human affairs which we have
unconsciously borrowed from a deterministic view of the
physical universe as governed by mechanistic laws. All
these viewpoints smack of “science” and give them a
certain respectable character. From this point on, power
politics assumes not a divine sanction, but a kind of
scientific sanction, and political “realism” is identified
with clear scientific thinking, while any form of senti¬
mental idealism is suspect of being “moronic.” This
mechanistic conception of human life naturally ends in
despair: after all, human society is a jungle fight for sur¬
vival. It is almost as if one would say: “We would rather
walk with our eyes open to Hell in this life-and-death
struggle of nations for power, than be sentimental idiots
that dream about a heaven of peace that nowhere exists—
and may the Devil take the hindmost!”
How did the modern man come to think this way?
Psycho-analytic patients are told to go over their child¬
hood history and search the hidden corners of their souls
for frustrations, fixations, and complexes, and thus come
to understand themselves. Reminiscence brings detach¬
ment and understanding and understanding brings
emancipation. A little reminiscing across the centuries
will do the world a lot of good. The modern world will
then understand itself. How did we come to be naturalists,
determinists, and materialists?
The dead hand of Science is upon the West. Science or
the objective study of matter has coloured man’s think-
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ness of man, perhaps they do not exist at all.” There the
confusion begins. The natural scientist says: “I am only
interested in facts.” It is the unnatural scientist, com¬
pelled to deal with human values but nevertheless feel¬
ing bound to ape the scientist’s technique, who says: “I
am interested in facts also. Neither God, nor freedom,
nor the soul is a demonstrable fact. We simply have no
means of handling them, and therefore must ignore them,
except insofar as they have a body, if any.” The natural
scientist says: “I measure electric volts and radio waves
and plot curves.” The unnatural scientist says: “I want
to measure and to plot curves also. I urant to measure
hope, aspirations, ideas, God, and freedom, and I cannot
do so. But I can measure populations, birth-rates, food
supplies, mechanical response to stimuli, the consonants
and* vowels of poetry, export and import figures, and the
influence of physical environment. In that direction
alone lies my hope of being called a scientist.”
Since the human studies had to be “sciences,” they had
to deal with those physical factors of man and of human
history which the scientific technique could handle, and
it could handle always only the material. The outstand¬
ing contributions of the nineteenth and twentieth cen¬
turies in the human studies have therefore been along the
lines of the influence of physical factors, of climate upon
history (Huntington), of occupation upon outlook (Marx),
of heredity upon character (Lombroso), of race upon his¬
tory (Houston Stewart Chamberlain), of environment
upon ethics (Westermarck), of eye-strain upon genius
(some German doctor), and I shall not be surprised if
some historian is able to prove the influence of African
beetroots on the Napoleonic war, or if some new prophet
is able to demonstrate the influence of nutrition on good
morals, or of riboflavin on optimistic thinking. It will be
typically modern, and it will sound immensely wise.
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istic dialectic of Marx, the “ontological criticism” of
poetry of some academic professor and the “comparisons”
and influences .of comparative literature of our post¬
graduate^ schools, the incestuous complex of Freud and
the looking for the soul (Psyche) in the anus-to-monsvenens area of the psycho-analysts. The whole structure
of psycho-analysis falls if there is no seat to our pants
And symbolizing this universal break-up, we havn the
coterie small talk_of T. S. Eliot, the lugubrious self-dissec¬
tion and exhibitionism of Joyce, and the retreat from
harmony of Stravinsky, the retreat from beauty of Picasso,
the retreat from logic and sanity of Dali, and the retreat
from grammar of Gertrude Stein. In world politics it
emerges as the “cultural morphology” of Spender the
geopolitics of Haushofer, and the economic panacea of
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Cordell Hull. In the conduct of this war, it becomes the
absence of spiritual principles in dealing with Asia and
North Africa. Every one of these tendencies smacks of
the “scientific.’’ But good taste has vanished, and the
meaning of life, apart from assurance of the next meal,
has become zero. The only whimper we can hear now is:
“Give me security, or give me death! Put me in a collectivistic jail if you want, but give me a meal ticket and
an old-age coupon!” What a come-down for a revolu¬
tionist! What amazing contrast to the hope of man in
the eighteenth century!
For having dealt so successfully with matter, man has
become a part of matter. The idea of the nature of man
has changed. The force of “ideas” itself has been rejected
in history. The study of potsherds has replaced that of
the ambitions and loves and hatreds of man in history.
Homer is getting better understood, or at least verified,
by measurements of broken tiles in ancient Trojan ruins.
Historians are more interested in the chamber pots used
by Egyptian queens than in their passions and wiles. The
search for facts and verification of facts goes on. And a
professor of history, holding a precious broken Etruscan
jar, exclaims with satisfaction: “We know history.”
The search for verifiable facts goes on. While his¬
torians measure potsherds, educators measure man’s
intelligence, criminologists measure human skulls, psycho¬
logists measure our impulses and response, geographers
measure inches of rainfall, and geopoliticians measure the
supply of oil in the Caucasus. If potsherds are under¬
stood, history is established; if units of knowledge are
properly measured, education is successful; if skulls, jaws,
and ears are measured, criminals are as understandable as
a trashing machine; if impulses and response are properly
studied, the whole of man’s psyche, his intellect, imagina¬
tion, will, and ambition and idiosyncrasies are revealed;
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an Inherited method. Psychology was to be a sort of
physics of the passions and thoughts; and man was to
be a thing o£ fact and law. This seemed to be a little
hard on freedom, for it inserted the human body exactly
and without remainder Into the mathematically per¬
fect, and therefore calculable, channels of physical
necessity. But, after all, one must yield to the com¬
bined force of fact and method; man may quite well
retain his “feeling of freedom, without actually being
free from the laws of nature. So it was assumed.
What was not at first noticed is that man had become
meaningless. He had become an integral part of the
astronomical machine, which had already been reno¬
vated and all lurking values thrown into the rubbishheap. The universe was not going anywhere, it was
just going! And if the whole show has no purpose,
then the human part of it—however it may feel to
itself—is again just a fact, a complex and interesting
fact, but a transitory fact, together with all its achieve¬
ments and so-called civilizations. While it is going on,
it may glow with subjective light and warmth: but the
truth lies with the final sum, and the final sum is a
zero of meaning.*
It has never been sufficiently pointed out that Hitler’s
ethics and politics had something to do with this century
and a half of European development. Nor has it been
pointed out that Hitler’s glorification of the Irrational
(subjection of reason and glorification of the primitive)
coincided exactly in time with the glorification of the
irrational in Stravinsky, Gertrude Stein, Dali, and
Epstein. In fact, it went back to the Romantic revolt
against reason, the restoration of the brute will in
* William Ernest Hocking, What Man Can Make of Man (Harper)
pp. 31-32.
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I have written elsewhere:

a direct remit nf
^ WOrld has §one to pieces as
ect result of scientihc materialism invading our
i erature and thought. The professors of the humani¬
ties are reduced to the position of finding mechanise
iaws governing human activities, and the more
rigorous the natural laws” can be proved to be. and
the more freedom of the wall is proved to be a chimera
the greater is the professor’s intellectual delight. .,. .
or scientific materialism must spell determinism and
determinism must spell despair. It is therefore no acci¬
dent that the most admired spirits of our times, not
the greatest, but the most in vogue, are pessimists.
Our international chaos is founded upon our philo¬
sophic despair.*
r

“wu
WhCn WC ask *e Professor of the humanities:
What are you yourself?” the professor can only reply
brows knitted and head low, “I am a fact also.” Where
is the call for moral effort, the ringing voice of St. Paul
*

wisdom of China and India* p. 574.
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to enter the good race, and the rousing, resounding call
of Buddha to achieve the highest of freedoms? the
freedoms of the spirit? Buddha at least undertands the
freedom of the will, the power of the human spirit to
overcome and transcend the wheel of the material world:
Rouse thyself by thyself, examine thyself by thyself;
thus self-protected and attentive wilt thou live haoDilv
O Bikkshu! ’
For self is the lord of self, self is the refuge of self;
therefore curb thyself as the merchant curbs a noble
horse.
By one’s self the evil is done, by one’s self one
suffers; by one’s self evil is left undone, by one’s self
one is purified. The pure and the impure stand and
fall by themselves, no one can purify another.
You yourself must make an effort. The Tathagatas
(Buddhas) are only preachers. The thoughtful °who
enter the way are freed from the bondage of Mara.*
Perhaps we have the freedom of will and of effort.
From this belief in the power of the spirit and the human
will come the faith and strength and joy of Buddha
in "man’s struggle against the Evil (“Mara”) and the
bondage of illusion (“Maya”).
If anything is to be done, let a man do it, let him
attack it vigorously ! A careless pilgrim only scatters
the dust of passion more widely.
If a man commits a sin, let him not do it again;
let him not delight in sin: the accumulation of°evil
is painful.
If a man does what is good, let him do it again, let
him delight in it: the accumulation of good is delight* Dhammapada. See Widsom of China and India, pp. 321-326.
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Is this a sermon? No, it is a prayer.
Or, the world shall progress from power to greater
agglomeration of powers, from conflict to greater concts. The politics of democracy, aristocracy, and
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monarchy are known: the politics of a world state are not
yet even born. The first principles of world democracy
which must be like those of a state democracy, based on
the consent of the governed, are not yet established. The
world state shall be shaped like a plutocracy or an
oligarchy of the rich, and shall be as insecure as an
oligarchy, with a caste of citizens and a caste of slaves.
Government shall be based essentially on coercion, and
not on consent.' There will be rebellion of the masses
and bloodshed, and a tyrant shall take the place of the
oligarchs, when they are exhausted after fighting the
masses and fighting among themselves. For after every
revolution and period of chaos appears a tyrant. After
the oligarch nations shall have exhausted themselves in
a series of wars, a world tyrant, bidding for the support
of tne masses, shall arise and dominate the world. Is this
a prophecy? No, it is a warning.
But some of our leaders have misconstrued the nature
of the world conflict and the present world revolution.
The central issue of empire versus world freedom
remains unrecognized and unsolved. Some imagine they
can fight for empire and freedom at the same time.
VVmston Churchill is proceeding upon the principles of
Pericles. Judged by the principles of the empire
England could have no better and stronger premier. He
has the firmness of Lord Clive and Warren Hastings the
singleness of purpose of William Pitt, the astuteness’and
sense of timing of Disraeli. At a time of national un¬
preparedness he galvanized the nation with an iron willin the hour of danger he stood firm; toward rebellions
he showed uncompromising strength; when public con¬
victions were falling, he restored impeccable faith in the
wm- oldBntlsh Empire. But while Disraelis and
_ llliam Pitts may have been good enough for the Great
Britain of the nineteenth and eighteenth centuries; they
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So we can understand ourselves anH tupeople say that it is materiahsdg The tail^h
quart of milk a day for Hottentots” is a canard thrown
in Vice-President's Wallace's lace by isoMoni,L bm
basically it is true of all modern thinking. I am for
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almost seems to say: “Give a fellow a quart of milk a day,
and he will be a good man, a just mart, and a free and
contented man. Give the world a quart of milk a day,
and it will be a good world, a just world, and a free and'
contented world.
If there are only enough cotvs and
timothy grass, the problems of world peace are solved.”
So now the money-changers have converted God’s
temple into a Stock Exchange, and the smell of metallic
lucre has blended with the smell of the cedars of
Lebanon. That was what so annoyed Jesus and made
him take out his whip of cords. I wonder that it does not
annoy the followers of Christ. I know that there is a
philosophy of living among the people of any land, with
or without Christianity; no nation ever existed, or could
exist, without its mores, or its body of moral tradition.
The Chinese believe: “The four moorings of the ship
of state are: courtesy, justice, integrity and sense of
honour.* In Christian lands, this body of moral tradi¬
tion takes the form of Christianity. But the world is
shifting; scientific materialism has cut Christian faith
from under. Christianity has nothing to do with modern
politics or business, and it is politics and business that
are shaping our lives. The case of the world is a case of
belief versus disbelief.
The search for belief is everybody’s business, for in a
world of international chaos following the disappearance
of belief, the scientist is affected as much as the preacher.
In a shipwreck the engineer sinks with the stoker. It is
as much the scientist’s business to inquire about man’s
faith as it is the preacher’s to inquire about science, for
both are merely searching for some meaning in life, some
sustaining faith. The restitution of the values of human
life is the first job of modem man’s intelligence.
■ * Saying by Kuantse, seventh century b.c. The book ascribed to him
was probably composed or interpolated several centuries later.
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erected on the wings’ surface with fh w-MML ML MM
their height corresponds with the watt- iewL, V mV
or violet rays Science never tells v,.u who Lj’ds ML
microscopic sk^rapers, or who tells the butteiilv Lh.
The arrival of the fittest seems harder than Mw»r r
explain, and the Darwinian concept of chance var-'m-w
must sound unconvincing and fall to the wound yi MM
it is science .that will teach us humilit,. On the I LL
of humility alone will science and religion be reunited
SO.

jLL mLe thai^ that’ science is destroying matter and
therefore destroying materialism itself. Science sta^s or

mtnTni
returning

r^ -° eXaminC Ae UniverSe and ^“now

the universe to mathematics.
The wi<e
scientist has pretty well washed his hands of matter. He
as educed liquids, solids, light, colour, smell, sound,
and all the physical properties of matter to certain
mathematical iormnlRs^beyond which there exists
nothing that he knows, or claims to know. A solid fable
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has become empty space; an atom is like a half-mile-ion*
jai-alai stadium without walls in which tiny balls swirl
about, and a molecule is like a series of open-air jai-alai
stadiums, held together without visible or material
adjoining walls. A conglomeration of matter is only a
“field” of action, and the balls themselves have neither
mass nor volume. Matter itself has been spirited away,
and the law's of matter no longer operate in the core of
things of this universe. The universe is more like a ghost
than like a machine. And so the scientists themselves
have become less “materialistic” than the great of the
Stock Exchange.
But the destruction of the conventional notion of
matter at once involves also the destruction of die
nineteenth-century mechanistic concept of the universe.
It is interesting to note that Sir James Jeans, in his latest
book, Physics and Philosophy, also strikes upon the
problem of determinism versus free will as influenced
by the changing concepts of matter itself. While his
attitude is strictly “scientific” and he is hesitant in draw¬
ing conclusions about the end of “materialism” and
determinism, calling it mainly a question of termin¬
ology, he does say:
At least the new physics has shown that the problems
of causality and free-will are in need of a new formu¬
lation. ... The classical physics seemed to bolt and
bar the door leading to any sort of freedom of the will;
the new physics hardly does this; it almost seems to
suggest that the door may be unlocked—if we could
only find the handle. The old physics showed us a
universe which looked more like a prison than a
dwelling-place. The new physics shows us a universe
which looks as though it might conceivably form a
suitable dwelling-place for free men, and not a mere
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sheker for brutes-a home in which it mav at lea<* be
possible foi us to mould events to our desires anr "M.
lives of endeavour and achievement. .
'-U:CtV~
we continue to call matter ‘'matter- 0/
remains is in any case very dilfcrent from the 1^blooded matter and the forbidding materialism r,,7l“,
\ictorian scientist. His objective and min-iv
=
verse is proved to consist of little more t*>an <V,"* - X
of our own minds. In this and in other wavs,
pnysics has moved in the direction of mentalhm.*
If scientific materialism and Darwinian naturalism r*
die nineteenth century coloured mans mind and in¬
duced m the course of time political and etr,,-.-;
materialism, so it is inevitable that todav srience's re¬
pudiation of the conventional notion of “matter” muv
also m the course of time colour man’s mind, cause
slump m materialistic values, and completeiv alter'the
mechanistic qualities of the thinking of this age. S^me
day we shall speak of “fields” of moral action and
attraction and the time-space-continuum” of historical
development in which not a particle of matter ever
operated m history’s judgment. In such a world, onlv
ideas
without mass or weight or volume will he
accounted as real. So must man’s mind be made in the
image of the universe he knows. Science is spiritualizin ’the whole universe, but it takes years to produce the

philosophic effect. *
But science has not only destroyed the traditional con-

cept of matter; it has produced a concept of relativity
whose full philosophic import will mot be made plain
until decades.from now. Relativity is merely the road to
mysticism through mathematics. By grappling with the
* physics and Philosophy, by Sir James Jeans (Macmillan, 104
pp.215-210.
.
■

■
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ultimates of time and space and motion, it has struck at
their very foundations; by holding or assuming that
space is curved and time probably the borrowed embodi¬
ment of motion in our minds, both being in fact mathe¬
matically interchangeable Ivith motion itself, it has
brought us closer to a theory of the rhythm of life.
At last, the pulse beat of the universe is better under¬
stood. The straight line, square space, and rectilinear
time are the last conventions of thinking to be exploded
by science, following the explosion of the myth of the
fiat earth. If the universe is not infinite, it must be
round, and cannot be square. But if the universe itself
is round, there can be no absolute straight lines, for
every straight line curves invisibly. Briefly, this “round¬
ness” is as incomprehensible to us as the roundness of
the earth must be to two ants crawling on two parallel
longitudinal lines somewhere in Wisconsin, both makin°tor straight north. With the roundness of the earth, the
Far East has actually become the Far West of America,
and an Eskimo going steadily north will strike upon
.ustralia or ^ew Zealand. The same thing must be true
of the lines and directions of a round universe, of which
the earth is considerably less than a suggestion of a
microscopic speck.
°
The universe therefore consists only of circles and
their modifications. Any “circulist” picture (my own
term) wall present a better and truer picture of life and
motion and material objects than a. cubist picture
Cubism is scientifically incorrect; even light impulses
move in waves. In the very pointed lines of cubism, I see
only the harshness of the modern spirit.
And so the true historian can draw a picture of human
history only in curves also, with constant emerging and
submerging and blending of cycles. The Chinese Taoists
knew this well; the whole yin-yang concept was based
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upon the wave theory. Emerson in h« e«avunderstood this principle of hie aid T^-' mysticism of the universe is the rhwV TV
annihilates all distinctions, or as GhundtseV-d
in lu
amous essay, “the levelling of all tnh -T" T '
^ Eav and
Uest and .North and South lose their a" . V
e lEvmnv
through perception of the roundness of the’ev-’.
m
and death, growth and decav stream!- ->r>H E" ‘ 1 V
and small, and all hard-and-fast disdncdri^
^
relativity.11 aU<°mPrehe^ all-Ievehing

O!

The winter begins strictly on summer =«!-*;■■the days begin to shorten, and the summer
on winter solstice, when the dass be-in tE ' V

'

‘ im ?e phi!°S?Phy of alternate'cycled and the Mdden
o^rni, on which the wrhole
Mu‘ad°ns” (Yiking) „ based. The Wddo>’^fJ^

™

fore,dfwit
^ TC'y
alter”ate“d of »«
toretell the futuie from
the present
alignment
oroceed

mg and receding, or dominant and recessive, forces The
apple ree begins to die when it reaches its greatest flowerS"T’ and Ae Prime <* Power is die begfnninl

of decay. The generations of men are not joined to each
other s inaifnn? °£ SaUSagCS’ but one be§ins while the
other is m its prime, merging with it like the invisible
curves of a woman’s body. So also rise and decline
waves the generations of the thoughts of men. ,411 life™
like the ocean waves on a seashore to one who observes
r em closely: they recede while appearing to proceed and
the water goes up when the crest begins to fall

t

aris,es,the l011^ forall philosophic abso¬
lutes. Such a philosophy destroys all Euclidean mathe¬
matics. Relativity is a philosophy of life as well as a
mathematical formula for explaining the universe. Only
recently has science grown big enough for the theory of
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Relativity. But thousands of years ago Taoist sages, par¬
ticularly Laotse and Chuangtse, jumped the mathematics
and by sheer breadth of vision and profundity of insight
leached and anticipated its philosophic meaning—the
relativity of all standards.
°
For this may be regarded as a summary of the cold
skeleton of Chuangtse’s philosophy regarding Relativity.
Dimensions are limitless; time is endless. Conditions
are not constant; terms are not final.”* All standards
are relative to the point of view of the onlooker.
In regard to distinctions, if we say that a thino- is
great or small by its own standard, then there is
nothing in all creation which is not great, nothing
vvhicn is not small. To know that the universe is but
as a tare-seed and the tip of a hair is [as big as] a
mountain—this is the standard of relativity. In°regard
to function, if we say that something exists or does°not
exist by its own standard, then there is nothing which
does not exist, nothing which does not perish. If we
know that east and west are convertible, and yet neces¬
sary, terms in relation to each other, then such

[relative] functions may be determined.
„ The exact words for “relativity of standards” are
‘levelling of standards or gradations,” but the philo¬
sophic meaning of the dependence of standards is quite
apparent. The distinctions of high and low are likewise
annihilated; the nadir is the beginning of the upward
curve and therefore philosophically the highest point,
the zenith is the beginning of the descending curve and
philosophically the lowest. “To Tao, the zenith is not
high, nor the nadir low; no point of time is long ago;

PS,683' p“
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nor by the lapse of ages has it grown old

20 fj

The dhtinc-

non between this (subjective^ and that
oL:ccri\e,
relative, both being dependent on the speaker.

i>

Hence I say, “this” emanates from “that,”
that also derives from “this.” This the theyr n* ,‘i-o
interdependence of “this” and “that” . . uhe,'
(subjective) and ’’that” (objective, are bo£l-££lt
eir con elates, that is the very “Axis of T?~ ”
vvhen that .Axis passes through the centre m w’' it
all Infinites converge, affirmations and denials v^e
blend_into the infinite One-[Therefore' onlv te
truly intelligent understand this principle of >y't all things into One. They discard the distinctly and
take refuge in the common and ordinary things. The
common and ordinary things serve certain functions
and retain wholeness of nature. From this wholeness,

nerrCr°nmthreTendS’
near
to the Tao.

from comPrehension one comes

Hence there is a Balance of Heaven according to
which parallels meet.
°
keeper of monkeys said with regard to their ration
of nuts that each monkey was to have three in the
morning and four at night. At this the monkeys were
very angry. Then the keeper said they might have
tour in the morning and three at night, with which
arrangement they were well pleased. The actual
number of nuts remained the same, but there was a
difference owing to [subjective evaluations of] likes
and dislikes. It also derives from this [principle of
relativity]. Wherefore the true Sage brings all con¬
traries together and rests in the natural Balance of
Heaven. This is called [the principle of following]
two courses [at once],
.
o-
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Hence all values are submerged, all distinctions are
levelled, all judgments are relative to the onlooker’s
point of view, and all “material transformations”
(wu-hua, an important concept in Chuangtse) are mrt
of the cycle of life. The frog in the well is proud ofhis
little puddle, the River Spirit is proud of his little
autumn flood, the summer insect who knows not winter
discusses ice, the lake sparrow cannot understand whv
the giant roc has to fly five thousand miles, Pena- Tsu is
proud of his long life of eight hundred years, the°screech
°wi is proud of the dead rat in its claws, and little men
are proud of their power and success! Therefore it k
said: "The perfect man ignores -self; the divine man
ignores achievement; the true Sage ignores reputation ”
From such an understanding of the relativity of all
standards and of the cycle of life, the basis for con
tention and the belief in force is destroyed. Man finds
ns final repose m Tao, or knowledge of this cycle. “The
Great [Lmverse] gives me this form, this toil in manhood
tins repose in old age, this rest in Death. Surely that
of my deadf”*

atbiter °f my Ii£e is the best obiter

Such a spiritual softening of man’s thinking and
wisdom must come about; the crudities of a mechanistic
belief m material, rectilinear absolutes must be worn
o and made to disappear; action must be judged in
waves and ripples and emerging and submerging cycles
and to do this, a longer range must be taken, £ thatlhat
ppears to be a straight lme may be seen to be a curve
and what appears a curved line may turn out to be the
shortest route between two points. Nature herself is
gentle and travels by waves, in the figure “S,” circle interthe practical outcome of "inirfinn”
was the first AmeSrelati^

'Sig&ijs?

01
-aiw ^1S difficulty m facing
^ SmiIar to
HI
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penetrating continuing circles, and in spite of r Wes
goes on. Nature a ways bends. Believers in
direct action who thmk that they are “think A A 1:“
are poor students of Nature.
■
* 3
Therefore, following nature, according to Lnotse:
To yield is to be preserved whole.
To be bent is to become straight.
To be hollow is to be filled.
To be tattered is to be renewed,*
Believers in brute force, like Hitler, alwavs take the
logica!, direct line, and this is why they run counter to
nature and when a material obstacle meets their p.nh
they nave no escape and are destroyed. Laotse and
Chuangtse have the knack of making Hitlers and wouldbe Hitlers of the world appear unphilosophlcal and
foohsh. Every structure of force crumbles, irrespective

or who builds it.

r

Stretch [a bow] to the very full.
And you will wish you had stopped in time.
Temper [a sword-edge] to its very sharpest,
And the edge will not last long.
<4

^ *s easY

see that from such a relativist and
as against western traditional
absolutism, certain remarkable changes will follow in
man’s outlook upon life. Such a philosophy has already
produced changes in Chinese daily behaviour .to an
extent that justifies its being called <<:way$ that are dark”
by westerners. It seems strange that whether you are a
circulist or a believer in the impossibly naive rectilinear
values of the West should make, such a vast difference
in your mental outlook, but it does. It affects your view
“circulist”

philosophy,

* Ibid., p. 594. For following quotations .from Laotse, see pp. *87 s86
023, 608, 609, 599, 600, 615,-623, 618, 601, 624, 623..
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of yourself, your fellow men, the way you meet for,„„
or disaster, and politics and peace itself.
°r‘Une
"■o2setepr and v™ f ‘hat “ immediaKly polishes the

"the %ure s-,ike *
lo problems, like a desire to hide in obTcuritv' V/T0‘c,‘
the spotlight, b„t you also
in a cer(a
^

that

disaster."

"Di=“

Von learn to be a little’lea'd'irSt'a^d”'

patience with fools

inltrn“«s

P an enormous

Cl" that VOU “d “P

The best of man is like water
Water benefits all things
And does not compete with them.
It dwells in (the lowly) places that all

disdain,—
Wherein it comes near to the Tao.

That weakness overcomes strength
And gentleness overcomes rigidfty
No one does not know;
'

No one can put into practice.
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The greatest cleverness appears like stupiditv;'
The greatest eloquence seems like stuttering
Movement overcomes cold,
(But) keeping still overcomes heat.
The good ones I declare good;
The bad ones I also declare good.
That is the goodness of Virfue. '
The honest ones I believe;
The liars I also believe.
That is the faith of Virtue.
The third result, which follows from the above is that
you develop a contempt for force and conquest, because
the strongest army breaks first, even as Hitler’s or
Napoleon s did. As an ancient Chinese proverb says:
“The violent man shall die a violent death.’’ If Nature
is soft and goes in curves, the man who believes in force
and direct action does not comprehend even the laws of
the universe he is living in. Therefore:
When the world lives not in accord with Tao,
Racing horses are turned back to haul refuse-carts.
When the world lives in accord with Tao,
Cavalry abounds in the countryside.
Therefore a good general effects his purpose and
stops.
He dares not rely upon the strength of arms;
Effects his purpose and does not glory in it;
Effects his purpose and does not boast of it;
Effects his purpose and does not take pride in it;
Effects his purpose as a regrettable necessity;
Effects his purpose but does not love violence.
(For) things age after their prime.
That (violence) would be against the Tao.
And he who is against the Tao perishes young.
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I have no doubt therefore that Laotse’s solutions for
the problems of the relationship between big and small
powers and for the peace settlement are the only ones
that are basically sound and lasting:
A big country (must be like) the delta-regions.
Being the concourse of the world,
(And) the Female of the world.
The Female overcomes the Male by quietude.
And achieves the lowly position by quietude.
Therefore if a big country places itself below a
small country,
It absorbs the small country.
(And) if a small country places itself below a big
country.
It absorbs the big country.
Therefore some place themselves low to absorb
(others),
Some are (naturally) low and absorb (others).
What a big country wants is but to shelter others.
And what a small country wants is but to be
able to come and be sheltered.
Thus (considering) that both may have what they
want,
A big country ought to place itself low.
In a truly civilized peace treaty, the “guilt clause” will
be abolished. For according to Laotse:
* - Patching up a great hatred is sure to leave some
hatred behind.
How can this be regarded as satisfactory?
Therefore the Sage holds the left tally.
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And does not put the ,guilt on the other party.
The virtuous man is for patching up;
The vicious is for fixing guilt.
But “the way of Heaven is impartial,
It sides only with the good man.”
Only at a peace conference where both opponents
on fixing the guilt on oneself will there be perrrm-.'nt

peace.
The fourth^and last result is that, knowing the law of
the c>cle of lire, man would seek to live in harrnonv with
that universal law, thus avoiding ruin for him-elf and
reaching that truly religious level which comes from
comprehension of the universe itself.
I have Three Treasures;
Guard them and keep them safe:
The first is Love.
The second is. Never too much.
The third is, Never be the first in the world.
Through Love, one has no fear;
Through not doing too much, one has
amplitude (of reserve power);
Through not presuming to be the first in
the world,
One can develop one’s talent and let it
mature.
For love is victorious in attack,
And invulnerable in defence.
Heaven arms with love
Those it would not see destroyed.
Curiously, through such a world outlook, which is the
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very antithesis of the doctrine of power, Laotse arrived
at an absolutely identical position with Jesus, not onlv
wnh regard to “not requiting evil with hatred,” but also
m the following truly religious perceptions:
The Heaven and Earth join.
And the sweet rain falls.
Beyond the command of men,
Yet evenly upon all.
He lives for other people,
And grows richer himself;
fie gh es to otner people,
And has greater abundance.
Who receives upon himself the calumny
of the world
7
Is the preserver of the state.
Who bears himself the sins of the world
Is the King of the World.
Somehow the laws of the moral universe have been dis¬
covered independently in Asia Minor and Asia Major
and ultimately agree. And both seem to revel in parasdentific man.t0°

** ** stepping modem

A hurricane cannot last long, says Laotse; modem

nfVSatlH0n 1S a,hu5ricane- °nly fry some such dulling
of the edges and softening of the corners of man’s think¬
ing can the present civilization, faced with growing
sharp conflicts, be saved. The “dregs and tumours of

rZ‘°
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We have strayed far into the field of Nature. It is time

that we come home and remember that we are men. The
only important philosophical question of today is: what
are we, and what is man?
When Confucius heard that a stable had burnt down,
he asked if any man was hurt, but “did not inquire about
the horses.” I am such a “humanist” that I do not care
if the whole species of horses and dogs and cats and
rabbits are wiped out, if man hereafter can live in peace.
This may sound a little Oriental and heathenish, but
there are, on tHl other hand, men whose minds are
almost as limited in compass as mine, and who, while
very much devoted to the very lovable dogs, have not yet
any conception of the brotherhood of all men. I am sure
horses think the same way, too. The white horses are
devoted to man, but have nothing but contempt for
brown and bay horses, and the brown and bav horses
have nothing but contempt for the spotted ones. Horse
love, I understand, is only skin deep. The most incon¬
ceivable barriers of pigment exist. In the same way, a
bulldog will patronize a human being, but must perse¬
cute his brother, the Irish terrier, because his own tail is
straight and smooth while the other dog has a wiry tail
and somewhat too much of a moustache. How the
westerners laugh at Chinese high cheekbones and
almond eyes and how the Chinese laugh at the
westerners’ hairy chests and arms!
But this state of things is not funny any more. We are
starting out on an era of compulsory world living with
all the tribalistic traits of a past epoch and the psychology
of the bull-dog-terrier racial prejudices. We talk lightly
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of world co-operation and world government without
realizing the immense complexities of the new problems
not only in respect of their size, but also in respect of
their nature.
1
Perhaps Aristotle’s Politics is broad enough, or
perhaps it isn’t, but a modern Aristotle, his analytical
mind exercised over the new problems created by a world
state, would ponder very deeply and seek for certain
cardinal principles. Aristotle would be what we call a
teaiist, but his realism would be profound, and he
would not necessarily potter around with “expediencies”
in ignorance of first principles. He would still classify
the three possibilities of the government of the world
like those of a state, as being the rule of the one, the rule
of the few, and the rule of the many, but taking the
nations instead of individuals as the units. He would still
postulate the good and bad forms of each: the good being
monarchy, aristocracy, and timocracy; the bad beiiw
tyranny, oligarchy, and democracy. And he would pic¬
ture how these different principles would operate, and
speculate how each might degenerate and hoiv each
might evolve into, or be replaced by, another form. And
he would still apply his psychology of motivation, and
would maintain:
In considering how dissensions and political revolutions arise, we must first of all ascertain the begin¬
nings and causes of them which affect: constitutions
generally.
.
The universal and chief' cause of
this revolutionary feeling has already been mentioned;
viz., the desire of equality, when men think that they
are equal to others who have more than themselves;
or again, the desire of inequality and superiority, when
conceiving themselves to be superior they think that
they have not more but the same or less than their
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inferiors; pretensions which may or may not be usi,*
He \\ ou Id find the two desires, for ecu ah tv *-^v Sr in
equality or superiority, still operating dr.\ in
H
a World Federation and as causing all dissensions or revolutions that may consequently come up. And he would
not conceive of any one form of World Government A
so perfect, so good, so just, that it would not undergo
internal transformations from psychological causes, or
even evolve from one form to another bv a series of vrWd
revolutions. He would rather try his best to see that die
best and the most just form be adopted to ensure the
greatest stability. Being a knower of human nature and
its corruptibility, he would be realistic and would
probably despair of a utopian settlement. But his would
be a less mechanistic mind than ours, and he would cer¬
tainly not agree with Ely Culbertson’s international
contract bridge, or trust a mechanical elaboration of a
World Police Force and say to himself: “There is the
basis of an enduring peace.” On the other hand, having
read Locke now, he would at once plunge into a dis¬
cussion of the principles of coercion and consent, and
their manifold reactions. In addition to the forms like
world tyranny (rule of one nation), world oligarchy
(rule of a few rich nations), and world democracy (rule
of the many hations), he would also postulate the collapse
of all and a reversion to national autarchy, which in view
of the present state of nationalistic psychology, might
most likely result.
Aristotle would, I am sure, agree with the general
principle that world peace must be enforced by a world
police. But he would analyse the problem further in
respect of three points: what to police, who are to police,
and who are to be policed, and why. Such a dispassionate

t,

* Aristotle, Politics, tr. by Jowett (Oxford), p. 148*
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examination would reveal that certain things can be
policed and certain things not. For instance, he would
believe that only such laws and traditions as command
the general public approval can be enforced by the
police, that police power derives from public approval
and sense of justice and not from tear-gas bombs or
tommy-guns, and that policing an unjust order would be
the maintaining by force of a state of things due for a
change. So he tvould be careful to point out that before
we decide to police and maintain by force something,
we have to make clear what that thing is. Whether, for
instance, it will be constrained to defend the status quo
against “acts of rebellion against the World Govern¬
ment.” Secondly, he would closely examine the area and
the neighbourhood to be policed. He would not try to
police too much a peaceful neighbourhood, but would
concentrate on certain gangster sections that in the past
have repeatedly upset public order, where the most
“muggings” have been going on. Only the principle of
historic experience would seem to serve as safe guidance
in regard to those to be policed, and those selected to
do the policing. And in equity, he would be forced to
the conclusion that those nations which have in the past
most disturbed others, have been most aggressive, most
imperialistic, ought to be the policed nations, and those
that have observed the principles of good neighbours
ought to be the policing nations. Thus he would prob¬
ably arrive at the astounding conclusion that Eskimos,
Javanese, Samoans, Chinese, and Americans, Danes,
Swiss, etc., ought to police the Japanese, the Germans,
the English, the French, and the Italians. The Spaniards
and Portuguese, though having been once in their time
bloodthirsty pirates, ought to be given liberal considera¬
tion on parole and good behaviour.
In view, however, of the “desire of inequality” of the
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“Big Powers,” such a scheme is obviouslv unaccentab'e.
There would probably be a sort of compromi.se, exclud¬
ing none and based on complete equality for all'nations,
oi it would lose its police character and have the char¬
acteristics of an agglomeration of powers. Following
such a principle of common consent and common
equality, the best solution would be for the World
Police to belong to no particular nation, as no com¬
munity police belongs to any socially prominent
members of the community. Such a community no;ice
may now and then distribute small, private favours to
the socially prominent members, such as better lighting
on certain streets or shifting “no parking" signs in their
favour, since they pay more taxes, but this must be
underhanded and the state of things must not become un¬
bearable to the other poorer members of the community
or enrage the public sense of justice.
And over all these questions must stand the philo¬
sophic question whether the World Government is to be
preponderantly laissez-faire, according to Rousseau, or
preponderantly regimentalized, according to Hobbes;
whether it is to be a government by Polizei, according
to Prussian Nazism, or government by self-government
according to Jeffersonian democracy and the oldroguish Chinese. There is so much trouble that could
be avoided if we did not poke our nose into it. The
point immediately suggests itself, that the greater the
area of government, and the more scattered the popula¬
tions, the less can force be relied upon in government.
The Chinese, having governed their country for four
thousand years without lawyers or police, and having
had some experience in the matter of governing large
areas, would instinctively incline toward Jeffersonian
democracy. After all, a nation that believes in govern¬
ment by worship and song, by rituals and music, must
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be a little stunned by the idea of government by Polizei.
The Chinese wold probably lead the revolt against the
Polizei, and they have certain ways of dealing- with the
police. They believe it is their duty to corrupt them
by sending the police sergeant a present when his wife
gives birth to a baby because he is so obliging as to stand
and guard our doors. They have no idea that he is there
to guard public order, since public order is already
guarded by scrolls of proverbs and public laughter at
transgressors—the thief has a bad mother—but they
understand he is there to open, limousine doors for rich
men arriving at sumptuous hotels. They are not rich
themselves, but they can also buy the policeman’s small
favours by pulling him into their house on a hot day
and giving him a cup of tea. Just by sheer human experi¬
ence, they have found that no policeman in the world
can resist such corruption. And the Burmese, the
Japanese, the Eskimos, the Samoans, the Caucasian
villagers, and the Brazilians and the Chileans would join
with the Chinese and shout to the French, the English,
the Germans, and the Americans: “What the hell! Why
do we require your police? We ain’t got Krupp guns
or parachutists here. Why don’t you police yourselves?
Why don’t you try to police Moscow?”
One may make here also a parenthetical remark about
America. America has a fair record, not a blameless,
but a fair record, in respect of imperialism. The
American is too good a democrat to be a successful im¬
perialist. He pats the foreigners on the back and
American doughboys pull rickshaws for Hindus out of
sheer fun. That is the last thing an imperialist should
do. You haven’t got the imperialist instinct. You can’t
fraternize with “natives” and be their masters. The
fellows whose backs you pat today will think tomorrow
that they are as good as you are, and good-bye to your
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empire! It’s rather odd. isn’t it. the ww rur;r> d mA
But America has dewfoped er c
r ■ x j:r: - is a dangerous thing, and I am wrAixr a:; I ikinhn.r m
see what she is going to do wrh lm. ; ; cr. A* : •: x
having come of age, is like a resamii cA; wr u
denly finds himself married to a so.i like. “1; s the v a; A
the doctor says, trying to explain his marriage. T*, -u
on with the research or move in with his so< Lilkr wife
to cure corns and misshapen nails for the rich is now das
doctors central spiritual problem—and this is the rule
important problem that faces Aineiiia tod.tv. For
America today stands at the cross-roads. Pe a research
doctor, I say.

23
THE COMMON STANDARD FOR MEN
We have not vet decided what is the nature of man. We
cannot set up a world Federation of man without know¬
ing what are the constituent units. So far we know onSv
that they belong to five categories: White, Black, Red
Yellow,' and Brown, What about the White, Black, Red,
Yellow, and'Brown? We know next to nothing. Then
without a common denominator, how do we expect to
put them together and expect such a conglomeration to
work?
The question of racial and nationalistic antagonisms
in the world state must be solved. Apart from its size,
World Government faces a problem that no national
government faces to the.same degree. Apart from racial
and religious, differences that do often exist inside a
nation, there is a disrupting force of well-entrenched and
growing modem nationalism, which would be compar¬
able only to active racial antagonisms in groups inside
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a state. But the principles that hold with respect to racial
and religious antagonisms inside a peaceful state cannot
be different from the principles for a World Government
tom by competitive nationalisms. The Swiss Republic
has been able to exist with all its internal racial and
linguistic groups, on the principles of equity, justice,
and freedom for all. Evidently, common beliefs make a
common nation, and only common beliefs make a
common world. Religious beliefs may differ in a nation,
but at least the Jews and Catholics and Protestants in
America have certain fundamental beliefs in democratic
values and the values of living as a whole, and, further¬
more, they are willing all to believe that no one is better
than anybody else. If the world is to function as a unit,
the faith must ultimately develop equally that no nation
is better than any other nation.
But what do we mean by “better”? Where is the
common standard for all men? Such a faith must first
establish that races are equal as human beings, and
secondly indicate wherein humanity as such can be dis¬
tinguished from the beasts. As with individuals, so with
nations, equality cannot be proved by standards of in¬
telligence or creative ability or moral integrity. It will
have to be a mystic standard, a bland assertion that we
are all equal just because we are all men.
In other words, we revert to the somewhat unprovable assumption of “human dignity” if we want to be
spiritual, or, if we want to be “realistic,” say that we are
equal because we happen to be all tail-less bipeds.
Whether you believe in the version of “human dignity”
or in the version of “tail-less bipeds” depends upon your
approach, since one is scientifically verifiable and' the
other not. For one, the voice of the heart is proof itself
of human dignity ; for tne other, it is sheer, sentimen¬
tality—which explains why the believer in the biped
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version is always so cynical in other problems of nati-.-.al
and world politics. So ev ji the had* o*'
•’ t
we are all “born equal" has a practical bcaviuz on oht-r
problems. It would make no sense for the ivptc ; < ■.
particularly noble to his neighbours. The bclitu.
the innate dignity of ail men would srern the bit - V*
naturalism, while the biped believer would rail ike
other’s theory moronic sentimental rubbish.. What h to
be our standard, and which is riaht?
It happens there is a tremendous amount of "ir.m-if
sentimental rubbish” in the Chinese r.h.i':o£o:'' m,
Mencius, who not only believed in die imi.tc c'" w of man, but believed also in man’s es.-entic: Wrb'.r. "v
and that on this basis of spirituality alone, all men
equal. Mencius was therefore able to evohe a them;
the common dignity and humanity of man, whkh the
Chinese nation as a whole has accepted, for he ranks
next only to Confucius. Mencius dearly and adequately
established the common standard for all men. 1 lie
“equality” of man teas not mystical, or based on a
theological structure. It had even nothing to do with
over- or under-pigmentation.
Mencius wanted to establish the common standard of
all men and distinguish man from the beasts, a difference
which, he pointed out again and again, consisted of an
extremely small margin. Since the margin is admittedly
so perilously small, even in modem days, we have reason
to listen carefully. 1 am in fact a little desperate and am
willing to listen to any theory of any other philosopher
who can tell us in clear, unmystical and non-theological
terms why he thinks man is not a beast. All the scientific
learning of the past century has tended rather to make
us think or strongly suspect that in fact, after all, we are
beasts and little else, and we are clinging to the notion
of human “dignity” obstinately just by ignoring our
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professors and refusing to listen to reason.

Can anyone

give a good, non-theological reason?
Mencius was puzzled by the behaviour of a beggar, and
by a curious human phenomenon: that all animals love
life as the highest value, but men sometimes spurn it.
(Mencius, I think, is wrong about the animals.) His in¬
ference was that there was a higher value for man than
animal survival, and furthermore that all men shared
this value.
A man’s life or death may sometimes depend upon
a bamboo basket of rice and a bowl of soup, but if you
say to a starving man passing by: “Hey, Mister!” and
offer it to him with insults, he will refuse to take them;
or if you offer them to a beggar with a kick, the begyar
will not receive them.
' °
Therefore, Mencius says:
I love life, but there is something that I love more
than life, and therefore I would not have life at any
price. I also hate death, but there is something that I
hate more than death, and therefore I would not avoid
danger at any price. If there is nothing that man loves
more than life, then would he not permit himself to
do anything in order to save it? And if there is nothin^
that man hates more than death, then why does he
not avoid dangers that could be avoided? And so there
are times when a man would forsake his life, and there
are times when a man would not avoid danger. It is

not only the good men who have this heart (or feeling)
that there are times when they would forsake life and
would not avoid danger. All men have this heart, only
the good men have been able to preserve it.*
* Wisdom of Confucius (Modem Library), p. 28s. For following mnfe,
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The Mencian standard of common humanitv is, in rr<e
word, that there is a common hear‘ in mm or in - ’*•••
phraseology, all races have essential; v the’jarie
aspirations, joys, and sorrows, and tLrtt ;t ;s ;
common feelings that unite us. and establish our es>ential quality. Then he goes on to prove how men a< a
species are psychologically the same, which, makes a
common standard in tastes, sounds, and the sense of ri~;'‘t
and wrong possible. Proceeding from the analog'of
wheat, Mencius says:
Therefore all wrho belong to the same species are
essentially alike. Why should you doubt that this
holds true also of human beings?' The Sajes be Ion? to
the same species as ourselves. As Lungtse says: *“A
man who proceeds to make a pair of shoes without
knowing the foot measurements will at least not end
up by making a wicker basket.” Shoes are alike
because the people s feet are alike. There is a common
taste for flavour in our mouths. Yiya [a famous cookl
is but one who has discovered our common taste for
food. If, for instance, one man’s taste for flavours
should differ from that of another man, as the tastes of
dogs and horses who belong to a different species differ
from the human taste, then why should the whole
world follow the judgment of Yiya in regard to
flavour? Since in the matter of food'the whole world
regards Yiya as the ultimate standard, we must admit
that our tastes for flavours are alike. The same thing
is true of our ears. The whole world regards Master
K’uang [famous musician] as the ultimate standard,
and we must admit that our ears are alike. . . . There¬
fore I say there is a common love for flavours in our
mouths, a common sense for sounds in our ears, and a
common sense for beauty in our eyes. Why then do we
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refuse to admit that there is something common in our
hearts? What is that thing that we have in common
in our hearts? It is reason and a sense of right. The
Sage is one who has first discovered what is common
in our hearts. Therefore, reason and the sense of right
please our minds as beef and pork and mutton please
our palates.
Mencius then proceeds to point out four things
common to the hearts of men, which establish first the
equality of all men with the Sages, secondly the essential
identity of all humanity, and thirdly disqualify one
from being regarded as “a man” as soon as he loses them.
The heart of mercy is in all men; the sense of shame
is in all men; the sense of courtesy and respect is in
all men; the sense of right and wrong is in all men.
Mencius proves it in the following manner:
Even now-a-days, when men suddenly see a child
about to fall into a well, they will all experience a
feeling of alarm and distress. They will feel so, not
that they may thereon gain the favour of the child’s
parents; nor that they may seek the praise of their
neighbours and friends; nor from a dislike of the
sound [of the falling child]. Hence it is that he who
> has not a heart of mercy is not a man; who has not a
sense of shame is not a man; who has not a sense of
courtesy and consideration for others is not a man;
who is without a sense of right and wrong is not a man.
Mencius conveniently forgot about pigment, although
there were enough racial differences in China to justify
his referring to some tribes as talking a “bird language.”
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In fact, he pointed out that two f [ fr: m a Ibunrfrus
rulers of China, Emperor Shun ami K:n,r Wen. wrr
one ‘‘an Eastern barbarian” and the otiie; * a \\\ u.t ~n
barbarian,” but that both rose to uriwrwd kaAAhfr
through a “common standard” b-Lvc; of u; nai uvwr
Such convenient forgetfulness about r*„o; o: stems u
make it easy for the nations of the vorM - /i€?vrr
“United” or not, to develop sortie fnmlameun i Li*'
in racial equality. He did not men mention the
standards of industrial capacity or die umdcni str-d r h
of living. By these standards of pi tenant, imiuv: i b
capacity, and standards of living me can *m\er : a
: J.
For what are the standards of H\in;r ami arc dm
not changing almost every decade? Did the hmiUs
of Wimpole Street have enamel bathtubs? li;i Dr.
Johnson ever use a flush toilet or have any idea of a
sanitary latrine? Did Charles Dickens e\ er hear a
radio? Did Goethe ever handle a camera? Did Hum¬
boldt ever wash from hot and cold water taps? Did
he not wash from an earthern basin and water-jug? Was
Dryden’s room ever steam-heated or air-cooled or electriclighted? Did Charles Lamb ever see Ginger Rogers or
use a plastic tooth-brush? Did Wordsworth ever cross
in the Hudson tunnel or drive on the Merrit Parkway?
Did Will Shakespeare ever in his life read one news¬
paper, not to speak of going to a movie once a week or
listening to Flagstad? Did he have a copy of the first
English Dictionary, which Dr. Johnson compiled a
hundred and fifty years after him? Did his school bench
at Stratford-on-Avon have a collapsible seat, and was
the schoolroom well lighted? Did he ever see a dentist
on Park Avenue? And did. the “second best bed” lie so
ungenerously, bequeathed to his wife have Simmons
springs? To come down to modem times, did Thomas
Edison ever' see Errol Flynn?. Did Luther Burbank ever
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see Radio City? Did Elinor Wylie see a television broad¬
cast or Will Rogers see a Flying Fortress? Has Albert
Einstein ever really spoken on a transatlantic wireless tele¬
phone? As we laugh at the costumes and manners of the
eighteen-nineties., so posterity will laugh at us only
twenty or thirty years from now. Why must we be the
mirror to the. universe? Where are the standards?
The invalid assumptions must fall away, and some
common standard for all humanity must be rediscovered.
Mencius repudiated the biped theory and re-established
the common standard of man by the identity of spiritual
values. This stands as a challenge to this mechanical age.
We have covered some important ground, ignoring
the swine-and-slop economic statistics of a thousand
post-war plans, revealing their utter futility in prevent¬
ing World War III, and relating the present world chaos
to the disintegration of moral values and ideas in the
modem world.. I have tried to show that this world chaos
and inevitable wars and conflicts are related to our
changing ideas of the nature of the universe and the
nature of man. I have tried to showT that war is in¬
separably related to powder politics, power politics to
the naturalistic view of human society, and the natural¬
istic view of human society to the influence of scientific
materialism and determinism . upon the human studies
and modem thought. The deeper question of war and
peace hinges upon what we think of man, whether he is
a chemical compound and therefore a slave of mechanical
laws of struggle, or whether he has the freedom of the
will of which Buddha and all teachers; of the past spoke.
But the chains of materialism, naturalism, power politics
and war are forged so fast that from them the modern
man finds no escape. The only knowledge available to
us in swine-and-slop economic post-war planning is
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merely the rearrangement ul cam ccii.s - * tint k ia
shall rest a litle more eaklv cm tM ankles or <. m’vw
blades of the mechanical *’ :\e. TM :v N a jiaa 1
scientific specialized knowlcd.^ v M k N ve:s hv .
but the best scientist of pea^e trda\ is mewk an tv * a
in anatomy who in his infinite v/va-v, vkk v ;; vv: •
the tactile nerves are the least serokhe and vkvr • * or
hide is the thickest so that win:: the v' ip v - a
- j
shall be able to bear it with the hast >t kq v\. v ko*
with some fatalistic cheer under the incvkcthke ita coni¬
cal laws of necessity. No scientist pretends w Leek can
chains that are binding the spirit of modern man.
Curiously we have stumbled upon Mencius who, in
recovering for us a spiritual concept of man. has pro¬
vided us with a doctrine of equality of ah mein a bad'
for world co-operation among the races of mankind, and
the possibility of freedom. He has given us a more flatter¬
ing view of man than that of mechanical robots which the
thousand scientific idiots of the past centurv have been
trying to tell us that we are. At the cost of repetition, 1
must say that materialists must continue to fight wars
eternally. Materialists cannot end wars or devise a peace.
They have not the brains for it. Materialists have not the
courage to hope. They are not hoping now.
Funny little man, how he conquers the world and is
afraid of a little idea, determinism, as if from it he had
no escape! A subtle thought might one day seep into
man’s mind and lend him an .escape. It will be just a
little idea, come like a tiny key, which the angels shall
send us and which shall gently and easily open the chains
of mortal man, and.that little key is called Free Will*
Then, with that little key, Prometheus shall be unbound.

EPILOGUE
What I have written I have written. In every ao-e.
Liberty and Reaction go side by side, and he who would
be a soldier of peace had better have discerning eyes.
And he who has visions of Peace and sees how she is
pushed out of our doors and denied entrance, even
though she lingers so dose beside our doorsteps, will
see her turn her steps, bend her head, and silently walk
away. Peace and Power are two jealous women and
always refuse to stay in the same house. Our rulers are
courting and cavorting with the harlot, and while Peace
sees them through the window and hears the mad
laughter, the bawdy noisiness, and the clinking of cham¬
pagne glasses inside, she will turn her steps away and
never come. For Peace is a lady, and she comes to our
house only when she knows she is loved. But those who
are guiding the nations’ destinies are hypocrites; they
love not her but the wench Power, and she knows it.
Therefore her face will be hidden from us until she
knows that we love her truly and not the harlot Power.
Therefore I hate the harlot and the men cavorting in
her company, because I am thinking of their children.
Peace is near, but she will never enter. For a great feast
is going on and the champagne flows. My friends are
having great dreams, the most fabulous dreams, of their
life. Despise not the harlot, either, for she has magic.
Men can be drunk with her opulence and her beauty,
which set their blood coursing and their nerves tingling'
and then imagine themselves poets or kings while the
intoxication lasts. They are counting the extent of their
empires and the glory of their power. “Why,” they say
to themselves, “this time we shall roll up the world and
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put it in our pockets.” The wine of the harlot Power is
Intoxicating; there Is a drug In It,
And then the morning will come. The mateess of the
night before will have become plain. It was the kt>t rkrhi
of Nebuchadnezzar. The world will collapse around
them, bankruptcy will .be declared, and these minas
'they shall see with their own eyes. An auctioneer oh!
come in to tag numbers on the ancestral portraits; there
will be much confusion and noise and a rough lad will
sit and test the bed where the mistress slept the
before. Then furniture-movers will come In and so n
on the carpets with their heavy boots caked with mud:
no heirloom will be spared; the ancestral portraits will
be thrown together higgledy-piggledy with was:: pahs
and mops and sent to the auctioil shop. After all is crone
and the walls are bare, their children will walk hand in
hand out from the front door, poor orphans, and leave
the door ajar, the disinherited. A new* tenant will move
in and start repapering the walls and setting new chairs
by the fireside and say: “A new day begins.”
But, Peace* go not away. -We have not yet made up
our minds. The men are only beginning to drink the
champagne of Power. Some are slightly tipsy, but others
are not. Cry loudly, soldiers of peace, perhaps she may
listen. She may yet change her mind, if we say to her:
“We all want you to stay, whatever your terms. This is
our unconditional surrender. For we want you to live
with our children and bless them with your gentleness
and your plenty,”
These are simple words. But, as Emerson says: *4Tfie
simplest words—we.do not know what they mean except
when we love and, aspire.” It seems that this cynic genera¬
tion of power politicians .and intellectual critics, struck
by an Invisible .malady, has lost the capacity for love anti
the courage to hope. Therefore they are impotent and
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cannot bring us peace. But when the world shall have
felt a passion for peace and another generation of men
shall have recaptured their courage to love and to aspire,
then Peace shall steal unaware into our room, and put¬
ting her hands across our eyes from behind, whisper:
4‘Guess whod’ And before wTe know7 it, when we least
expect her, she is there to remain by our fireside and
bless us and our children with her presence.

